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LirriE 236 

My dear S ir / 

4C 
mi 

T3 
\%3 

N o . ) ) 
^6/.Z 

^Op' 7J 

371 

Foste Eastrata 

Nice 

Franca— — 

Be good eno* to send the revises of Motive power to this ad' 

dress. laaediately. 

Mo 1. will be returned for January the day after it la receivad--

Yrs Ever E B Lytton 

Just arrived here Clinate nuch colder than Myares—Vov 2 1862 

LETTER 237 

Nov. 7 1862 Hotel des lies d'Or 

Hyeres 

Oapartnent du Tar 

France— 

My dear Sir/ 

Send ne as soon as possible the proofs cosqiilete of Motive Power 

addressed as above. I an ataying here for a few days tine Eno* to 

receive than— Let ne know also v^ether you think the Paper should be 

divided into 2 or 3 ntaibers— 

Ever Yours truly 

Turn over S B Lytton 

P S — 

I hope you have had all the copy—sent fron Paris both by private hand 

li in two Divisions 
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I began an idea of a Novel intended to survey present state of nanners 

in Paris k France— But X have atoppad short— The Dialogue la tol

erably lively, but X dont see my way to an Effective plot—or interest. 

Sonethlng nay suggest itself The Church here k the Scenery are both 

extttisitely beautiful The days I have been here are literally Sunnar— 

k the landscapes like Claude pictures— More beautiful than Nice— 

But the place itself dull— nothing to do but to ranble about which 

I do all day— Paris Is wonderfully inproved within the last 2 years 

Even one feels very nuch ashaaed of London. — 

LETTER 238 

[Ify] dear 81r/ 

I send by Book post—k Enclose [the] corrections for then. • 

Get then [rev]ised k ready for ny address which [X wi]11 send in 3 

or 4 days. X leave [Hy]ares to norrow. B L 

Tuesday Nov!f 19. [1862] 

. . • nust have another revise before printer . . . 

LETTER 239 

My dear Sir/ 

By a strange blunder sheet 1 of Motive Power arrived today has 

got burned. Send ne another sheet of it innediately. The others are 

safe— Most unluckily X had Juat corrected it— it wants correction. 

^ Bracketed words and narks of ellipsis indicate where the left 
gin of this letter was cut off. 
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X shall be in tine but send it innediately 

Yr 

E B Lytton 

Direct. Hotel Europe 

Deci 1862 Nice Maritine 

LETTER 240 

My dear Sir/ 

Hotel Europe 

Nice 

Dec^ 2 [1862] 

It was a false alam about the proof. — Not being found ny 

servant decided it was burned by mistake with some other papers I had 

eanaarked to the flames. But it turned up last night safe k sound 

and I return it for press by Book post. — 

Nos for January k February are so returned. There is a MS correction 

in January No. fî ich I will beg careful attention to on the part of 

rs 
the printer. Y. in haste E B L 

LETTER 241 

My dear Sir/ 

In the final revise of the Essay on Essays which I returned to 

you yesterday there is needed a slight correction which I will ask you 

to attend to— 

[In £ think the first page crossed out] In the revise of the Essay 

there is a reference "to the Conpleted Edition of Descartes ["which 
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H,l 

we owe to the pious labour of Victor Cousin ] strike out the words in 

brackets 'which we owe kc) and add instead **which, for the first tine 

gives to convenient It faniliar Survey the whole structure of that 

nind which the bold Thinker tells us he built up for hinself" and then 

go on, as printed— 

Yours truly 

E B L 

Tuesday Aix 

LETTER 242 

st Janess Place 

Friday [1862] 

My dear Sir/ 

I am very nuch obliged by your bent towards an Essay—on the 

2 
art of disguising one [sic] ignorance, or on 'The Well infomed Man.' 

— I think the suggestion capital li will try to work it out. Very 

nuch obliged also for the anecdote about Seth k Ben Ceathn [?] — I 

have used it in the close, but been obliged to draw fron it a deduc

tion in favour of ny general argument. — Where is the anecdote foimd, 

k what are its exact words? — I should be glad to have the latter 

3 
with reference. I wish I could repeat Campbells conversation. But 

These are B-L*s brackets. 

^ This did not appear in m, 

^ I am unable to identify a 19th century Campbell out of 6 or 
more listed in DNB. 
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X regret to say the wittiest part of it was somewhat profane. — He 

suggested the idea of [God crossed out] Bon Dieu coning to London to 

sell the copyright of the Bible—k going the round of the Publishers— 

He put off Longnan wonderfully Longnan observing 'to his Lordship that 

the copyright was of late years deteriorated in value—Danage done 

to it by Voltaire It others—Hazardous to purchase; tho* night still do 

for a sclK>olbook Should be very happy to print it at his lordship's 

Expense on Connission— 

Then Le Bon Dieu goes to Colbum—Colbum does not dispute the general 

neat of the work: but doubts whether it will take with the fashion

able world—Suggests a few alterations of 'High life' Manger It fisher-

nen decidedly low—a few piquant anecdotes about the Court of King 

Herod—would be 'spicy* fcc— 

Another idea full of hunour he started k run down but that tho* not 

profane was a little obscene— He supposed that Men and wonen changed 

their sexes: It inagined Hinself k other clever men to be Women: 

finally deciding that he himself should have been a great whore! 

The peculiarity of his talk that night was riotous drolling li fun— 

yet such as only a Man of a Poets rich imagination could vent— 

Y; truly B E L 

P S . I am most uncertain about the 2 essays on Love I fear they are 

dull; too learned— I have sent them to Forster 

LETTER 243 

[1862] 

My dear Sir/ 
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Your letter k proofs are forwarded to Robert. I have told him 

to return the latter forthwith to you. — In future if you have to 

coaaunicate to him, you may post even a bulky letter, not prepaid— 

The Embassy will pay for it not he— This is more expeditious than the 

F. 0. — I return N. 3 — if time be allowed, X should like to see one 

more revise since the corrections, tho' few are not very clearly written 

k the Printer may make some mistakes— . 

I should like a proof of the MS sent on the Management of Money 

as I think that will be best for N? 4. by itself After N? 4 we shall 

be able better to Judge of the Effect of the Essays. — — In those that 

follow, I am not sure whether there is not too much 'reading* — , I 

propose not, at present, to get on with further Essays than you now 

have; but to wait It judge if a different vein for the others should be 

desirable— 

One good in these Essays is that unlike a serial fiction, there may 

be a pause of some numbers without injury— And I think it quite prob

able that such interregnum may be necessary— 

I can't work well during the Parly. Session and, during the 

vacation, I may be abroad— 

The 2 essays on Love I think good—but I doubt if they be not 

too learned. 

You could scarcely make out the sense of the Essays xmrevised 

in proof— There are so many Printer's mistakes— Pardonably enough— 

My calligraphy is not copi^erplate 

Awful weather here— "iron sleet of arrowy showers'* I am seek

ing refuge at Richmond Star k garter. My address however remains in 
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town. — Should any subjects for Essays occur to you let me know— 

How does the Novel Series get on? I have postponed letting Routledge 

have What will he do with it** — 

Ever yours E B L 

Friday. 

LETTER 244 

[1862] 

My dear Sir/ 

Some of my works being entered in the Customs in your name as 

well as mine, I find all such bother It delays in getting the shilling 

or two Some times coming into me as proprietor of the Copyright under 

the act. Wishing therefore to reenter myself as sole proprietor of 

such copyrights I will ask you to sign the enclosed form It return it to 

MT Kent who is acting for me with the Customs Circumlocution office 

Truly yrs 

E B Lytton 

LETTER 245 

[1862] 

My dear Sir 

I will return the revise for press by post immediately it is 

received— 

The Proof I immediately want is that of the MS I sent you some 

weeks ago on the Management of Money—For I think this should go singly 

into the May N. — 
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X should propose there that should follow to be on Thought It 

Reverie k Moral Effects of authors— Y?' in haste E B L 

LETTER 246 

[1862] 

My dear Sir/ 

X have received the proofs of Essays for you for June. X have 

no corrections further to make except the footnote referring to Fox's 

speech which I sent from London should. . be added— the asterisk 

referring to it will be at p 11. after the words si ilium Videsse (a) 

My latter to Lord Derby in re DC. L. is on its way to him— 

The Division on Church rates is a great victory. As I went up on 

purpose to vote for it, I flatter myself that I an the one vote which 

St 

decided the 1 Division; It consequently secured the second— 

I am still suffering from liiabago or sciatica, k can't shake 

it off X shall however conclude ny course of Baths. I expect to be 

in town the end of next week 

YT^ Ever E B L. 

LETTER 247 

Hotel Europe 

Nice 

Feb 16 1863 

My dear Sir/ 

Be kind eno' to send ne the essays on Modem Misanthrope It Self 

Constraint, (is there not a third one printed with then for that 
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Inatallnant) These will cone in for April No. — — Send then by 

return of Post I shall send by special hand to London next week. (̂ >py 

for a very long Basay on KiM>wledga of the World also. Essay on prin

ciples of Art Extended k revised niese will come in for April k May— 

Essays on Love X suspend Still in doubt about then 

X have lingered here finding there la nothing in politics astir 

k willing to wait till the railway opens the beginning of March. 

Yours in haste 

E B L 

LETTER 248 

Feb 27 1863— 

My dear Sir/ 

X return for Press. April Vunber—Misanthrope—It Self Controll 

[sic] — (by Book post The one on Art in Works of inagination Itc. you 

will see by proofs sent fron London I have revised k lengthened. That 

one will when finally corrected stand by itself for May. — 

By that tine I hope to have the one 'upon Writers who have Shewn Knowl

edge of the World concluded for June—a long Essay. — 

The Essays on Love (two) X am dissatisfied with at present, It unless 

X can see how to impro (the top of the page has been torn out; several 

words are missing] not publishing. — 

X an at a standstill for the remaining matter necessary to com

plete volume but I hope to be provided in good tine. — 

X hear favorable opinions fron those irtio have read the Essays. 

— But X cannot Judge how far in the circle of the Public they have 
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reached. 

X hava never been leas In the vein for writing But X hope that lying 

fallow does good to the Soil 

The Polish Xasurraetion assunes formidable proportions— X foresaw 

it night lead to great European Bnbarrassnents fron the first{ very 

different fron Polish Bneute [?]s Indeed X dont see any way out of the 

Eventual difficulties— . Austria according to the part she has taken, 

nay have to surrender Oalicia— But will not that surrender loosen 

the ties with not only Hungary but Bohenia— England with popular as

sent nay Join with France agst Prussia— But how will England look if 

France only use Bngluid for the sake of cribbing the Rhine frontier. — 

Alliances with Napoleon where wars are possible are very much like the 

hunt of the lesser beasts with the Lion— . . They help in the hunt, 

k the Lion takes to himself the prey. — 

Meanwhile the King of Prussia seems resolved to lose his Crown— . 

And X suin[K>se Lord Russell will soon be making him the same reason

able offers Hospitality with irtiich he oonaoled the Pope 

I expect to be in England in March 

Yrs E B L 

LETTER 248 

My dear Sir/ 

Please send me as soon as possible proofs of articles on Art 

in Works of inagination It the portion sent of Knowledge of the World. 

— The title of the latter, should be confined to Authors who have 

treated on it. as 
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On Knowledge of the World 

as displayed by Authors.— 

X an waiting still for the Railway to open. — k shall get proofs if 

sent in tine 

E B L 

Hotel Europe 

Nice March 16 1863 

Pray has the article on the Way to Examine new Heroes been printed 

I forget 

LETTER 250 

June 9 1863 

Direct 

35 S^ Jamess Place 

London 

Dear Sir/ 

Please to send me by return of post 2 copies of revise of Posthumous 

2 
reputation I had returned proof for Press, but find I must make a 

slight verbal correction. — the duplicate I can keep to [to written 

over in] print in with Vol. — If I get this by return of Post I 

shall send it back same day. 

In the copies of my series you were good eno* to send me. . I 

^ This did not appear in BM. 

2 BM, XCIV (July, 1863), 1-17. 
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find Vol. 1 of Devereaux miasing— I regret that Meeker [?] set is 

uniformly bound in the same colour, which gives a bad Effect, both to 

the copy I want to give It the copy I wish to keep— 

In many cases 1. vol is bound differently as to colour from the other 

frt&ich is Even worse than different Novels [Sets crossed out] bound 

differently. X regret to hear frcNi many quarters great complaints of 

the Slovenly printing of text— . . the punctuation I hear is singu

larly neglected. Clerical Errors wholly inexcusable such as tho* for 

thro* — — . slight things I mean of that sort which where occurring 

frequently deface a book It mar the value of an Edition 

Whoever was the Press reader has been greatly to blame 

Yrs 

E B Lytton 

I hope to get the complete proof of Knowledge of World Article in a 

day or two. — 

LETTER 251 

June 15 1863 

J" 
D. Wilsons 

Malvern 

My dear Sir/ 

I am much obliged by your letter It glad to hear [hear written 

over an illegible word] that you believe the voliwes of the Series in 

general are free from the printers errors which distinguished those 

^ Devereaux: A Tale, first edition published, 1828. 
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first issued. 

I return for revise the article on Knowledge of the World fcc— Would 

you kindly look into any French biographical dictionary Article Vol

taire or life of Voltaire to ascertain the following point— Page 28 

in proof there occurs twice the name of Madame de Chastelet, (The 

Marquise with i4iom Voltaire lived for some years)— I rather think 

the right spelling Madaaie du Ch^telet But am not sure— will you 

ascertain li correct accordingly. Again I am not quite sure whether 

P. 37 Lady Bellas is rightly spelt, any reference to index or head

ings of chapters in Tom Jones will shew this— . I have no hooka here 

or would not give you the trouble 

Finally, I wish to know leather this article with which I now propose 

to complete the 2 vols—gives sufficient matter— I rather think it 

gives Just Eno—with these preceding 

Revise to be sent here 

truly yrs 

E B Lytton 

LETTER 252 

Knebworth 

July 5. 1863— 

My dear Sir 

I will send the Vol corrected for Press next week 

I will also again look over articles Love Itc 

B-L means Bellaston. 
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Pray thank Col. Hani ay for his kind suggestion of lAiat seems to be an 

error, but in reality is rather a clumsy [three illegible words crossed 

out] mode of axpraaaing that which is in substance correct. — 

It ia true that it is a Definition in Euclid (Books) is not a prob

lem that all straight lines drawn from centre to circumference of a 

circle are Equal to one another. — . But in Book III there are sev

eral probleaa or Theorems iriiich may be fairly said to prove the defini

tion. I am referring, in the Basay to Prop. 14. in which **it is shewn 

that lines equally distant fron the cmitre are equal to one another." 

X ought to have expressed this nore clearly—li am very glad to have the 

thing so considerately suggested to me 

I hope on Monday, to send August N for Press 

Yrs Ever 

E B L 

LETTER 253 

My dear Sir 

I return for Press the August No—of Essays 

I am remodeling Basay on Love—by so doing it will become longer. I 

hope to send it to Press the End of the week. — It will make the vols 

thick eno* I shall inspect the reprint of the vols if sent to Knebworth. 

I regret to say that having occasion to refer [?; illegibly 

written over another word] to some passages in your Edition of the 

^ Sir Edward Bruce Hamley. See Appendix C. 
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Hovels. X find the printers misprints far worse than X had been even 

lad to suppose by the many coaplaints that have reached ne. So bad 

indeed that as there seems no ranedy now— X shrink fron looking far

ther— . [A sentence crossed out] X wish the Press reader were on the 

rack—but as that wish cannot be gratified according to Law, X hope at 

least that he will have nothing to do with any other books I nay print 

Without Exaggeration I never renenber to have seen so nany slovenly 

Ik inexcusable Errata in any book of our tines. — 

Y?^ Ever 

E B L 

Direct Kneb. 

July 12 1863 

LETTER 254 

Knebworth 

Aug 6 1863— 

My dear Sir/ 

I thought the Essay on Love Ike inproved, but it is a tolerably 

safe rule— 'when in doubt to publish don*t publish* I have a few 

very short Essays— . nore like aporiana which nay nake eno* for one 

nunber nore—if you want the natter— I will look then up when I go to 

Knebw^ in a few days. 

I have rec. no farther proofs of the Vols I had better see all 

the Sheets—before printing off. — 

Would you object to let me have a bill for the renaining 500k 

at the sane date it would have been if given when the Vols are launched, 
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Yours most truly 

E B L 

LETTER 255 

Knebworth 

Stevenage 

Aug. 9. 1863 

My dear Sir/ 

As to titles, keep those to each Essay, onit Caxtoniana. pre

serve Fly leaf. — Most of the Essays being long. — 

I propose sending eno' for another short Nunber in snail laconic 

Essaya which I will arrange so as to dispense with Seperate title pages. 

Therefore keep present heading of type, irtiich nakes a very pleasant 

looking page. 

In noving about the last week I have stupidly [forgot crossed out] 

nislaid the 2. No of Essay on Knowledge of World for next Month. 

Send ne a revise by return of Post, which I will dispatch back for 

press the sane day 

Y^® E B Lytton 

I have found the revise 2? N^ Knowledge of World And will return it 

for press tonorrow, with those of the Reprint 

Return ne revise of Essays on L<.ve or print me off 2 or 3 copies I 

should like to preserve the Essays 

LETTER 256 

My dear Sir 
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I send you by Book post some concluding matter for Oct Number. 

— Possibly it may be well to omit all except the one on Spirit of 

Conservatism But we shall Judge better when in type The MS is very 

bad li the sooner I get it for (k>rrection the better. 

I have not added any kind of farewell. I am still in doubt whether 

it w. be desirable or not— 

I have to thank you for the bill for 500L — . Any addition must be 

wholly ccmtingent on the Sale. — — . I am not sanguine of a large 

one I had hoped that the Essays would take a more popular style than 

that into idiich they have shaped themselves And I fear the Class of 

readers for such compositions is not large— However we shall soon 

see. 

Yours most truly 

E B L 

Aug. 19. 1863 

Knebw. 

LETTER 257 

My dear Sir— 

I night concede the Excuse of the Printer for delay—in conse

quence of ny difficult calligraphy but not the unlucky mistake of set

ting to work at the wrong article— I especially requested that the 

proof of article on Poothunous Reputation might be first sot up It sent 

to me, as that is the one for the next number. The other is not in a 

state for so Early an appearance— 
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X had hoped to have got this proof on Reputation for the Whitsun 

recess at Knebworth where X have the books required for reference— . 

X shall have trouble in getting the revise ready for July now— 

However I will beg you to have it sent as soon as possible directed to 

me here. 

The article on Knowledge of the World will run to a great length— 

. about 50 of your pages. 

And I think that li the one on Posthumous Reputation, with a short sup

ply for a final Number will be all the matter required for 2 ninU>ers— 

In that case the 2 numbers on Influence of Love will not be wanted— 

So much the better as at present the views taken therein are not popular 

and the attempt X have hitherto made to improve It lift up the tone of 

the papers have dissatisfied me— 

Should however they [quantity crossed out] be wanted to make up the 

proper length of the vols. X must try my hand at these again— 

I am going to ask the favour of 2 copies of my Library Edition of 

Novels. I have never received one volume of the Set yet— And I want 

to make a present of one Set It keep the other— I believe the issue 

is completed now—fc I hope the sale has been improving 

I [illegibly written over; probably go] back to Knebworth today 

to complete the Article on Knowledge of the World—It return to Town 

Monday— But I expect next week to be chiefly at Copped hall [near 

crossed out] Totteridge, near Barnet. — 

I think it will soon be tine to get a copy of the Essays gathered 

together It interleaved for preparation for republishing 

Ever Yrs E E L 

35 8^ Janes Place 
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Friday [1863] 

LETTER 258 

Copped Hall 

Totteridge 

Sept 2 

1863 

My dear Sir/ 

I am very touched by the Kindness It liberality of your letter. 

The first thing however is to see what sale the Essays ob

tain— 

I am kept here by a sharp pain, I suppose partly rheumatic, but 

the D. will not let me move to Knebworth yet 

Farther sheets here: — 

I send you a little song or poem that came into my head the 

other night when I could not sleep— it is simpler than my verses 

generally are k has pleased 2 or 3 friends here Eno* to make me forward 

it to you. in case, you like it also—Ik in that case wish to give it 

a comer in the Mag. some month— However consider this k ask Aytoun. 

I don*t wish to give my name to what may be—mere sing song—It it would 

be useless publishing it without the name or rather without the desig

nation * Author of My Novel Itc' 

Yours most truly 

E B L 

^ "May Song," BM, XCIV (November, 1863), 635. 
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LXTTXB 259 

Ijiebworth 

SaptT 14 1863 

My dear fir/ 

X have abridged the 'Bavoy* It should nuch wish another k final 

ravlsa of the Enclosed slip which X will send back to you by return of 

post. 

Your friend is under a nistake in supposing that X was Educated at 

Harrow— X nay boast indeed that it is ny fosily—ny Grandfather k 

brother (Sir Henry) k Son have been educated there— But X never was 

at any public School. — 

My Son however is luckily with ne he has looked over the proof k so 

far aa ha can obaerve or renenber, sees nothing to correct—or criti

cise Possibly the line nay be a little too historical k not sufficiently 

descriptive of the Schoolboys life— But in the latter nistakes nay be 

so easily BMide that it is surest to avoid it. — 

X venture to think (fanily prejudice apart) that M? Collins 

. 2 

night in nentioning Parr*s nore distinguished contenporaries k pupils 

have included the name of my Grandfather Richard Warburton Lytton who 

was with Sir Wm Jones It Bennet (B? of Clayne) Parr's nost learned 

pupils— Indeed DT Parr who was very kind to me as a boy k corresponded 

^ W. Lucas Collins. See Appendix C. The article B-L refers to 
is Collins* "Harrow School," Hi, XCIV (October, 1863), 457-81. 

2 Samuel Parr (1747-1825). 

^ Sir William Jones (1808-1890). 

^ William Bennet (1746-1820), Bishop of Clayne. 
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with me for some yeara—said he considered ay father the finest Latin 

Scholar of his tine—Ik equal to any as a Hebrew Scholar— Be was also 

SaLnent aa a Grecian— Honorable mention is made of him in Parrs* 

life tidilch by the bye contains a Latin letter from hin— — 

I aa still suffering fron ny rheunatie attacks It imable as yet to cor

rect the Sheets for the Reprint of Bssays Hope to do so in a day or 

two— Will [Will written over two illegible words] you kindly thank 

M^ Collins to i^on indeed you nay lend this note as it is in answer 

to his own writing fatigues ne at present 

Y'® E B L 

LETTER 260 

My dear Sir 

Will you kindly return the proof of Essays on Love with proof of May 

song It the sooner I can get the renaining sheets of Vol II the better 

r o 
X thought if you like the May song that it night go into Nov. M. — 

It X have another poen which X think nay be popular—if you like it 

for Dec. 

YT^ E B L Sept 25 

1863 

LETTER 261 

My dear Sir/ 

r 1 
Allow me to introduce to you M. Cooper who wishes to submit to 

^ There are too many 19th century Coopers listed in DWB to iden
tify Cooper. Lois Baber Wimberley*s Known Contributors to "Blackwood's 
Magaaine from 1826 through 1870 does not show a Cooper as an author of 
an article In H . 
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you a MS for publication 

Truly YT* 

E B Lytton 

SepT 30 1863 

Knebworth 

To J. Blackwood Esq 

Edinbro 

LETTER 262 

Oct 2 1863 

My dear Sir/ 

Please send to M. Hachette a copy of sheets of Essays Vol 1. 

— address. Hachette 27. Boulevard Germain [?] Paris— 

The same to Baron Tauchnita Leipsic— 

I have been thinking of revising my Greek Romance of Pausanias 

fancying it might have some freshness of variety from the Modem Nov

els. But it w not do for Serial publication— 

Do you fancy it might take as much as a modern Subject 

Please send the sheet to Hachette It Tauchnitz as soon as you can 

E B L. 

LETTER 263 

Oct 4 Knebworth 

1863 

My dear Sir 

I do not know whether you have sent proofs ol the Essays as in 
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the Mag. to D*̂  Velpeau Aix le Chi^wlle. (The German Translater) but 

at all Events send hin the clear sheets as far as now returned for 

press• 

2 
Let me have 'the Boatman as soon as convenient. 

YT^ E B Lytton 

LETTER 264 

Knebworth 

Oct. 9 1863. 

My dear Sir/ 

In another Envelope X return the Boatman for revise, — X 

rather fancy it will strike—attention. X should be very glad if you 

can shew it to Aytoun It have his opinion, but [but written over an 

illegible word] if not favorable, I am sure he will have the kindness 

to give it without scruple. As you know, I am not sure in these 

matters— 

If the 2 are printed they will not be in the same number, but 

r r 

May song say for Nov* Boatman Dec. 

With regard to my Greek story which is at present called the Spartan, 

I propose to send you. —the coanendng portion. As you can read my 

MS tho* bad, you will form an idea of it— Should the beginning not 
seem to you likely to be effective I should not be tempted to go on 

^ I am unable to identify Velpeau (?). In Letter 233, B-L 
spells the name "Velten." He is not listed as a translator of Caxton
iana in the British Museum Catalog or in C. G. Kayser's Bttcher Lexicon 

2 BM, XCIV (December, 1863), 653-58. 
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farther: For the rest I have done lAiich is about a volume It a quarter 

requires much revision— The story itself is singularly grand in its 

elements of Historical interest— But it would require nuch nore strain 

upon thought, inagination, It 8kil[l]ful dranatic conduct than a Novel 

of Modem life. And nothing short of great Kticouragenent would induce 

ne to buckle to the task. 

I ought, however, to add that the one or two Oemans to whom I have 

shewn what I send you and a few Subsequent detached passages are very 

unromantic and perhaps nuch too ssnguine as to its effect on the public— 

li it is this which has made me somewhat return to an idea long suapmided— 

A word or two now about the End of the Essays I have some doubts whether 

it will be well in republication to include the Political essays on Con

servatism Itc. I do not think they are quite Equal to the rest in devel-

opement. —It if the Book be sufficiently long without them, it may be 

better for sale to eschew politics altogether. On the other hand I 

have Just read again the 2 Essays on Love, and X have some doubt whether 

they do lack quite as much as we thought the popular Element. While 

they are certainly written with a good deal of care; li say much that 

has not been said before— The addition I made of introducing a De

fender of the romantic side seems to improve the whole to popular taste. 

However probably you would not like to print in the Vols niiat was not 

given in the Mag. if so that ends the matters, if not, think over it 

again and take another opinion. 

I see in tho proofs that there are some misprints of importance, but I 

do not pause yet to correct them— They would not interfere with the 

opinion I presume you have another copy, if not I can return that I 
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have corrected. 

Should it be printed it would be instead of all the last nunber 

excepting the Envoi 

YT^ E B Lytton 

LETTER 265 

Knebworth 

Stevenage 

Oct. 12. 

1863 

My dear Sir 

X send you by Bookpost the MS of the commencement of the Spartan 

— . . . Had it been adapted to the Magaaine, this would make 2 Num

bers You will see where X should have ended No 1. But X think it would, 

if published at all, be best to come out altogether. 

Probably if published some footnotes citing classic authorities 

should be omitted— That is a small detail 

As I before said if this opening does not strike you as interest

ing I should proceed no farther. — 

I send back all the proofa of Essays I have received— But want to see 

Knowledge of the World altogether as a final revise 

Yrs £ B L 

LETTER 266 

My dear Sir/ 

I am still much perplexed about the choice between admitting or 
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omitting the Bssays on Love. As the question of length is an Element 

of consideration, please let me know how nany pages it nakes in Vol. 

type— And will you, if you have kept the type send ne the last pages 

of Essay 1. which was narked 17 p in dublicate [sic] — the previous 

page being 17 it was a slip It has got nislaid— 

If I do not print the Love Essays It I fear they will be too 

long I should propose to onit readers Ik writers It print Conservatism 

It love correcting it k throwing into it a few paasages out of political 

thoughts Direct your answer if possible by return to 35 St <fomess 

Place X expect to be there for a day on my way to Bath k Torquay for 

a few days 

YT* in haste 

E B L 

Oct 16. Kneb 

1863 

Take your time about the Spartan 

LETTER 267 

My dear Sir 

X am extremely flattered by Aytouns generous praise—Landors* 

a laudalo kc— 

I have made a correction in the Boatman which I think much improves it 

I shall send it in a day or two. 

Please forward to me by return of post directed to York House Hotel 

Bath a proof—of the last Essays on Conservatism It Political Thoughts 

I shall try It finish all off while at Bath for a day or two 
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You are to send Lowe Leadgate Hill [or Hall] clean sheets of all till 

you cone Xnowladga of the World. 

Y?8 in haste 

E B L 

Oct. 20 1863 

LETTER 268 

My dear Sir 

I returned the May Song It hope you received it If it niscarried 

by any accident, the only corrections are 

first in the line 

High fron Earth as loves shotUd be 

it ought to be love*s 

and see to transfer the stanzas [illegibly written over] placed "All 

the while the birds are springing kc* Should be the last stanaa 

[the one j[ see crossed out] 

"If thus readily I begin it goes immediately before it It the one for 

which that Stanza is a substitute is of course omitted. I mean the 

stanza with [Endings crossed out] rhymes form it and warm it— 

I write in g. haste Starting for Torquay it may be a few days 

rs 
before I can return final revises of Essays y— truly 

E B L 

Bath. Thursday [1863] 

LETTER 369 

My dear Sir 
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By Bookpoat I return Boatman for revise also all the proofs I 

have [for press crossed out] of Essays. [Illegible] clore some for 

press, some parts for final revise— I propose to omit only Political 

thoughts. —Ik leave in Readers k Writers It Spirit of Conservatism— 

I will request you to send forthwith clean sheets of such proofs 

as are marked for press (when their corrections are printed off) to 

Lowe, Tauchnita Ik Hachette. and to send me 2 copies of Sheets marked 

t 
for revise to S. James*s Place London—also 2 sheets of the same to 

P. Office Torquay for I am in doubt whether I shall be in town or kept 

hare by a cold I have Just cauf^t— otherwise I should have left to

morrow but today X am confined Even to my room— 

Please send these revises if possible by return of post 

YY® truly E B Lyttcm 

Sunday Oct. 25 1863 

Torquay. 

LETTER 270 

Knebw 

Sunday 

Oct. 31 1863 

My dear Sir 

I return for Press all the proofs of Essays as the American 

Boat leaves Wednesday. I should be very much obliged if you could send 

to L>we, for Harper by toaorrows post all the sheets nî t hitherto sent 

— , the final sheets corrected from these I return— 

Send also the sheets completed to Hachette and Tauchnitz 
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I was very much obliged for your kind attention to my request 

in the Bucolic Line. I gave the letter you sent me to my Steward who 

will connunicate on the subject idien he is ready. — At present we 

are waiting for Milk Contracts in London 

Truly yrs 

I will read the article you mention with care I am pleased with the 

New Novel commenced in your Oct? Nov. [sic] & inpatient to read the 

2. part. — I suppose I may not ask who is the Writer 

I go to London Tuesday It to Bath for 6 weeks—D V—on Friday 

LETTER 271 

Novf 5. 

1863 

My dear Sir/ 

I think I have made the final corrections to the Boatman. I 

may as well however see a revise of the enclosed. Direct Royal Cresent 

Bath. --

You are Kind eno* to ask if I wish some copies sent to friends, and 

I aval? myself of your obliging offer according to the list enclosed 

in g. haste truly yrs S B Lytton 

LETTER 272 

^ Charles Lever, Tony Butler, EM, XCIV-XCVII (October, 1863-

January, 1365). 
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IS Royal Crescent Bath Nov 7 1863 

My dear Sir/ 

I return the Boatman for Press. I shall be curious to know if 

it make any successful sensation Should it do so—I have 2 other poems 

idiich I think striking— —one of them is humourous—the other an at

tempt at picture k musical Effect in the same theory of verse as the 

Boatman. But unless the Boatman make a hit I shall keep my Muse in 

solitary confinement— I have Just arrived at Bath k like it so far 

after London 

1 

I read the American article with much interest it is very able ac

cording to its views— 

nd , . 
I was not so well pleased with the 2 part of Toney [sic] 

Butler— The description of the office wants accuracy. No Minister 

t 
at a Col office comes to it between 5 Ik 6— He must be in Pari, by 

1/2 past 4 and the office shuts up before 5 — The private Secretary 

seems to me an impossible Exaggeration— But I think the chief fault 

is in a sensible decrease in the interest It power of Maitland on learn

ing that he is a sort of agent in a Neopolitan Scheme about which no 

body can care— Nor does it seem consistent to the character of the 

Men as sketched in N^ 1 I hope however the Author will get out of all 

difficulties as he proceeds 

Yrs E B L 

Royal Crescent Bath 

^ Sir Edward B. Hamley, "Cur Rancorous *Cousins,*" Ml, XCIV 
(November, 1863), 636-652. 
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LETTER 273 

15 Royal Crescent Bath 

r 
Dec. 5 1863 

My dear Sir/ 

d 
Yours rec* with the proofs of poems. — I have a good deal of 

buainess, not literary, suddenly upon me—It I dont know if I can count 

Mind It body for January No [an illegible word crossed out] unless you 

want it— The only reviews I have yet seen of the Boatman were in M. 

Post It Herald It Times [?]. They were all very civil— I am told it 

has made a "Sensation" in this Town. The Journals preserve silence 

about it CaxtonlMia— What you say about the probably comparatively 

small sale of the Spartan decides me to leave him alone, for the pre-

aent. It is a work that would take twice the trouble to write of a 

modem Subject— I dont at this time feel addicted [?] towards Novel 

writing & if, as I before said I could hit on something in Belles 

letters that would be light It light [sic] k popular, I think I could 

strike off something that would sell even better than a Novel. But the 

subject is the difficulty— Sometimes a publisher has luckier sugges

tions of subjects than occur to an Author. Perhaps a felicitous idea 

may strike you 

rs 
y. truly 

E B L 

Return The Spartan at your leisure 

1 'The Mind and the Body," Ml, XCV (December, 1864), 43-48. 
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LETTER 274 

My dear Sir/ 

I found so flattering a verdict among the two or three persons 

to whom I showed Mind Ik Body that I send it to you for January N? if 

still in time It you like to insert it— . I enclose you Forster*s 

Note on it. — There is something in his suggestion of working out the 

same Vein of Comic humour as is opened in Mind Ik Body— . which might 

be done by a longer Narrative Poem, or by a series of short ones. But 

I feel discouraged by the belief that there is a determination on the 

part of Reviewers to ignore whatever be my pretensions to Verse writ

ing It by the silence they exhibit as to [exhibit as to written over 

three illegible words] the Boatman. In fact if Mind k Body attract no 

more Notice than the Boatman I shall not publish any more verses at 

least in my name— 

To be sure, the Reviewers Equally taciturn as to Caxtoniana; but that is 

a book rather difficult to review in a weekly or dally Journal and 

perhaps requires less than poetry any aid from the Critics of the 

Press 

Yours most truly 

S B L 

15 Royal Crescent Bath 

Dec. 14 1863 

LETTER 275 

My dear Sir/ 
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I fear I shall not be in time to correct a verbal misprint which 

I have Just discovered in slips of Mind It Body but I mention it in 

Caae I am 

P. 6. line 4 from top 

Much amazed, he beholds all the 'pains* they bestow 

it should be "pomps" instead of pains. — 

I have seen 2 reviews of Caxt. in Saturday Review k Nonconformist I 

think they are of a nature to help the Sale of the Book tho* the former 

at least, is not particularly flattering to myself. However I dont 

complain— 

Ever Yrs E B L 

Decf 19. 1863 Bath 

I leave this for 35 St Jamess Place on Wednesday next 

LETTER 276 

My dear Sir/ 

I think the type & style [style written over an illegible word] 

Boatman if reprinted Excellent. But I agree with you in doubting if 

d 

it w. do much. It as I have no present wish one way or other about re

printing, will beg you not to midertake it unless you think you see 

your way thro' it better— 

All Kind wishes of the Season to you It yours 

£ B Lytton 

35 

t 
S. Jamess Place 
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SepT 25 

1863 

LETTER 277 

My dear Sir/ 

In looking over the revised p 10 of of [sic] last pages of 

Posthumous Reputation I find some verbal corrections essential page 

210. where I have put the X the word that was not omitted in this re

vise— 211 it should be art instead of arts— I therefore re in

close these 2 pages, not having had the revise froa [i_t̂  crossed out] 

them— I trust [jit crossed out] they will be in time— let the clean 

sheets to go to Lowe, Tauchnita, It Hachette. contain the corrections 

herein made. 

I hope in 2 days to return Knowledge of the World. Let me know when 

you want to publish 

Y " E B L 

Direct York House Bath— 

Monday Night [1863] 

Forster too very much approves the Boatman— 

LETTER 278 

My dear Sir 

Send me a proof of Enclosed.—which I propose as Dedication to 

Essays. 

Seeing that the proofs I return by B. Post amount to 320 pages 
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I think there is another reason for omitting Essay on Conaarvatiaa, 

The vol. will be quite big eno* without it 

YT* E B L 

Kneb 

Tuesday [1863] 

LETTER 279 

My dear Sir 

I return proofs. Send me revise of the last page in which I have added 

MS—passage. 

I send also a concluding Farewell L*Bnvol. Get it in type It 

consider well whether to add it or not. Some short thing of the Kind 

seemed desirable, and at all Events. . the Essays should not finish 

in Maga without some Notice to the reader that they are finished 

YT® in haste 

E B L 

Direct now 

Knebworth 

Stevenage 

Saturday Night [1863] 

LETTER 280 

My dear Sir/ 
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Thanks for Mf Home's Note. I leave it quite to your option to 

name the author of the Houae which haunta him or to leave him in be

wildered conjecture. — True Poe was dead—but why should not Poe have 

dictated it to a Table rapper? — 

o 
I think the Essays must be suspended for the June N. I have pretty 

well the matter sufficient for the 2 vols far advanced, but no one 

article coî kleted and at this moment—do not foresee that tranquility 

of Mind necessary for such papers. 

By omitting the June no. I hope to gain time to get all off the stacks. 

It in reality it will make no difference in the date of republication 

which should be in October k not before. 

I have left in article on PosthtUBous reputation 

That on Knowledge of the World which will be very long. 

And the two on Influence of Love—if I can give them a somehwat aore 

popular turn. — 

These with what is already printed will, I calculate, aake up the 2 

Vols, with perhaps a short Valedictory Essay. And July Aug. It Sept 

may thus finish thea. 

The House of C. is coming out very warlike—at this moment, but the 

cooler heads have not spoken. — t I think that the Note would be dif

ferent, if war were on the point of being declared At present I hope 

we may escape that calamity I can see nothing to gain by a War with 

Amf It much to lose— But what I should dread most is—that, from 

^ Daniel Dunglas Home, the spiritualist and Browning's "Mr. 
Mudge" (1833-1886). Home apparently thought B-L*s 'The Haunted and 
the Haunters; or, the House and the Brain" was written by Poe. 
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various covers, it would never be long urged with Spirit— . 

Pam (?] is wonderfully well in his way. but I see a change. It I doubt 

if he could laat thro' another year. 

YT* truly 

E B L 

Knebworth, but direct 

st James Place 

Saturday Night 

LETTER 281 

[1863] 

Dear Sir/ 

Corroborating my Cô ;>laint of the printing of ay Novels I enclose 

a Specimen of typographical blimders in only 2. chapters in one Vol — 

sent me by a friend who had Just purchased the Edition It who assures me 

that there is scarcely a chapter which does not contain some such— 

You will see they are Exclusively a Printers faults—and not an Authors— 

And I must read that whoever aided as reader or superintended [superin

tendent ] of the press here—is inexcusable—and unworthy of his post 

Faults like these in a Library Edition are of immense detriment 

to its sale—if a cheaper Edition be free from such Errors of course 

it would be preferred 

rs 
Y E a L. — 

P S 

I have never seen faults of this kind in any Standard Edition of a 

popular Author 
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LITTBB 282 

[1863] 

Dear Sir/ 

To ny great surprise the [proof crossed out] revise of Article 

st 
on Works of Art has not reached ne, with the 1. proof of Knowledge of 

the World which cane today. 

If the reviae is not on the road to ne, I scarcely know where to aak 

you to send it as I am uncertain of the day I leave Nice, or where I 

shall be for several daya after 

If by any chance I do not get it in time to revise for the May 

N?—do not insert it But in that Caxtoniana will stop that month 

in haste yrs E B L 

LETTER 283 

[1863] 

My dear Sir 

Will you give Aytoun the Enclosed 

X post a Note to you which ought to have gone with proofs of Boatman 

k some how or other did not I sent it—as it refers to No 2 of Toney 

Butler. 

I observed in the Spectator when Caxtoniana first came out, an hostile 

r 

paragraph to the Effect that some Essays by a M. Somebody were infin

itely better. I therefore concluded that the paragraph was written by 

an intimate friend of the said Mr Somebody. — But indeed the Spec

tator under all its changes has preserved an unfavorable opinion of my 
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Works fron Palhan downwarda. I suppose it ia now a tradition 

rs 
y. truly E B Lytton. 

LETTER 284 

15 Royal Crescent Bath [1863] 

My dear Sir/ 

Two or three persons have suggested to ae that if the Boatnan were 

rapriated at once, in a seperate fom at f it night, at this tine of 

the year hava a large sale—Ik at that price continue to sell, on rail

ways kc, I fear it is rather late for Xnas books. But still it might 

sell I suggest the idea to you who can Judge best And if you do not 

think it would be a paying Experiment don*t do it 

I conclude a copy of Caxtoniana Is gone to Aytoun. if not will you 

kindly let him have one from me. Also will you send a copy to Sir A. 

A 2 

Alison I have Just this w>ment recr Col Spekes Book— a thouaand 

thanks for it— X long to read it» I liked N. 3 of Toney [sic] Butler 

much 

Ever Yrs E B L 

15 Royal Crescent Bath 

P. S I believe I have at last found a house in town—to suit me 21 

Park Lane. But I dont yet know whether my Lawyer approves the title 
y 

nor whether I can get into it by Feb. I expect to leave this place 

day before Xmas Day 
Pelham; or. The Adventures of a Gentleman (3 vols.; London: 

Henry Colbum, 1828). 

^ John Banning Spake, Journal of the Discovery of the Source of 
the Nile (rcJinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 1863). 
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LETTER 285 

[1863] 

My dear Sir 

In the Introduction [the first part of introduction is written 

over an Illegible word] MS to proofs on Love returned yesterday there 

were directions to leave blank Spaces for 3 inscriptions— I now en

close the inscriptions to fill up. — In MS Conclusions [?] to OctT — 

[Illegibly written over] utters a latin quotation 

Please correct as follow[s] 

Durum! — Sed fit levius fit patientia^ 

I think this addition made a little dent to relieve the dryness of the 

previous treatment and will render it more poptiar as well as compre

hensive by a defense of the Romantic view of Love 

You will now have 2 full volumes tho* the last article r\ms into Nov'* 

r 
I advise publication in Oct. — A capital month for dryer works—before 

the influx of lighter ones. The Book first published in the Autumn has 

2 
ceteris paribus the best chance of Sale—according to my superficial 

notions. 

LETTER 286 

5 pm oC 35 

S: JamesE Place 

B-L does not complete Hrrace*s quotation: "Durum! Sed levius 
fit patientia / Quicquid corrigere est nefas." "*Tis hard! But that 
which is not allowed us to amend, is rendered lighter by patience." 

"other things, or factors, being equal." 
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London 

Jan: 5 1864 

My dear Sir 

Some tine since you wrote ne word that you thought there would 

be a review of Caxtoniana in the Tines. Have you heard any nore on 

that natter. Do you think so still? 

The reviews I have hitherto seen are favorable eno* but as yet they are 

few. And tho* private opinions are also favorable, it does not seen 

to ne that the Book has got fairly before the Public 

I fancy that if it once takes root—it will flourish— But that it 

has not got root yet— 

I have seen no notice of it in the Athenaeun or any purely 

literary review. — . And I dare say much of its success may depend 

upon any Notice the Times may bestow on it. 

I have seen It heard nothing about Mind k Body. 

If Caxtoniana ultimately proved an Encouragement to move further in 

that direction—a subject that I think I could aake pleasant reading, 

Ik perhaps of more vivid It popular a nature has occurred to me—under 

some such title as 

The Library It the Garden— 

It would allow play in familiar talk upon Books It Nature—Ikc But I 

feel at present discouraged from works which are not independent of 

the Press—as fictions in a great degree are while no idea of fiction 

occurs to me as sufficiently attractive 

The Schelswig Business looks black. — . 
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I dislike any thing that can embroil us with Germany our only 

real barrier against France, Ik for the sake of a Scandinavian princi

pality which in case of war would certainly side with France, k must 

Evidently disappear into a Scandinavian Empire—which would be still 

rs 
more French in its traditional policy. Y. Ever E B L 

LETTER 287 

My dear Sir/ 

th 
I have received yours of the 18: I am vexed to hear that 

Caxtoniana moves but slowly. Do you think it sufficiently advertised? 

I can agree myself that it will move, as it gets known thro' the Pub

lic, Judging by the opinions that reach me. 

Meanwhile I own that neither in prose nor verse, do I feel 

Encouraged towards any further labours— 

As to the Series I mentioned I have not begxm a line on it It was but 

the idea that struck me as a good one. But I should not stir in it— 

unless these Essays become popular— 

I advise great prudence It caution on the part of Mag: before commit

ting itself thoroughly one way or other on the Danish It German ques

tion— I shall venture to impress on Disraeli the same caution—tho' 

I fear he k Lord Derby are both too Danish— The Conservative Press 

generally on the subject seems to me to take a very blunt view of the 

real question. It is somewhat more Embarrassed because of the differ

ence between the Queen Ik P. of [illegible] on the matter: = 

Truly yr 

E B L 
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Kneb. 

Jan. 20 

1864 

LETTER 288 

5 S. Jamess Place 

London 

Feb 5. 1864 

My dear Sir 

I like the appearance of the Boatman much. It hope it may sell— . 

Perhaps it will if it get on the railway Stations. I will return it by 

this day's post corrected. —there being some misprints, tho' few. 

You are quite right as to the Parliamentary Sentiment— it is 

against our share in the war—at present— But we aay drift in to it 

later. 

With respect to a Political article on Germany I am much flat

tered by your wish that I should write. But I have so auch business 

before me at this moment, that I see no chance of being able to write 

one for the March Number. 

I have some floating idea of writing a survey of European Poll-

tics generally—as a seperate brochure— But the subject is so exten

sive when one gets pen in hand, that I know not if I shall have leisure 

to execute it. 

Most truly ys 

E B L 
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LETTER 289 

My dear Sir— 

I think it may please you to see the enclosed froa one of your 

Confreres about Caxtoniana. 

I have no belief that Longmans good opinion will act positively on 

the review It his Magaaine Writer. 

Things look awfully bad in Denmark. — I always thought Sweden 

would be the ultimate gainer It it looks as if ay idea would be realiaed 

Yrs in haste 

E B Lytton 

Feb 9 1864 

LETTER 290 

t 
5 S Jamess Place 

My dear Sir 

Seeing that the Boatman is advertised as out, I should be glad 

of one or two Copies It venture to Enclose a list of persons to whom 

it might be useful to send copies 

Ever YT® truly 

E B Lytton Feb 27 

1864 

Copies of Boatman to be Sent 

From the Author to 

1 
Lord Stanhope 

^ Philip Henry Stanhope, Earl of Stanhope (1805-1875) 
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Oroavemor Place 

A. Haywood Eaq 

Athenaemi Club 

2 t 
Lord Houghton Bppar Brook 8. — 

3 
J Forster Eq. (illegibly written over, but probably Park] Gate Houaes 

Kensington 

Dallas— 0^ [?] Hanover Sq 

The Editor of the Saturday Review— 

It Critical press generally. 

rs 
M. Disraeli 

Grosvamor Gate. 

Professor Aytoun 

Sir Alison—® to [ i l l e g i b l e ] Esq in Kent 

LETTER 291 

Breadalbane [sic] House 

21 Park Lane 

March 5 

1864 

^ Abraham Haywood. See Appendix C. 

^ Richard Monckton Uilnes, Baron Houghton (1809-1885). 

3 
James Forster. See Appendix C. 

^ Probably G. S. Dallas. 

^ William E. Aytoun. See Appendix C. 

® Sir Archibald Alison. See Appendix C. 
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My dear Sir 

I am glad to hear that Caxtoniana moves— I presune that the 

Boatnan will put very slowly fron land— it is beautifully printed— 

I have Just received your last nunber. — Article on the Bnparors 

generalship is very interesting It seens by an inpartial Master of the 

Subject 

2 

0 Dowds talk is very clever. . . I suspect it to be Lever's— I think 

it [will crossed out] would be more popular, if it left Italy k went 

on more about general manners; men k things By the way, I have often 

thought that a Monthly [number crossed out] article by a Man of the 

World—running lightly over the Events of the month The [illegible] of 

Clubs— London ft modem life generally would be Extremely attractive— 

and it might knock off in a few words many books worth noticing but 

not reviewing— . In a wholly different way it might supply the va

cant space of the Moctes. I know but one Man who could do it well; if 

his politics dont interfere— viz Haywood— 

But there may be objections to him— Toney [sic] Butler deepens That 

too reminds me of Lever in his quieter writings it is not, I think, 

by a young Man. It Maitland is the character in vogue or aped 20 or 30 

years ago rather than a Man of fashion nowadays— . . it is if I may 

say so privately one of the various grafts upon Pelham— 

The chief hold on the story was the description of the Public office 

called the Colonial and the appearance It patronage of the Premier. 

^ Sir E. B. Hamley, "Louis Napoleon as a General," BM, XCV 
(March, 1865), 326-350. 

^ Charles Lever, "Cornelius O'Dowd upon Men and Women, and 
Other Things in General," BM, XCV (March, 1864). 371-82. 
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The whole of this is agst popularity. No Premier k no Minister could 

appoint to a place in the patronage of another Minister. — A Foreign 

Messenger rests with the Fr. Sect^ (not Colonial)— — And Palmerston 

could not walk into the for. office and order the Clerk to nominate 

any Man for a Measengers place— all this is so well known that M. Ps 

k public Men that it is a Mistake worth rectifying in republication— 

The atory has power interest k character. — And seems to me refresh

ing after much in the Modern style—which attempts to represent good 

Society in the Slang It caricature introduced by Thackeray. Ii kneaded 

into a very slovenly story. 

The article on Hoistein contains much which I have thought from 

the firat. — The true issue at Stake (viz the wishes of the people 

governed there of the Duchess) has been ignored by both parties [illeg

ible] It opposition. . And there has been a dull pertinacity in [illeg

ible] Everlastingly on that wretched treaty of 1852—which makes 

Denmark to do what is impossible—viz govern German populations to their 

satisfaction, Ik yet according to Danish popular notions— . Some parts 

of the Article are a little Exaggerated however—others very sound. 

It all shews a political thinker— The Number is very good. — 

My mouth is I fear gagged on the Danish question. Seeing partly 

that Derby is committed to the treaty of 1852, partly that ay Son is 

y 
Sec. at Copenhagen. . — 

We are disturbed by a Contest in Herts. We shall carry the 

Conservative but that will probably produce a most bitter contest agst 

1 Lawrence Oliphant, "A Letter from Schleswig-Holstein," BM, 

XCV (March, 1863), 383-96. 
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na In the general election. — But what we neant for the best often 

happens. Y T ' truly E "B L 

LETTER 292 

My dear Sir 

I am very much [obliged] by Lord st Leonarda note which I 

return. 

You do quite right to keep Lever's incognito— . I think he should 

be a valuable Contributor. He has one rare gift— He can interest It 

amuse. — . His powers are very considerable— I prefer him to Smollett 

for he haa more goodheartedness & Sentiment— . not quite the same vigour 

—for indeed who has Smolletts vigour, but almost equal high spirits k 

go in him Quiet patient Nature both in character, description It plot 

is what he wants. — But he has more of it in Tony Butler than any of 

his other works. I should like much to know the fact [?] if he call here 

Yes I have taken Lord Breadalbaxies [sic] House it is too large for me 

but seemed not usual the charm of the situation It look out— 

Most truly yrs 

E B L 

Friday [1864] Bredalbane House 

I have the most picturesque writing room here— — One ought to be able 

to write. But my whole mind is on blue books. 

LETTER 293 

^ Edward Burtenshaw Sugden, Baron St. Leonards (1781-1875) 
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21 Park Lane 

April 29. 

1864 

My dear Sir 

I am extremely obliged by your very handsome k generous letter. 

I feel great reluctance to avail myself of the cheque that you enclose 

It in doing so I am compelled to assime that the ultimate sale of * Cax

toniana* will not leave you a loser by your liberality— Untill [sic] 

that fact be Established, I aust consider the 500{i placed at ay bankers 

not fairly due to me—It rather a loan than a payment. 

I cannot turn my thoughts towards any literary effort at present. 

I feel discouraged by the manner in which the Critical press appears 

to ignore me, as it were, upon system. It seems to me a procedure al

together exceptional It abnormal. I remember no instance of siailar 

slight towards any Writer of a reputation as generally acknowledged as 

mine And tho* this sort of treatment on the part of the Press, may be 

said not to do me harm I think it does me harm—in all works which do 

not take (for instance a Novel of very popular nature, seize hold at 

once of the Public, without needing any notice at all froa the Press. 

— . . Works of another Kind—the Public are slow to recognize without 

some introduction to them by the Critics— And all at least [an illeg

ibly written over word] works, if of merit, may make their way. Yet 

iManwhile their circulation It sale are obstructed b checked I am quite 

sure that if Caxtoniana had had the saae degree of notice on the part 

of the press which a similar Work by any Author of [an illegible word 

crossed out] Eminence would have received, its Sale would have been at 
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laaat a third mora than it has yet been— And even the Boatman would 

hava had a fair rur; -*lf the Praas which notices about every poen of 

every poetaatar, liM behaved to hin with oonnon Just lea. — In short 

X think the conduct of the Press towards ne—as a whole, dishonest— 

X return the Diver, yio the translation is not by ne— At that date, 

X knew nothing whatever of Schiller or of Oeman. It seens very spirited 

k able— 

I had a long viait yeaterday from Sir A Paget Our Cop«ihagen Minister— 

He is very aore k indignant at the Bullah poaition— I do not however 

see as yet any good ground for party battle (—Ambitioua Chiefs desiring 

high office particularly wish to [illegibly written over] unnecessarily 

agst the supposed feelings of the Queen— . • As for the Conference 

I cannot see how it can effect anything not to the loss of the Danish 

King (I don't say of the Danish people) and therefore to the discredit 

of his advisers, England 

I have been serionaly % I may say dangerously ill for the last 5 weeks 

Severe bronchitis— — X am now mending but very slowly—with a most 

harassing cough Ik much dibility. I cannot get to the H of Commons k 

only venture out for an hour or two in a close carriage— But my 0. 

assures me I shall make progress when the East Winds cease, k I can take 

the air without risk— I am very glad to hear you k MT* Blackwood are 

coming to Town in the Middle of May k trust to be great weather 

Ever Yrs most truly 

E B L 

LETTER 294 
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[1864] 

My dear Sir/ 

Will Wednesday June 15 suit you k M!"* Blackwood to give me the plaaa-

ure of your company at dinner. Should you be engaged that day pray 

come any later Wednesday that will suit you 

Ever truly yrs. 

E B Lytton. 

I hope the tickets got you good places. The view from this house was 

very nuch disturbed by trees. 

LETTER 295 

Knebworth 

Sept. 16 

1864 

My dear Sir 

I am very much obliged by your note. I doubt irtiether it will be 

advisable to print the Essays on Love—in the detached way you mean— 

And without—name they would hava little popular interest for the Mag? 

I have been wholly Estranged from literary pursuits, having had 

an immense deal of petty business to transact with a new Steward Just 

let in and my Son too is about to be married, to Miss Villiers, (Lord 

2 
Charless Niece)—k apparently an amiable girl It very pressessing [sic] 

^ Edith Villiers. 

^ B-L probably means George William Frederick Villiers, Earl 
of Clarendon (1800-1870). Charles Pelham Villiers did not have a title, 
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in appearance ii manner. I have not nade up ny plans for the Winter. 

If possible X shall go abroad. — But X cant tell till the niddle of 

r 

Oct. — Parhapa—if I do get abroad I nay recover sone sort of liter

ary energy at preaant it is quite domant. — 

Kind regards to M. Blackwood 

tnay yra £ B Lytton 

P. 8 

M; Murray proposes to republish a vol of ny newer poens. I proposed 

beginning with the Boatnan I presune that it would not injure whatever 

a 
sale the single 1. Edition of it has? 

LETTER 296 

Queens Hotel 

Hastings 

Oct. 22 1864 

My dear Sir 

Thanks for your letter received to day. — . As to the wish 

about granchildren I believe I am a Mendes I believe in that way It 

have very little natural love for babies— 

Singularly eno* while your letter came: — I received a communication 

that I have caught at. as likely to be of use to the magazine a friend 

of mine who is here a thoro* Man of the World who knows everbody It 

2 
everjrthing brought me a letter from a certain Marquis de la Belinaye. 

^ John Murray, the publisher. 

2 I am unable to identify Belinaye (or Belanaye). Neither name 
is in the Catalogue General de la Librairie Fran^alse (1850-1875), or 
the Catalogue General de la Bibliotheque Natxonal. The second nom de 

flua» suggested by B-L, Villeret (or Velleret) farther on in thFTelTer, s~In neither catalogue. Apparently, he did not publish in Ml. 
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This is a French nobleman of high rank he is both Count It Marquis, 

but he was bom in England li conaiders himself English— He writes the 

language perfectly, in fact as an Englishman. He has lived on the most 

intimate terms with the highest diplomatic Society. —Ik indeed was re

lated to Chateaubriand, P[illegible] S. Matain [?] kc Having said this 

much of him. . It adding that he is between 60 k 70—living at present 

at Lucca. I will beg you to read the Enclosed Itoaorandum by him under 

his inferior title of Baron de Velleret, by iriiich he is not generally 

known It he wishes to take it as a convenient nom de plume. — 

I think that the anecdotes he speaka of if good will be a capital thing 

for the Mag: It therefore told his friend that I would send the en

closed to you. — 

If you think well of it you might to have time address hia at once. 

Marquis de la Belinaye 

Posts restente 

Bagri San Qui11ana 

Toscagna 

and mentioning my name as introducer, ask him to send you his MSS. . 

YT* truly E B L 

Poor Lord Menmuir [?] is arrived here dangerously ill in fact they 

d 
say the worst— He was taken out of the conveyence in a fit He w. 

be a great loss to the party poor fellow 

LETTER 297 

^ I am unable to identify Menmuir. 
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Jan: 17 1865 

2 Pulleney [?] S^ Bath 

My dear Sir/ 

A clever friend of mine has sent me an installment of a tale on 

a classic subject, time Early Xtisnity Scene Rome— He asked me to in

quire if you would like to uadortake is as a Series in Maga. — But as 

you dont fancy, I think, these antique subjects I suppose it wT scarcely 

suit you. The writer has Scholarship eno* for the theme; and has a 

vigorous pen. — But I have only hastily glanced at his installment 

which is not the commencement of the Story but in mediae res— 

Is it true that Blackie was engaged in translating Homer. Derbys 

2 
version will be a formidable rival— —it strikes me as singularly 

good. 

I hope you have my new Volume of poems—It if not inconvenient to 

give it some kind of notice in the Maga, I be much obliged by that 

distinction— 

I am winding up my holiday at Bath—k my only occupation has 

been in re reading Latin Classics— 

I hope to meet Pari, in toleable [sic] strength tho* I dread a 

London February. With best remembrances to IT Blackwood 

Truly yr? E B Lytton 

^ John Stuart Blackie (1809-1895), Homer and the Iliad, A Trans
lation into English Verse (4 vols.; Edinburgh: Edmonston and Douglas, 
1886). 

^ Edward George Stanley, Earl of Derby, The Iliad of Homer Ren
dered into English Blank Verse (2 vols.; London: John Murray, 1864). 
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LETTER 298 

[1865] 

My dear Sir 

I am obliged by your letter, k intention, some day, to admit 

into the Magaaine some general Notice of my writings. — I had, how

ever, hoped that my recent volume was not, in itself, unworthy of that 

•^^ t̂ » »P^^ written over an illegible word] special notice, which, 

in most Critical Journals is usually given to the Works of an Author of 

some standing according as they appear. — X have no doubt that such as 

that volumo be, it would be reviewed in all the leading Journals of 

England, if—ita contents had been written by any other author of Equal 

position; b I am not insensible to the sort of combination on the part 

of many Journalists to refuse to me the recognition given to others 

It to deprecate whatever I may do by ignoring it I do not, of course, 

mean this observation of mine to apply in any way to a Friend like your

self— If other than to intimate my regret that the Sort of slight 

put upon me so strangely by other critical Periodicals should seem to 

receive any sanction by one to which I have been an active Contributor. 

I agree with you in thinking Ld. Derbys translation of the Iliad 

excellent— . . . With regard to his public Speaking I should not 

myself say that its eminent quality was in oratory but rather in debat

ing— I have certainly heard orators of greater It higher attributes. 

But I have not heard nciC can I imagine that England has ever known a 

more skillful k finished debater. 

I mean by oratory, a something that adds to the permanent literature of 

a language, t>uch felicitous exposition of thought It such beauties of 
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diction aa render an oration a worth attaining to the rank of the Drama— 

It can be read for its own literary Excellence, long after the occasion 

on which it was uttered has passed away: I do not think Lord Derby 

has nade such orations as can be put by the side of Erskines [an il

legible word crossed out] forensic Speeches which seem to ne indeed the 

noblest orations in the language or Macaulays best Parliamentary speech

es, or one or two of Pitts best reported harrangues— . . There are 

finer passages Even in Peels speeches than can be found in Derby*s— 

But I do not believe that any of those great Men equalled Derby in 

2 

succinct It nervous power of debate-*- Fox was perhaps the only one 

idio ever did—li Lord Derby no doubt has an infinately [sic] better de

livery than Fox had— 

I leave this for London on Saturday [The close and signature 

have been cut off.] 

LETTER 299 

March 1 

1865 

My dear Sir— 

I cannot say how much gratified It obliged I feel by the flatter-

3 
ing k friendly review in Maga. which exceeds my expectations as my 

desert. It which, if I Judge rightly, in recognizing the hand of Aytoun 

^ First Baron Thomas Erskine Erskine (1750-1823). 

2 Charles James Fox (1749-1806). 

^ W. E. Aytoun, "Sir E. B. Lytton*s Poems," BM, XCVII (March, 
1865), 330-41. 
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is yet nore peculiarly a Conplinent; —as the the [sic] generous cour

tesy of so great a Master of Eng— 

As for ny dolouressness [sic] it nay be absurd in its Excuse 

that the poens Conprise a range of 35 years of hunan life, in which 

dolour nust have had ita intervals It sought its Expression, in the dulce 

leninen of verse— 

I an [an written over an illegible word] very nuch obliged by Toney 

[sic] Butler which I have Just finished— It is a very able fc Sus

tained fiction; with a serious power of construction which Levers 

Earlier works do not always present 

If I nay be hypocritical I could have wished Toney [sic] to have 

been a little raised on the intellectual Standard k Maitland a little 

nore taned down to the possibilities It motives of intellectual ambition 

in our days. I rather suspect I grasp its original in a very dear 

friend of mine ^ o is a Natural Son; It once played a somewhat Political 

[or Oratorical] part in Naples. 

Par^^ is as dull as Ditch Water: It after the Malt tax debate next 

Tuesday, I think we shall scarcely have a stirring debate before Easter. 

— , or at least before the Budget. 

With repeated thanks 

YVs Most truly 

E B Lytton 

LETTER 300 

^ "Sweet alleviation." 
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Kneb 

Ap 7 

1865 

My dear 81r/ 

X an nuch obliged by your letter. X have not seen the art. in 

the Westnlnster It fear X should not discover the Writer. But X believe 

It to be the sane person who ever that nay be i^o writea ags^ ne in 

the Spectator. — 

X enclose a few Lines [?] about State of Perlees but they are 

dull Eno* So is the said State 

Yrs mo. truly E B L 

LETTER 301 

May 1. 1865 

Park Lane 

My dear Sir 

Many thanks for your letter. Charmed to hear you are coming to 

Town. X hope your nephew will call on me again: now X am here. X 

don*t know his address. — 

I think the paper on Parties Extremely able: It am much grati

fied by the flattering Notice of my speech. 

The general impression of the Whigs is that Derby must soon 

come ia— Gladstones speech on the Budget was I think, injudicious for 

^ G. R. Gleig, "The State and Prospect of Parties," m, XCVII 
(May, 1865), 627-42. 
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his party Becauae the liberals have a few Country members to i^om the 

Malt tax It he has Jeopardized all their seats. He might have 

refused all reduction k [illegibly written over] him an argument intended 

to destroy all hope that he will Ever do anything. — His argument is 

full of fallacies fron beginning to end. 

I write in haste. I am hurrying down to the House on the American Con

dolence Motion 

rs 
Kind regards to M. Blackwood 

truly y? 

£ B L 

LETTER 302 

Knebworth 

Sep5 4 

1865 

My dear Sir 

Would you let me know in what state the sale of Caxtoniana is. 

It whether you think it desirable to risk any cheaper Edition. 

It had been contemplated to add to the Caxtoniana the Student—Ik possibly 

a few articles reprinted from Edinbro* It Cuarterly the whole forming a 

Collection of my Essays, or on the other hand the Caxtoniana might be 

reprinted singly— 

I should like to know your views on the matter. — I should 

revise any new Edition 

I have Just returned from Mont Dor in Auvergne— — What a 

lovely Summer we have had 
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truly yours 

E B Lytton 

LETTER 303 

Oct 18 1865 

Knebworth 

My dear Sir 

Thanks for yours— Give all time to sell the Editions If the 

Essays were all attached [?] England li the foglish long out of print 

should be revised It abridged k added, also Student; My principal criti-

cisna in the reviews are 

1 on Sir Thomas Browne in the Edinbro. it made a noise at the 

time Ik was ascribed to Macaulay 

On Pitt in the Quarterly which I have been asked to print 

seperately. 

On Goldsmith—k on our Civil war Mercury [?] Forster—in Quarterly. 

It a good Article on the reign of Terror in Fr. Quarterly 

I should not however have time at present to correct all these. — 

But I should say that I have had many requests to publish my Essays. 

I agree with you that the Caxtoniana are by far the best tho* not so 

lively as some in the Student It Eng It the English 

I have felt a Sincere shock in poor Palmerstons death— Who will be 

first Minister Russell, Clarendon Granville, Somerset.? At all events 

Gladstone will be leader of the H of Cowsons It that is the real pre

mier when the nominal one has not Equal political talent. Yrs. E B L. 
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LETTER 304 

My dear Sir 

-r 1 
I enclose a note that you may send to Mt Collins. Perhaps it 

would be well if he let me see a proof of what he may propose to write 

on the subject 

Allow me to thank you for your very able papers forwarded to me'. 

which I read with much interest k instruction— 

X cannot but feel gratified k honoured by your wish to publish 

a selection from my writings— . Before you take so much trouble you 

should ascertain if you can get adequate remuneration from a Publisher. 

In that case it is at your service— I should only request that there 

might be a few citationa from my poems, from the play of Richelieu. 

I am staying here if Parliaawnt will permit me, till the wea

ther [or winter] is somewhat over— 

truly yours 

E B Lytton 

Argyll Hall 

Feb. 19 1866 

LETTER 305 

Please to observe my address for letter fc Bfaga is in future 35 

8t James Place. Sold B. house to Lady Palmerston [?], It am very sorry 

I did 

[1866] 

^ Probably Lucas Collins. See Appendix C. 
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My dear Sir 

X knew so well that the Gov. would not resign that I neither 

cared for—Newspaper, nor came to Town till to day 3 days after their 

Explanation that "the Rmbieon was not yet crossed" I find your kind 

note k Maga—Ik bag to th>ank you most cordially for the notices respect-

1 
ing myself— I an very glad to see that the Reviewer on "The Lost 

..2 
Tales has turned to originala (as in Athenaeun). His Article is very 

able—in the right way of criticizing a veteran—cautious, but inde-

pandent— If Tennyson received criticisns equally free fron adulation 

yet Equally Kindly—he night, if a Man of Sense [?], be all the better 

poet for it, I should like to know who wrote the Article—if that is not 

an unfair question— 

Now turning to a nore inportant point. — The Refora Bill— I can 

say nothing as to our future prospects till I hear the "Scots bill 

plan" on Monday. — . the Govt, at this nonent is terribly weakened— 

If any other Combination were proposed to take its place, it is gone— 

But— —we know what But means—after I see my way on this point I will 

write to you again 

I am delighted to hear you have got back—Geo. Eliot Grande 

Decor, Columenque rerum She is really an ornament Ik a prop. — I 

hope your new book from her is one of modern life 

^ Robert B. Lytton, "The Lost Tales of Miletus," BM, XCIX (May, 
1866), 216-60. 

2 The Lost Tales of Miletus (London: John Murray, 1866). 

^ B-L gives an approximate translation in the next sentence: 
"She is really an ornament It a prop. — " 
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Yrs Ever E B L 

LETTER 306 

My dear Sir 

Have you a spare copy left on hand of my translation of Schiller 

for me— X have only one copy It I want to give it to Lord Derby. But 

I aa not sure whether the Edition is not out of print 

YTS 

E B Lytton 

May 20 1866 

Kneb. Stevenage 

LETTER 307 

June 20 1866 

St J P 

My dear Sir/ 

You found me reading Felix Holt in a critical moment of Politi

cal Parties, Ik I did not stop till I had finished it. This is the best 

testimony to the highest merit of the Novel quoad [B-L probably meant 

the Latin quod] Novel. Vis. Interest. Besides that merit, the Book has 

the higher order of "rateable value" — the interest is of intellec

tual quality— Beyond the question of interest, it has the excellence 

of good writing: Comparative parts of which are of very high rank-

bits of poetic description It bits of quiet irony [?] are first rate 

1866). 
^ George Eliot, Felix Holt, The Radical (2 vols.; Edinburgh, 
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Specimens of diction— On the other hand—the Work has to my mind 

faults— ; faults of Construction which emphasize [?] faults of Charac

ter II faults in the conception of their Nature. — But it is idle to 

St 

dwell on these 1. because they are not likely to affect the run of the 

book with the Public— 2. ^ because ay estiaate of the persons who 

review books It are called Critics is so low that I doubt if any one of 

them can discover the faults which would be obvious to a Man who had 

studied art or knew the A B C of Criticism. — Therefore you It the 

Author may rest quite satisfied 

yrs most truly E B L 

P S. 

The Gov. is dead. Long live the Gov^ What Gov^ — The Beyond 

is wrapt hi close— [7] 

Yrs 

LETTER 308 

Knebworth July 19 1866. 

My dear Sir/ 

Cordial thanks for your kind letter. It gives me much pleas

ure to receive congratulations so warm froa so old a friend— . I am 

not sorry to be spared office at this time altho* I am not without some 

faith in the present Gov lasting longer than the Whigs anticipate— . 

With regard to Politics— Foreign affairs absorb all interest— The 

French Emperor must be in a great dileauM— No doubt he had calculated 

on a prolonged Warfare between the present Beligerants—involving the 

defeat of Italy k attended with advantage to Austria versus Prussia— 
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Then he night have stepped in. — • k settled natters with great glory 

Ik parhî Mi sone gain to France— Now he haa the nistlfaction of seeing 

the traditional French policy utterly up set— . On one side the pros

pect of an united Oamany with an amy It population. —to rival France— 

It on the other side an united Italy—with naritime ambitions It the fair

est Seaboard in that Mediterranean which was to be "A French Lake" 

— That this should happen in his dynasty is a blow to the dynasty 

Itself It the undoing of all his foreign policy [an illegibly written 

over word] hitherto effected. It is im>ossible that he can suffer 

things to rest thus—It instead of being the arbiter of Europe—. see 

his Mediation rejected It Italy actively make war on a dominion accepted 

by France k under the French flag. 

— . . . The attitude of Russia It the utter nothingneas to him of 

England as an ally—add to his embarrassment— Nor can he effectively 

help Auatria— 

He must do something— But that something is as yet a aystery— 

IK—perhaps not clear to himself. — 

With regard to poor Austria— . Sympathies may be with her— 

But the March of civilization seems to be with Prussian It English k 

European interests to lean towards that unscrupulous power For it is 

the obvious interest of Europe k England that there should be a formid

able European power [illegible] as France-

Austria has ceased to represent this power—and Prussia is uniting 

so Vast a portion of the Germanic Peoples. — is the coming Giant. --

As to Home politics— . Nothing can be foreseen Dis recommended 

assent [7] During the recess— . Public opinion will indicate the 
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t 

degree of strength the Gov. unlikely to have next Session. Much will 

depend naanwhile on the success of the adnlnistratlve departnents It 

the discretion in appointnenta legal k clerical The [two illegible 

words] appolntnants are [or be] unlucky 
rs 

Kindest ragarda to M Blackwood 

YT^ truly 

Lytton 

LETTER 309 

Kneb. Aug 12 

1866 

My dear Sir 

Kindly forward the Enclosed to D? Mackay as soon as possible 

for I am uncertain as to his present addreas. 

Accept all my cordial thanks for the obliging references to myself in 

the last N? of Blackwood. 

I am here for but a few weeks, then I propose going abroad— 

In politics I see nothing clear before me— 

If the present Gov administers well in the several departments they 

will gain great ground by next Session— 

We shall see how far the Emperors "Suggestion" to Prussia will 

complicate affairs dsroad 

Ys Ever L. 

LETTER 310 

^ I am unable to identify Mackay, 
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Knebworth 

Stevenage 

Friday [1866] 

My dear Sir/ 

Your card is forwarded to me: and I am very sorry to be out of 

Town. I shall be here D V. till Thursday next week, for Whit sun holi-

rs 
days. Can I tempt M. Blackwood to come k spend 2 or 3 days quietly. 

— — X am almost alone, —tho* I expect 2 or 3 young people amongst 

them, an American Southern refugee, with rather a nice little wife— 

who detests democracy—Ik thinks we are mad to dream of this Reform Bill 

I suppose we are sure of a fight before going into Committee— 

and that the Bill can't pass this year But I am not so sanguine as 

some of our friends who fancy that this bill once rejected—we shall 

have no More of reform bills for some years— . 

Yours very truly 

rs 
With Kindest regards to M. B — 

P 8/ If you can come Welwyn is the Station & a carriage shall meet 

you there, your own day k time 

LETTER 311 

My dear Sir 

I believe the Edition of Caxtoniana is pretty well out now— 

— I wish to print an Edition of my Essays to include the Student as 

well as Caxtoniana— Would you like to bid for it Ix not I should 

want to feel sure that the Stock of Caxtoniana is pretty well cleaned 

off your hands before I reprint; — . It I hope that is now the case iu: 
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X think it is new mora than a year ago alnca you infomed na there 

were but few ooplaa left X beliava that these Bsaays thus col

lected night in a new fom, have a fair Sale— 

X have to thank you for your latter about Morace— X an atlll in 

doubt what to do with it— But have been ao busy since ny return to 

England that it has been but little on ny thoughts of late— 

H M Befom bill seens safe eno' now. — — But X dont feel 

inellAed to shout Hurrah for It— You will, X suppose, be having the 

Scotch bill on soon— — 

YT* Ever Lytton 

Knebworth 

May 12 1867 

LBTTBR 312 

t 
35 8. Jsnes Place 

May 18 1867 

This is ny 

Town address 

My dear Sir/ 

I an obliged by your letter. — * the kind and considerate way 

in which you speak about the Caxtoniana, — . . . — I think the tine 

allowed for sale of the Edition was 2 years k that it was afterwards 

extended to 3. But that is innaterial. . For [illegibly written over] 

you [an illegibly written over word, but probably propose] a cheaper 

Edition X should not drean of negotiating elsewhere for it. — . You 

nust allow ne however to nake an alteration in the terns you handsoaely 
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propose— The sale not having been proaperous— I could not think of 

taking any more than a third of aay profits that may occur on the new 

Edition you propose— . 

I agree that it should be limited to the Caxtoniana I may perhaps 

bring out thro* Chapman a correspondent Edition of the Student fcc 

Chapman wants to do so 

As there is a probability that next year I nay have proposals 

for a cheap popular Edition of all my works in complete form I wish 

to keep the Caxtoniana It other Essays free for such an enterprise 

later—and therefore to be at liberty to print such cheap Edition of 

the Caxtoniana, say in 2 years from any time this year in which you 

produce yours— Even if the Stock were not then exhausted, it is prob

able that your Edition being uniform with the Novels would not be much 

affected by a popular re issuance— I should be glad if your Edition 

were advertised as far as prudence will permit 

I î ropose to omit one or two—of the Essays either in whole or 

part— the whole will require Verbal revision— 

Will you send me a copy for that purpose to Knebworth—It I should also 

look over the proofs of the New Edition. 

I am much flattered by your wish that I should write an article on the 

state of politics or Parties—but am not disposed at this moment to 

plunge into that Troubled & uncertain sea— 

We cannot even guess what this Reform bill will be when coa-

plete. — If the Retractation [?] Question is thrown over lor another 

year— —or another Parlt to deal with—then "alps upon Alps arise" 

Ever yvnrc, L — 
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P. 8 — 

X wish X could see my way to a Series of popular articles in the Mag

net fiction—but X cannot think of any subject—% am at present auch 

occupied by rural afEhlrs—changing a Steward kc— 

I am Mich grieved to see in the Newspapers a bad ace? of poor Alison. 

X hope it is Exaggerated 

LETTER 313 

July 18 1867 

t 
35 S. Jamess Place 

My dear Sir— 

I have Just had with the MT T. Leslie^ of the American illus

trated Newspaper who has offered me very tempting terms for a Work of 

fiction a volume would content him. But I think 2 [2 written over 

of] Vols impossible for English Publication— 

I have no such work ready but am tempted to write one—and wish 

to know your views— For any terms with him would vary accordingly— 

At present—the conditions would stand thus—a few descriptive para

graphs would be written by an American Citizen so as to secure copyright 

in America— MT Leslie would bring out the work weekly I have sugges-

th 
ted that he should commence say the 7. day of any Month— Say January 

and the Monthly installment in England comprising the 4 weekly numbers 

which make up the month in his paper would appear say in June Mag. 

st .J* 
August 1. M; Leslie proposes that for the first 4 months, the story 

^ I am unable to Identify Leslie. 
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would thus run in your paper in the 2 Countries. He asks for permis

sion to run up the later portion more quickly in America than your Mag. 

would do The copyright In England of course must be legally secured— 

With regard to the Subject of the Story—if I can find some American 

legend or anecdote of great interest, prior to the A revolution— I 

should prefer it—laying the scene It characters fully in England fully 

in America But whatever the subject I should take great pains to make 

the story popular It for a general public— 

Pleaae to think this over and inform me îtiat you would give for 

it in the Mag. k for republication in a collected Edition— 

Yours truly 

Lytton 

P. S 

What are your Engagements in the U. S. with the [illegible] of Black

wood— 

X Incline to the treaty with M ' Leslie for have little doubt 

that It would practically carry the Law of international copyright 

LETTER 314 

My dear Sir 

I wrote to you more than a fortnight ago anent—a Serial Novel. 

k an American proposal Did you get my letter as I have had no answer 

yTS 

Lytton 

July 30 si James Place 

1867 
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LETTER 315 

My dear Sir/ 

I am obliged by your latter— 

X dont think that the objection against an American writing a snail bit 

or two is so strong as you consider. For I had proposed that it should 

be confined to one or two descriptions of local Scenery in Anerica It 

by a good writer It first subnitted to me for correction— The other 

point you mention, against the propensity [?] [of] your Magazine—to 

1 
go pari passu 

with an Illustrated American paper—k allow a predating [?] to the 

latter in the concluding numbers are more valid. The fact is that I 

have two offers—the one merely for Early Sheets The other as I named 

to you— But of course the difference of remuneration is great— 

Whether, however, I still do anything or not is vary doubtful. 

For at present I feel very laay— — . 

y 

We are approaching the End of our Pari- labours—Thank Heaven— 

I dont like the Ref. Bill & could not prevail on myself to speak on it 

Ik can say what I have before said on the principles of a safe represen

tative System for an [illegible] State like England. 

I dont however think that the danger will be very soon apparent— 

Yours truly 

Aug. 1. 1867 

ai J Place. 

^ "With or at equal pace." 
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LETTER 316 

My dear Sir 

X have to thank you for a copy of the interesting Memoir of 

Aytoun Bat I regret that I nust enter a strong protest against the 

iiqiropriety, as well as illegality of publiahlng my private letters 

not only without my consent being given, but without it ever being 

asked for. 

It [^ written over an illegible word] is no Excuse for the Editor or 

whoever Is responsible for this act to say that he is sure I should have 

given the consent, or that there is nothing I need care for in the pub

lication of these letters— Because these are questions for me to 

consider k not for anyone else to determine— 

I am pleaaed nevertheless to see that the Memoir is well written 

k does Justice to Aytoim*s charming character which was at once gentle 

k manly—shrewd It straightforward— I am much stmck with the melody 

fc diction in the Nuptial Ode— 

Truly yrs 

L3rtton 

Aug. 3, 1867 

St. J. Place 

LETTER 317 

Knebworth Aug 25 1867 

^ Theodore Martin, Memoir of W. S. Aytoun (Edinburgh: William 

Blackwood and Sons, 1867). 
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My dear Sir, 

I am obliged by your directiona to obtain It forward to me a copy 

at 
of the 1 . Edition of ay Schiller— I hope I ahall get it soon— 

X have received an offer for an Edition of ay Essays containing 

the Student Caxtoniana It some Critical Articles in Reviews— Possibly 

I may Include my biographical Sketch of Schiller. — 

In a former letter of yours you stated I think that there were 

but 60 or 70 copies of Caxtoniana in stock and that these should not 

stand in the way of a newer collected Edition—as you would ship thea 

abroad or to the Colonies if still unsold—As I nust not nistreat any 

publisher treating for the collection of ny Essays. I should be nuch 

obliged to you by a line to state If ny recollection be right—and that 

the surplus copies if still any would be withdrawn fron Sale within the 

Kingdona— 

I am proposing to make a little tour in the Pyrenees Ik would be 

greatly obliged by your early reply. Perhaps my travel may stir up my 

lazy faculties 

truly yrs 

Lytton 

LETTER 318 

[reed Novr 26/67] 

My dear Sir/ 

We had some correspondence about my Horace— which other work 

Ik business have suspended. Would you still like to have it on the 

^ The Odes of Horace. See Appendix B. 
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terms you proposed. — viat the Critical Essay on him It Spacinans to 

run thro* 4 numbers of the Mag for lOOL It if then republish another 

at 
lOOL on the 1. Edition? Xf so, X think X could get it ready by Febru-

st 
ary 1. — I ahould like to print the Latin by the side 

You remember ny Tranalation is only of the odes & Epodes— Please 

direct your answer here— I aa going to Bath Hence to Torquay I have 

subjects for a Novel ia ny head but have not got then out of it yet 

YT« L, 

Poaslbly In republishing Horace, it night answer to reprint a small 

Edition of Schiller which X am told is sought for It very scarce 

LETTER 319 

t 
35 S. Jamess Place 

My dear Sir 

I send by Book post the Critical Essay on Horace—It the Epodes 

with which the Specimens will commence— Pleaae to set up all the 

Epodes as the proof will be of use for [an illegible word creased out] 

republication—St I can thus more easily select the specimens included 

in the first nunber— Of course the following nunbers will be very 

nuch shorter It if the Latin text be not printed, could hardly contain 

nore than 5 or 6 pages each. 

I confess that I think it very desirable that the Latin text 

should be given (I could lend ny copy of Orelli but it nust not be 

Q. Herat1us Flaccus, Addita est Varieta Lectionis Codd, Ber-
nesivuB IXI, Sangallensis et Turicensis ac Familiaris Interpretatio, 
Recensuit J. C. Orellius (2 vols.; Turici, 1837-38; editio secunda, 
1843-44; editio tertia, 1850-52). 
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torn or soiled) [an illegibly written over word] this for 2 reasons 

st 

1. that many ordinary readers of Horace only know him thro' the old 

corrupt Editions; Ik the translation cannot be well Judged without a 

reference to Orelli's Edition— 
ndly 

2. that by printing the Latin text, there is an Excuse for the 

footnotes in i^lch I flatter myself that there will be found some value— 

And the more learned notes on disputed texts could be applied to the 

Latin aide inatead of the Englisht Thus appealing to Scholars whoa 

they would Interest It freeing the mere English reader from references 

to disputes for [for written over of] which he cares little or nothing. 

Pray therefore reconsider that point— 

X had soae thought of dedicating the Translation to the Students 

of Edinbro* It Glasgow Universities— But if so, X suppose it should 

not be in the Magaaine—but in the republication? What say you? 

Pleane to let me have proofs as soon as you can for my handwriting 

necessitates revision—and I want to submit the proof to our first 

Horation Scholar—so that unless I have them soon I could scarcely be 

ready for preas by February. X propose 4 or 5 of the Epodes selected 
at 

to close 1. Number 
Specimens from Book 1 fc 2 for Number 2 

From Book XXI specimens for Number III It Carmen Saeculare 

Book 4 will com>lete the Specimens in N 4. 

X conclude it will not be necessary nor desirable to give my 

name to the Specimens. I hope the poems will not be printed in double 

Columns and saall type— 

This will be my best address till I let you know ay movements 
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YT* Bvar 

Lytton 

NovT 30 1867 

UrrTER 320 

My dear Sir/ 

Xt strikes na on looking over ny MSS of Horace that it would be 

a great advantage to then, if you did not nind it, to set then all 

up in type at once— The cost will not be thrown away as they will 

serve for proofa for republication—while X could not only see better 

which would be the best specin«is for the Magt but I should have nore 

tine to submit then to some great Horation Scholars—(iriio are somewhat 

slow in looking over such productions), as well as secure during the 

winter a more favorable leisure for revision, than I could obtain later 

in the height of the London k Parliamentary Season If you do not ob

ject to this, I will send you the whole MS— If you think that this 

would incur a cost that might be avoidable I am quite willing to pay 

for the difference— The advantage seems to me important, especially 

as my own handwriting puzzles me— 

Y — Most truly 

Decy 2 [1867] 

Monday. 

35 S. James Place 

The Essay k Epodes are sent off with this by Book post let me know of 

their safe arrival 
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LETTER 321 

My address Argyll Hall 

Warren Road 

Torquay 

Dae? 17 1867 

My dear Sir 

X have returned the Essay on Horace by book post for revise— 

I am much pleased to hear you like it— 

X hope to aend the Epodes tomorrow. 

X fear X can scarcely be ready by Feb.; for X always think it right 

to be 2 nuobers in advance but I will try yrs Most truly 

LETTER 322 

Argyll Hall Warren Road 

Torquay 

Dec' 29 

1867 

My dear Sir/ 

I am surprised not to have had back proofs of Horace— I fear 

it will become iaq;>ossible to get them ready for Feb^ 

o 
I hope to send tomorrow or next the installment for N. 2. which will 

be confined to the l' Book of Odes It—Nos 3 fc 4 will longer k com

plete Books 2. 3 4. It Secular ode. Yrs truly 

Lytton 
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I think it wary daairabla at firat not to let the authorahlp be gen-

arally known— 

LETTER 323 

Dec!* SO 

1867 

Argyll Hall 

Torquay 

My dear Sir 

I rec. today k return by B. Post the proof, for 3 copies of 

revises as soon as I can have them to submit to "my learned Frienda" 

Xt is tine to decide whether the Latin text should acconpany the ver

sion 

Pray accept all good wishes of the Season for yourself M T ' 

Blackwood It faally Yrs truly Lytton 

LETTER 324 

Argyll Hall Warren Road 

Torquay 

Jan 6 1868 

My dear Sir 

I an quite convinced by your argunent as to postponing Spedaens 

[Eatracts crossed out] to a subsequent Nunber— This will require a 

little alteration In the close of the Essay. — 

I should have been glad however to have got into N. 2 some of the 

odes as wall as Epodes the metres of the latter being somewhat monotonoua 
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o 
X fear however that this night nake the N. too long X should however 

hava liked to be quite ready with No. 2 before touching No. 1 — 

Tb. >..., h.. .on. to B' K.»n«ly' 1. .„oth.r trl^d k I e«>t ..y wh.. 

it Will return. But X hope in tina— However you will kindly be pre

pared for a Substitute if not— 

Please to send ne the proof of the odes as soon as you possibly 

can— 

How ia your weather there it is horrid! tho* no snow nor ice 

Ever yrs 

LETTER 325 

Jan: 10 1868 

Argyll Hall 

Warren Road 

Torquay. 

My dear Sir/ 

The two critical friends to whoa ay proofs were subjected—agree 

in thinking it would have been desirable to introduce sone specimens 

with the preface; but since I concur with you in thinking that would 

be too much at one time—then they both advise that the first N? of 

Specimen should contain some of the odes as well as the Epodes in short 

samples of variety in treatnent It netre— 

^ Benjanin Hall Kennedy. See Appendix C. 
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I think therefore that as in the Mag. we are only dealing with Speci-

nens that it will be better to insert only 2 of the Epodes k then 

proceed to the odes— . This will occasion a little recasting of 

No 2—fc for this I nust wait till I get the proofs of the odes sent 

to you— . as X certainly ahould not like to begin till the 2?** N? is 

well complete— I should be glad therefore to postpone the 1-- No 

till March—It naanwhile I could conplete all the [Part of the letter 

haa been cut off] preferable to 4 — But if you wish 4. I can so 

arrange. — 

My preaant idea is to nake N^ 2 contain only 2 Epodes Ik a select 

few of odes— Book. 1. 2 The 3? Nunber the finest odes in Book III— 

It 4 — [The renainder of the letter has been cut off.] 

LETTER 326 

Feb 6 1868. Argyll Hall 

Warren Road 

Torquay 

My dear Sir; 

I returned the proof of Horace for Press today; — I think of 

starting No 2 with odes not Epodes—k doubt if it be necessary to print 

the Latin; if so I nust see the Latin text 

I fear I shall scarcely be in Town before the End of March. So 

far as I can tell, a House I have lately bought 12 Grosvenor Sq. will 

not be ready for me till then. But as soon as it is—I shall come— 

Weather here not cold but very stormy. Yrs Ever L. 
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LETTER 327 

Dear Sir 

o 
It ia intended to begin the Specimens April N with the Odes last sent 

not Epodes— But X should be glad to have as soon as X can revise of 

the Epodes herewith sent It of MSS Book III— 

Feb. 9 1868 

Arg. Hall Torquay 

LETTER 328 

Yrs 

Lytton 

Feb 15 1868 

Arg Hall 

Torquay 

My dear Sir/ 

Thanks for your kind letter. — X return the Ap. V? for revise 

by B. Post. May I ask you to send a copy of Maga, during the Months in 

which the Horace runs on—with "From the author of the articles on 

Horace* to the Rev? J. E. Yonge M A Eton— 

The Ravf Farrar Harrow— 

The Bishop of London— 

The Rev** A. M. Wilkens Merton College Oxford 

Professor Cov[in]gton Oxford 

R* Hon. W. [E.] Gladstone M P Carlton House Terrace London 

Rev? DT Kennedy College Ely— 

And especially to 
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The Rev. A. J Macleane (the Editor of Horace in the Blllotheca Classics) 

But I dont know his address—nor him— Whitaker Avemona [?] Lane pub-

lishea his Editions It will know whmr* to direct 

But in the Copy to M*̂  Macleane pleaae to write [Se^ crossed out]— 

"From the author of article on Horace with gratitude It homage—" 

This need not be repeated after the first nunber—only "fron the author" 

I should not venture to trespass on your courtesy for so nany 

copies— did I not think it would help towards the interests of Maga 

For, I do not suppose that these papers will be very generally popular 

but they nay serve indirectly to add to the graver repute k character of 

a Magaaine So illustriously distinguished froa those that resort only 

to Epheneral allurements to Readers— 

I should like to have sent copies to the Editor of the Saturday Review-

But that Brute is not only hostile to ae but seems to be a personal 

friend of Theodore Martin whose Translation of Horace has every con-

ceiveable vice*-li is magniloquently lauded in the Saturday Review— 

Aa to * Party* I confess that ay ardour is chilled— — . . 

t 
I do not Join in any attack on the honour of the Gov. that passed the 

Ref Bill and [and written over an illegible word] so far as the teapo-

rary interests of the party are concerned, perhaps they have done a 

clever thing— But—where is Conservatism henceforth? — Men die--

Yonge, E. W. Farrar, Wilkens (or Wilkins), Covington, an l 
Macleane. All are Latin scholars apparently. B-L used Orelli*s, 
Macleane*s, and Yonge*s editions of Horace*s works in his Odes and 
Epodes of Horace. For Dr. Kennedy, see Benjamin Hall Kennedy, Appendix 
C. 

2 
Odes of Horace, Translated into English Verse, With a Life 

and Notes, trans. Theodore Martin (London: J. W. Parker and Son, 1860). 
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Ministers go out— Principles of Conduct are mire tasting— who can 

tell me now what a Conservative is except a Somebody who is in opposi

tion to a Whig? 

And, far beyond all that—lies the question to be applied to the most 

artificial Empire ever built up— can that E]m>ire long last when you 

place its destinies in the hands of men who live upon weekly wages? 

Yes possibly for a tine—How? Because the Conservative is a richer 

nan than the Radical Ifc in a contest nay thro hinself or his supporters 

corrupt a Majority— Believe me, there are not other Means—It for those 

means there is no cause— But when you coae to wholesale Corruption— 

in quiet times a State rots— in stormy times—a State ignites [three 

illegible words crossed out]— it is rot or cui^ustion. I have been a 

great liberal in my day—but I never was in favour of a very low suf

frage—never could favour the theory that [the crossed out] poverty k 

ignorance massed together in towns should govern an Am>ire founded by 

intellect Ik wealth—It once injured—ruined for Ever— Henceforth— 

G^ Britain will be so governed— 

Pardon these croakings 

Yrs L. 

LETTER 329 

My dear Sir/ 

All right about Horace It does not signify what aonth he appears. 

And at this Season I can well tmderstand how many articles do press. 

I am not sorry to have more time in meditating all the 3 numbers 

of the Experiment/ 
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I have not much fear of the next Parliament it is more the after 

Effects looming in the Future that I apprehend. — 

t 
I an rejoiced to hear good ace. of Lord Darby It hope he nay stay 

in till the general Election is over— It is a better nana than any 

other to go before the Country with 

YT® truly 

L. 

Feb 22 1868 Argyll Hall Torquay 

Would you oblige me with a copy of your Railway Vol. containing the 

Haunted It the Haunters, per book post 

LETTER 330 

Dear Sir, 

Many thanks for your note, but I feel very uneasy about the aissing 

*Second Book* of Horace 

You have printed (besides Preface—Ik the revise of specimens for 

May Number—) the whole Book of Epodes And Books III k IV of which the 

proofs have reached me— Now after I sent you the copies of Book III 

Ik IV— I sent a copy of Book II complete—writing thereon or in a note 

accompanying it—that it was not to be printed till after III It IV 

As I never revised any proof of this I grew anxious It wrote to 

you about it— I do hope it is with you or the printer somewhere— it 

was written chiefly on letter paper or [MB crossed out] copy book of 

letter paper size. Not on long paper like some of the others— It will 

be a serious blow if it be lost— 

Pray institute a hunt for it 
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Truly yrs 

Lytton 

8 Dover St 

Piccadilly 

March 23 1868 

LETTER 331 

[1868] 

Dear Sir— 

X wish you would apply to the P. Off. authorities for the aiss

ing Copy of B. II. — I am as sure as I can venture to be that it was 

sent the same day as Book III or at all events the next day— 

I had finished it for press Notes It all—and was about finishing 

B I— 

Not [not written over an illegible word] having rec. any proof of it— 

k finding no trace of it in the only place where I kept the MSS of 

Horace at Torquay I wrote to you about it—and am greatly appalled by 

the answer— . It would be the labour of many months if I have to re 

do it— Notes It all— . . . . Even if I could redo it The sole pos

sible Chance of my naving it is its having got into a box of papers 

sent to Knebworth before I left Torquay But that chance is a very faint 

one— And my Servant who packed that box is confident that no papers 

rs 
of that kind are in it. Y truly L. 

LETTER 332 

8 Dover St 

[1868] 
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Saturday 

My dear Sir 

Cordial thanks for your letter k trouble about the missing MS— 

. it is certainly not your fault Xt may be lurking in the P. Office 

Penelidin [?] or perhaps in a box sent to Knebworth— Xf not— it will 

be a bore but I may find some rough copy, k at all Events it is not 

wanted for Maga nor unless the whole be published speedily—Ik that can 

be best Judged after testing the specimens— 

By the bye, send a copy of the Blackwood while it runs, to Professor 

Covington Oxford—from the Author 

In politics there is great Exciteaent here of course. The Liberals coimt 

t 
on 303 votes giving 288 to Gov. Whether Stanleys amendment will catch 

some votes is doubtful— if it do not—it has been injudicious— I 

cant say I feel disposed to take any part in this I. C. Question One 

t 
feels that if the Gov. lasts to the next Parliament—they will unsay 

every thing they may say now Where there is no sincerity in chiefs 

there can be no enthusiasm in followers— And it is only Lawyers who 

can eat their own words with a relish. — 

Dis—is very popular in the House among the Radicals— Gladstone not— 

Several Rads tell me they shall stay away— I doubt this— But still 

it is a question on which the Debate aay influence Votes 

rs rs , 
Kind regards to M. B & your brother truly y. L 

LETTER 333 

h 
Knebw 

Ap 4 
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1868 

My dear Sir— 

X an extrenely obliged for all the trouble you hava taken as to 

the nissing copy— X arrived here laat night k laMdiately visited 

the boxes renoved fron Torquay where it night possibly be. — But it is 

not there. Luckily however X have found an old rough first Copy which 

will serve ne well eno* should the translations be collected for seperate 

publication 

r 
I aa not surprised that M. Covington throws cold water on rhyne-

less versions seeing that he argues agst then in his preface— Ik more

over he is a rival translator However I feel quite certain that any 

candid reader will be obliged to own that ay version with all its draw

backs is closer in form k Spirit to the original than the finest Scholar

ship has hitherto made among rhymed translations 

Try It keep my secret as well as you can— I was rather amused 

to see my arch foe the Spectator praising *the rare merit* of the paper 

on Horace— He will eat his words by k by, as heartily as if he were a 

Conservative in office! 

I think Dis will continue to stay in till the Dissolution It dis

solve on No Popery— When the next Parliament comes—he will then count 

noses k decide accordingly what to eat It what all But that I. C. Church 

alght yet be saved by a bold murmur [?] of Reform proposed by a Minis

ter whom the Public trusted 

I find the Country charming Ik the blossoms out— Yrs Ever L 

No 2. of Horace is now visiting Harrow Schoolmaster—& I hope will 

return to you in a few days. 
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Ap. 6 1868 

Knebworth 

My dear Sir— 

I hasten to return the revise—for I want to see slips of p.p. 

3, 4, 5 It 25. tho* the corrections are but slight—the rest for press. 

— . it will not take much time for these corrections It if sent by 

return, it is by return I shall send them back X think it will be 

desirable to retain the latin line as heading— it gives a familiar 

twist [?] to the translations. It is usual in all translations— and 

it takes up no space— 

I write in great haste I have no tiae to touch on politicis— 

Yrs Ever L 

P, 8/ 

Let me have May number as soon as you can— . . I will propose 4 

numbers k make the 2 last shorter as you suggest. 

I send of also by Book post Book II—so that you will now have all 

the copy in republication Pray let me know that it reaches safely 

LETTER 335 

Ap 9 

1868 

Knebworth 

Stevenage 

My dear Sir-

In sending by Book post, the June Number, to which Orelli*s 

Latin will now be added, it is well to decide if you would like the 

th 
Specimens to End with that Number. Or if you think a 4 installaent 
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would not overdose the reader— 

This seens to ne entirely a question for your own tact k experi-
th 

ence— If the 4. nunber be decided on, we could very well end here— 

k put into N? 4—sone odes of B. IV k some Epodes 

But If you think it best for the Mag. not to go farther than the June 

No then X think it would be desirable to lengthen that number by a 

few specimens from B. XV. — as in this May number X announce specimens 

from Books XXI fc IV It the June N? as it now stands only contains sped

aens fron B III. 

Xf the whole be published in a seperate [sic] fom, I think it should 

not be till Oct. It then in a handsome vol with very good type It paper 

about 1.6. Ever Yrs L. 

LETTER 336 

h 
Knebw 

April 9 

1868 

My dear Sir 

I am very much obliged by the 50L w. I received safely— . 

Long*s letter is not as civil as I expected— . . No doubt the theory 

of my translations will be disputed; but the dispute Itself aay do good 

in attracting notice. . . & I can only hope that it aay ultimately end 

in the general recognition of the translation as that which is the most 

faithful existent It the most useful to Students— I return by B post 

George Long. See Appendix C. 
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the sheets for one final revise*-- Dont you think there should be soae 

reference to the former N. such as X hava queried 'continued from p. 

— 7 . 

With regard to politics, X agree in the general feeling of all you 

1 
aay— . . Cranbourne is too evidently led by Spleen It bitterness 

of Spirit— And after all the Irish Church is a difficult cheval de 

2 

bataille for any one to ride without a stumble— Still I cannot sug

gest any thing very opportune or safe to say in Maga— Events march 

rapidly and one cannot yet see what would best serve the real interests 

3 
of the party— . it will have sooner or later to side with Hardy or 

with Stanley— I look upon these as issues [?] Poles apart— Ever 

Yra L. 

Please to post the Enclosed to M^ Long— I keep my incognito to him— 

I fear Wolffs indiscretion— He is garrulous— 

LETTER 337 

My dear Sir— 

Allow me [Allow me written over two illegible words] to intro

duce to you by this note nT Bandmann [?] who has made a great k merited 

^ Robert Arthur Cecil Salisbury, Marquis of Cranbourne. 

2 "battle horse." 

^ Perhaps Sir Thomas Duffus Hardy (1809-1878). 

^ Probably David Henry Stanley, later 15th Earl of Derby (1826-

1893). 

^ I am unable to identify Wolff. 

^ Daniel E. Bandaann. 
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success on the London Stage It who intends to perform in Edinbro— You 

will find him a genuine artist It well deserving of any kindness you may 

shew hin 

truly yrs 

Lytton 

Ap. 10 Knebworth [1868] 

LETTER 338 

[1868] 

My dear Sir— 

d 
I have not rec. the final revise of May nunber. Pray let me have 

it directly. . If not sent off Ik I am in time please to make the slight 

correction f>r Ode 1 ^ 

As I wish very much to clear my desk It mind of this work during 

the holldaya—k before other things aay distract my attention, I send 

off by Book post the whole of Book I. — (the Odes already printed in 

Specimens will come into their right place as I have instructed the 

printer. If possible I shall also get off Book II They dont press for 

printing—tho* they may be required—if we run into 4 numbers— 

d 1 

Poor L Salisburys death It Cranbournes Elevation will have an 

effect on party Cranb. may be formidable on the Lords— 

Yrs in haste L 

^ The second Marquis of Salisbury died April 12, 1868. His son, 
Robert C. Cranbourne, became the third Marquis of Salisbury. 
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339 

My dear Sir/ 

Ceteris paribua it would have been better to have gone on with 

the Horace without Interruption. Î t I know well the Exigencies of a 

Magazine—k how much lighter or more immediate objects of interest de

mand attention Therefore do as you like— if postponed till July— 

would it not be wall to have a Note—saying that the Specimens from 

Horace will be continued in the Next N? — That you can Judge— I 

d 
have rec. 2 or 3 vary Eulagistic letters from Eminent Scholars k the 

translations seem exciting a great deal of attention at Oxford. 

Just off to the house 

Ever truly yrs 

L. 

May 3 1868 

G Sq 

LETTER 340 

12 Gros Sq 

May 14 1868 

My dear Sir, 

Have you rec. for me. viz: the Author ol the Horace papers a 

w* 9 • 

pamphlet fron M Yonge. He said he w? send one. Also was a copy of 
3 

Journal sent to me in the same designation by Professor Long, 

X Other things, or factors, being equal. 

2 Probably J. E. Yoage whose edition of Horace B-L used in his 

Odes and Epodes of Horace. 

3 George Long. See Appendix C. 
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forwarded thro* you. it arrived here addressed to my own name 

yrs truly Lytton 

LETTER 341 

K. J. 17. 1868 

My dear Sir 

The difficulty as to republishing the Horace 1: e. as a com

plete translation of the odes appears to me to lie in the question 

whether to prefix my name or not— If I do, I must prepare for every 

spiteful thing that can be said by the inimical few in the Press upon 

a matter on which that myth called the Impartial Public cannot Judge 

for [themselves crossed out] itself as it thinks, (supposing it exists,) 

it can upon a work addressed to the Many— On the other hand if I do 

not put my name, it will be sufficiently guilefull to provoke [the 

crossed out] ill nature î iile an attempt of that Kind, if anonymous 

may fall atillbom— Honestly speaking I remain in doubt—as to 

whether it be worth while to stir farther— 

I fancy you are right as to G Longs poetic gift, or even as to his 

power of rendering into living English that which in a dead language 

he thoroughly understanda and enjoys He sent me a translation rhyme-

less, of one of Horaces Odes, in which there cannot be a doubt that he 

completely nisinterpreted that meaning It spirit—while he did not, for 

want of Ear, see that his rhythm was unfaithful to his idea of what the 

rhythm should be— Still, in Latin especially he is a Stalwart Scholar 

d 
who has no English Superior unless it be Kennedy >̂ it w. be worth while 

to secure him occassionally [sic] for criticism on Classic Editions k 
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authora— He might give you a very sound Criticism on Pindar or the 

Greek anthology—with comments on existing Editions— or better still, 

1 2 
a review of Forsyths Cicero— He understands Cicero ad unguem 

LETTER 342 

Aug 6 1868 

Kneb 

My dear Sir/ 

If you think it wise to collect Ik republish in one whole all the 

t r 
odes ags. Nov with or without my name, I must have the proof sheets of 

all which your printer took off sent to me forthwith— for not only 

I may be leaving England but friends I wish to consult will be abroad--

X really cant say irtiether it will be well to publish them as a idiole 

or not— X have seen no reviews of then—nor know hovr they have been 

generally viewed— A very few men. Eminent Scholars It good English 

Critics have written to me about them with much praise— Of course 

others have remained silent I leave it to your better Judgement to 

decide li am quite willing to take your decision either way Should 

they be republished it shd be in one well printed Volume perhaps at 

7.6—If it had some classical illustrations in photographt [sic] or 

woodcut at 10* but I doubt the illustrations. Still it should be a 

pretty vol. Xf you decide for publishing get together the proofs of 

all the 4 books k Epodes with the last corrections made in the printed 

1 William Forsyth, Life of M. T. Cicero (2 vols.; London, 1864). 

2 "From head to toe," or "perfectly." 
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Spadnena li on letting ne know that you so decide X will write where 

to send then. 

Think of going to Buxton next Monday k should be glad if possible to 

gat your answer before or on that noming—as it will influence the 

books X take Yrs. truly Lytton 

LETTER 343 

My dear Sir, 

th 
X have Juat reed youra of the 8. — t am much flattered by your 

good opinion of the Odes. — . . at all events I agree to their repub

lication We can decide later the question as to setting my name to 

them—probably it will be best to do so 

The way I should advise is to print The latin on the other side of 

the Page k transfer to that side such footnotes as refer to the Latin 

text It are only interesting to Scholars; In order to aake the pages 

run equal—the English Version may be leaded it is but very few notes 

that will be appended to the English 

I should propose to commence with the Epodes as being the Earliest 

poems— then Book 1. 2. 3 in Succession then the Secular ode as next 

in chronological date— k so end with B. IV 

d 
about the Pol. Article I don*t think ay views w. exactly do at this 

moment to put forth. For tho agsf the disestablist [sic] of the Irish 

Church, to which there seem to me many social It political objections 

not hitherto generally set forth— Yet I do not honestly think it is 

inseperably connected with the Englsh Ch. It believe it can only be saved 

by so large a aeasure of disendowment as would satisfy the English sense 
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Of Justice But a peculiar [?] item [?] of that sort in Blackwood w? 

be ill timed at the Eve of an Election Ik damp the ardour of Conserva

tive Voters The great thing for the Party It in my conviction for the 

safety of inatitutiona better worth defense than the Iriah Church is 

to gat as many Conservatives as possible in Parlt It thua insure to all 

Reforms the advantage of being regarded k ultimately settled in a Con

servative spirit Ik not by a large dew>cratic Majority— It might be 

well in a political article to insist largely on the Sympathy the Tories 

have always shewn to the Working Classes k their readiness to consider 

favorably all measures that affect their practical well being— This 

wd appeal to the new Electors— The whole however should be in a noble 

It patriotic spirit—in contrast to the anti English 

In the Art. on Disraeli which I suspect to be by S. C. Hall there are 

one or two inaccuracies— I am not Senior to Diaraeli— However Grey 

was published before my first publication— He did not send ae his 

Novel but our acquaintance began by a letter i.oa him on other Sub-

Jecta To the best of my recollection the first time he dined with 

me there was a large party to aeet him (including L. Normandy [?]) 

there stated in the art. but of that I am not quite sure— His memor

able declaration *the time will come when you shall hear me* was not 

in the subsequent period of his career stated in the art. But was the 

concluding Sentence of his Maiden speech. — the first speech in which 

he made so effective—so that it was allowed on all sides to be a good 

speech, related to our Consular System 

^ G. R. Gleig, "The Right Honourable Benjamin Disraeli, No. I, 

BM, CIV (August, 1868), 129-44. 
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X have given a 5 Act play to the Lyceum but as that is revised for the 

stage, X hope Horace nay leave ne a little leisure to attend to the 

Novel— X ahall not consider any thing done there—till at least the 

first vol. be written Of this hereafter Direct to ne the proofa kc to 

P. O Buxton 

truly y^* L 

Kneb. Aug 10 1868 

Many thaaka for the SOL which arrived quite safely. 

[Illegible} of bad American copyists Xt is the whole fabric of an 

English Constitution k [illegible] monarchy that it seems to me we 

shall hava to maintain agst many foes. 

LETTER 344 

My dear Sir/ 

I return the Epodes by Book post— It being proposed to coamence 

with theae— Xt will be well to arrange them with the Latin on one side 

of page—The English on the other—giving to the Latin side, the notes 

so marked and in the English side the Notes marked for that— The 

translation generally contains the same number of lines as the Latin— 

but as they are more notes on the Latin side, it may be well to lead 

the Engl1ah so that the pages may run parallel When type be are de

cided upon, send me 2 revises thus made up— as to 2. books follow the 

Epodes it is useless to send back B. 3. It 4 till those are got on with. 

YT^ truly 

Lytton 

P. Office 
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Buxton 

Aug 14. 1868. 

LETTER 345 

Dear Sir 

On reflection X thought it might be more convenient to you in 

order to Judge of length of notes k matter to send you back B. 3. It 

4 revised for arrangement The type should not be too small— I have 

marked * Latin* — * English* the notes which are to go aeverally to 

Latin text It English Version— Where the reader does not see the exact 

line in the Latin to which the note belongs I can eaaily make the proper 

reference in the proof 

YT* truly 

Lytton 

Buxton Derbyshire 

Aug. 15 

1868 

LETTER 346 

Buxton 

Sep^ 4 

1868 

Dear Sir, 

I have delayed writing about the Speciaens ol text because I 

wished to consult one or two friends at a distance— They agree with me 
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that at present the arrangement is very inconvenient; and indeed be

wildering— The running the Latin Notes into the same page as the 

English Ik Vice versa causes great Confusion It puzzles the general reader. 

The Introductions should run on continuously k not as in p. 8. 9 It 

12— 13 Straggle divided over the 2 sides of the page— I see the 

great difficulty of managing this—eapecially by keeping the proposed 

small Octavo aiaa— k where there is a disproportion of latin k English 

notes—I had hoped that by leading the English b abridging the notes 

here k there to the Latin text this might be avoided No doubt it would 

be desirable to keep the Latin page opposite the English instead of 

placing it below as in the Magazine— But if you cannot contrive it so 

without the confusion caused by the present arrangement— —there I 

fear we have no option but by throwing the Latin text below— please 

reconsider this matter I dont retain the proof considering you have a 

duplicate 

YT^ truly 

Lytton 

P. 8/ 

It w? be much better to have Latin text parallel if possible. 

I endoaa a letter from MT Farrar on this subject 

LETTER 347 

Preparing for Publication 

A translation of the 

Odes Ik Epodes of Horace 

by Lord Lytton 
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Direct 12 

Gros*̂  Sq 

Sepf 21 

1868 

Dear Sir 

rs 
Juat goty. on arriving in Town only time to send the above if 

you think that sufficient If you think it better to identify the 

translation with the Specimens already printed—You can do so— But 

then I suppose it must be a more special Notice 

Such as Preparatory for publication 

a translation 

the odes Itc 

(of which Specimens have appeared in B*s Magaaine) But that reads 

awkwardly Arrange it as you like 

YT** Ever 

Just in time to save post 

LETTER 348 

My dear Sir 

d 
Proof rec. but as I shall reserve correction of preface till the 

last I should be glad of the odes as soon as possible Indeed I had 

hoped to have got thro the Press during the Vacation when the 2 Scholars 

I consult are more at leisure than they will now be—and when I ayself 

being in England have the advantage of Books Itc— — 

X fear X shall now be obliged to go abroad now for the Winter However, 

send the proof as soon as you can directed here 
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Yrs truly 

Lytton 

12 0. Sq 

Oct. 3 1868 

LETTER 349 

Oct. 27 1868 

Direct Strand*s [?] Hotel 

2 Pulloney St 

Bath 

My dear Sir— 

X am very much gratified to think you like the Play— — The 

London Press, tho most of them very civil towards the play as acted, 

have not noticed it as printed— But why there should be an apparent 

understanding on the part of the Journals which profess to chronicle 

the Literature of our time to ignore as much as possible my connexion 

with it except when they can seize or invent opportunities of attack— 

is one of those mysteries which I do not pretend to fathom. 

I hope that we shall get the Horace into more simple form by con

fining all notes to the English translation But I fear it will be a 

very thick Vol 

Yours most truly 

Lytton 

LETTER 350 

^ The Rightful Heir. 
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Excuse gt haste 

Saturday 

12 Orov'' Sq [1868] 

Dear Sir 

Proofs unintelligible without copy— Send it— the introduc

tory matter to odes very obscurely printed. I thought this at least 

would go regularly on one Side over the ode— It ought Thanks about 

Play Yrs Ever. L 

LETTER 351 

[1868] 

My dear Sir/ 

X am seized with dispair on seeing the proof— the way in 

which the notes Ik introduction run from side to side makes the whole 

a hopeless puzzle to the general English reader. & is very inconveni

ent Even to a Critxc— 

Stop any farther advance in the proofs— my present impression is 

that X would rather give up the whole thing than publish it in this 

form— It becomes a question whether the latin should be dropped to 

the bottom of page as in Magazine—or whether it should be kept at all— 

I will, however, correct the present proof—It consider k consult as to 

the rest. 

[The remainder of the letter has been cut off.] 

LETTER 352 

[1868] 
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Dear Sir 

X return the proofa of firat 2 sheetattr revise when revised X 

will submit their pmaant fom for consultation to one or two friends 

But, at preaant, — I think you will agree that there is such confusion 

in the [illagible] over the introductions—4 in keeping notes to Trans

lation distinct fron those to the Latin Original that the policy of print

ing latin oppoaite &iglish becones very questionable— And it night be 

worth while to set up a sheet with the Latin thrown at the botton. If 

however the present form be retained, I think all the notes had better 

be attached to the translation—not any to the Latin—leaving it to 

the mere general reader to skip them or not as he pleases 

X should be sorry to lose the latin text—because that has cost me 

great labour to make as perfect as it can be froa collation with the 

text Edition Ik it will be uaeful to the Student. In fact it is a new 

Latin Edition— But whether it should be below as in Maga or in parallel 

pages is not so important Perhaps soae confusion may be obviated by 

referring all notes to the Bnglish Yrs L 

P. 8/ 

I dont find the sheets between p. 64. It 97 please send them to 

me. — I defer correcting the others till the first two are [right 

crossed out] revised k their form settled. Ik as I write word till then, 

it will be well to suspend press. 

LETTER 353 

[1868] 

Dear Sir/ 
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Xf my reviae of Horace ahould be ready between [between written 

over an illagible word] now It Monday next please to direct 2 Dupli

cates to me at Steads [7] Hotel 2 Pulleney [?] St Bath— If not ready 

by then wait for further directions— 

X requested copies of Mag. containing the Horace to be sent to 

T* 

M. Macleane X since leam that he is no more— Please send the copy 

meant for him aimply with conplinanta of the writer of Horaces odes to 

Professor Long—whose address in town is easily learned 
truly yrs Lytton 

LETTER 354 

My dear Sir 

Am I asking aomething very inconvenient or cannot you spare me 

another copy of the No of Maga containing the Dream. — The fact is 

that the one X wanted to keep for myself has been begged from me— . 

Parliament meets under grim auspices The principle involved in 

the Gov. announcements of Economy seem to imply the surrender of the 

cares It costs of Empire k the reduction of England to the concealed k 

ignoble security of Shophand. — 

And somehow or other the Public mind seems disposed towards 

that policy— X suppose Ei^land has grown old eno* to retire froa busi

ness— Conaervatisa pure It simple is among the things before the De

luge— And I suspect that the Part which adapts that name must enter 

boldly into the lists with all other parties for the favour of Household 

1 "A Dream of the Dead." See Appendix B, 1859. 
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Banoeracy It haa eatabliahad-^ Since it has chosen to be Fraakenatein 

k create a Giaat, for which X doubt if there were any necessity—it 

can*t escape froa that Giant k had better made a friend of him than an 

enemy— 

X dont thiak I ahall go up to Town till the Gov^ have fairly 

announced their aummies [?] X have no interest in mere talk on the 

Address-

Ever y*"* L 

Argyll Hall 

Warren Road 

Torquay 

Feb 7 1869 

1 

LETTER 355 

My dear Sir, 

My translation* is now pretty well thro* the Press but the ques

tion arises as to the time of publication on tidiich X should be glad of 

your opinion— X am pronlaed a review in the Quarterly by [b;̂  written 

over an illagible word] an eminent Scholar who thinks highly of the 

Work, Ik will no doubt, treat of it very favorably. — This of course, 

cannot be the next N? which is Just coning out— , but would be I hear 

conceived for July 3. Now, it strikes ne that it w? be a considerable 

advantage to a work of this kind, if such an article appeared very shortly 

0<t*» *P<> Epodes of Horace, A Metrical Translation into English, 
with Introduction and Connantaries (Edinburgh: Willian Blackwood and 
Sons, 1869). 
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after publioation— Xt night serve to set the tone to other Journals 

k neutralize the spiteful articles which ny old friends in the Press 

are sure to write unlaas they ignore ny Existence altogether. This 

d 

V. however throw the publication back till June— It you know best whe

ther the considerations X have named makes it worth while to cause this 

delay. — 

X suppose you know no one on the Saturday Review Staff who might have 

less snarl It grin [?] than X have generally found in its Contributors 

X dont think much of the power of reviews over books which get at once 

into the hands of the Public—but in a book on which the few aust speak 

before the nany can Judge, it is quite possible that reviews nay do 

much pro or con— 

truly yrs 

Lytton 

Steeds Hotel 

2 Pulleney [?] Street 

Bath— Ap. 2 1869 

LETTER 356 

Bath 

Ap 6. 1869 

My dear Sir 

Many thanks for your kind letter. I write by this post to in

quire if I can rely on the review for the July number of the Quarterly-

Lord Stanley can be very agreeable when he likes— the worst of it is-

that more I think from absorption of thought than pride he seeas often 
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to forget on the morrow persons to whom he had been most pleasant the 

day before—fc thus wanta that evenness of Manner which makes a leader 

d 
popular. — But L. Russell had much the same fault— I think that 

the Irish Church never had a chance after the Quorum on it last year I 

dont know eno* of the Scotch Kirk to fom a notion as to its showing 

the pale of the Irish. — . But it is reaarkable, how throughout Europe 

— there is a growing spirit against Ecclesiastical Establishaents that 

spirit not being as towards the last Century against religion—but 

against the Priestly orders— 

The schisms in the English Church at present are alienating the 

laity It when we find clergymen themselves assailing the connexion be

tween Church Ik state—we may not imreasonably anticipate a faction 

Gladstone*s descent upon fold Ik Shepherd—I suspect that the chances of 

War in Europe are much more imminent than is generally believed [believed 

written over an illegible word]— 

Yes—I hope to be in Town when you It MT" Blackwood visit it I 

re 
leave Bath., D V tomorrow for lU Oroi^venor Sq. — 

t \ most truly 

Lytton 

LETTER 357 

July 8 1869 

0. S 

My dear Sir— 

Yours rec? — I am so busy at present that I cannot find time to 
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look thro* the Horace but in a very few days—the greater part shall be 

rs 
retumad for press— y. in haste 

P. 8 

It is iaposaible to guess what line Gladstone will take but the general 

wish of both Houses is to settle the bill this year— The Lords may 

be met on the Caxilagan [?] k the florin [?] — The Ulster Fund is 

out of the question—k X doubt as to retaining the Sui'plua— 

LETTER 358 

My dear Sir 

X am really ashamed to have so long kept back the Horace proofs. 

But X was incessantly occupied in Town It coming here X have to receive 

the Brit. Archaeological aasodation of which I am made president this 

year in their visit to Herts. — The aoment I am free from them the 

proofs shall be finally aettled It returned 

rs 
Y. always 

Lytton 

Friday [1869] Knebw? 

LETTER 359 

[1869] 

Dear Sir, 

X am now getting thro* the Sheets of the Horace I siiall be 

able to forward them on receiving your answer to a question in this 

letter 
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There are 2 cancels neceaaary 

1?* page 271. la which there is a mMake of the Printers in the foot

note, «& seMM to have eacaped ny correction 

2? 327. — in which sone words of the Introduction night be onit ted 

k by rights there should be a nore inportant cancel than these as to 

Press work— All the odes (not Epodes) sh? have been printed in qua-

th 
train, viz a Perd. after each 4 line— This has been done in all the 

Books except Book 1 but ia that book—there occur these unlucky 

axeaptions— 
Page 

Cam. VII 29 

XI 43 

XVIIII 69 

XIX 70 

XXXVI 177 

There is also XXVIIX—which covers three pages 97. 98. 99 But that 

laat X should not so nuch care for— I could in the preface aake it a 

special Bzception— The others I have naaed are of consequence—as 

preserving unifomity to a systen— 

The fault of these exceptions to the quatrains is entirely nine—It 

in no way the printers 

The question I would ask is— 1** Could these cancels be aade so 

as not to nake the leaves loose or give an unsightly appearance— ? 

or would they necessitate cancel of the whole sheets— Ik next when 

you hava considered these points—. what w be about the Expense? 

Which I ahould defray nyself as it is nore fron ny own fault— 

I have not named one or two exceptions—from p. 1 to 3 2 — —as these 
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sheets are not, according to your report printed off Ik could therefore 

ba eaaily nade— 

X cannot return the sheets for press till this matter be decided—aa 

if there w. be great difficulty now in affecting the cancels X should 

hava to alter the Preface kc 

truly yrs 

Lytton 

LETTER 360 

Knebworth 

Aug. 10 

1869 

Dear Sir— 

I send by Book post all the sheets except preface—noting the 

pages for cancel It enclose cheque for the cost—including pp. 97. 9.8. 

99. The preface shall be sent in a day or two I have instructed 

[instructed written over an illegible word] (. in P. 1. of the sheets) 

the Printer as to sending revises of the corrected or canceled por

tions Y Lytton 

LETTER 361 

Copy^ (N D) 

(reed Aug 23) 

Dear Sir 

^ Not in Bulwer-Lytton*s handwriting. 
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X return for preas all the Sheets sent— Please attend care

fully to corrections which are chiefly as to punctuation 

X find on looking over the general Sheets that there are a few 

clerical errora—of which X enclose list. They are not worth cancel

ling 2 of them P 336—166 are obviously printers mistakes perhaps 

sheet p 166 does not occur in all the aheets an S dropped. 46 It 47 

are rather more important It if, they had occurred in sheets cancelled 

should have been cancelled. I do not know whether axiything can be done 

as to them especially. 77. 

Please to send iMsedlately clean sheets of Preface as corrected 

d 
and those now returned to the Rev E W Farrar Follcatone Sussex and three 

copies of clean aheets the whole Book with title page to me as soon as 

you can get thmi together corrected from the Sheets returned 

Yours 

(Signed) Lytton 

Saturday [1869]. Knebworth 

Title Page 

The Odes k Epodes 

of Horace 

Translated into 

Rhymeless metres 

with Introduction 

and commentaries 

by 

Lord Lytton 
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LETTER 362 

Dear Sirs 

Please to send me a revise of title page corrected as follows 

The odes Ik Epodes [of Horace creased out] 

of Horace 

A Metrical Truislation 

into English 

with Introduction It Commentaries 

by 

Lord Lytton— 

Knebworth Stevenage 

Thursday [1869] 

LETTER 363 

Sepf 4 

1869 

K. 

My dear Sir 

Having promised DT Smith^ of the Quarterly that the Horace shall 

be fairly published OctT if* — In order that the publication may pre

cede a review on it—will you kindly aee that it is then out and should 

it now begin to be advertized for Publication that day. — 

I shall want a few early copies for other reviewers It to send to America 

It Germany [Germany written over an illegible word] — 

^ Sir William Smith (1813-1893). 
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truly yrs 

Lytton 

What an outrage on Society is MT* B. Stowes libel^ not only on Byron, 

but as people seen strangely to forget our [7] poor [?] Leigh—whon I 

know very well k iAu> X should think the last person to be guilty of such 

a crime 

LETTER 364 

My dear Sir 

X do not propose any preface or Dedication Xf X dedicated it 

at all it would be to the Glasgow University as an Ex L^ Rector— Xf 

you think that would be desirable [four illegible words crossed out] 

construed in the Spirit intended—X will readily do so— In that case 

pleaae send me the exact fom in which the [College crossed out] Uni-

y 
versity should be addreased— If simply to the Students (B is thac 

their designation equivalent to oia* under graduates?) it wf be an appro

priate recognition of their votes in electing ma—whereas if I am to 

add the Dons via the Principal, li other Authorities, it might seem pre

sumptuous, k yet not to do it might seem disrespect— If I addressed 

it simply to the members of the G S I don*t know that that includes the 

Students or Pupils Xt is some doubt as to this that has interferred 

with my original wish to inscribe it to the Pupils—viz to those who 

elected me Doubtless you will know or easily ascertain the best It 

^ Harriett Beecher Stowa, "The True Story of Lady Byron's Life," 
Atlantic Monthly, XXXV (September, 1869), 295-313. The same article 
appeared in Macmlllan*s Magazine, XX, 1869. 
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most acceptable fom in case you think the Dedication desirable— I 

think it ahould be simply to *the Students* if that word designates 

the ̂ dergraduates of Bngliah Dniversitias— 

Certainly there shd be a Table of Contents— I shd be most obliged 

if you w. arrange this k send me proof— 

X have not added on title page— "with a Latin Text—" tho* the Latin 

Text haa cost me as much trouble as a new latin Edition would—chiefly 

from the difficulty of designing it—being made up from the text k 

punctuation [?] of various Editions, chiefly Orelli—partly Macleane 

Ik Yonge—if you think it desirable to add it it might run with Latin 

Text revised from the Editions of Orelli Macleane k Yonge— but you 

will best Judge of this as necessary or desirable— 

Let me have your opinion It revises as soon as convenient in 

order to send copies to Germany Ik America— 

X own I don*t know hov< far copyright extends with regard to 

Macleane k Yonge—in putting on title page—the words I suggest— In 

the [preface crossed out] introduction k in Notes I have stated gen

erally the extent to which I am indebted to them— My own belief is 

that for new Latin light mine is as good as can be found for the general 

Student 

YY® Most truly 

Lytton 

Sept. 10 Knebw^ 

1869 Stevenage 

Herts 
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LBTTBR 365 

Dear Sir 

I aend by this post a confidential latter to MT John Blackwood 

to be forwarded to him unopened if in the Country. — 

Pleaae to correct the advertisement from the old title in rhymeless 

netrea to '*a Metrical translation as new" — Send ne proof of Contents 

k an answer to the Question about the Dedication 

rs 
truly y 

Lytton 

tr 
Sep. 22 

1869 

Knebw 

Stevenage 

Herts. 

LETTER 366 

Oct. 1 1869 

K 

My dear Sir 

I gather fron your letter that you suppose the essay which 

foma the introduction to ny Translation would suffice with * other 

naterials* k a few Spacinans to fom one of your proposed volunes. — 

But I should doubt that— All ny *Materials* are pretty well used up 

in the Notes Ike But I shall be vary happy to oblige you if I see ay 

st 
way to it—* can Judge of this better after looking at your 1. Vol. 

— . Unluckily there are no fresh Materials for Horaces* biography— 
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all that can there be aaid has been said very often—k after all it 

would occupy only a few pages. 

The translatioB jUji to be reviewed in the next no of Quarterly— 

. . I never aaw Golf played. It nust be very Exciting, truly yrs 

Lytton 

LETTER 367 

I go to Gros. Sq 

next Tuesday 

Oct. 16 1869 

Kneb 

My dear Sir— 

rs , 

I do not know any of M. Leigha relatives or children. — I 

believe her Son George Leigh is alive k a friend of F Delne Raddiffe 

whon you have net here It who w. be auch flattered if you wrote to ask 

him for some introduction or reference to • Leigh (alluding at the 

time to hia own apirited It generous defence at M^* L. — But I should 

observe that I am under the impression that G. Leigh It indeed the Leigh 

family shrank from the discussion on [on written over an illegible word] 

acc^ of the unhappy family scandal the Husband of one of M. L*s daurs, 

ran away with her sister— 

I really dont as yet see my way to a vol on Horace without repeating 

what I have already said— I don't know what more I can say The Vol. 

on Homer gives the Story It Epitome of the Book kc It would be impos

sible to make the same kind of work as preface to a writer of small 

detached Lyrica like Horace However I will turn it over in my mind 
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When at Torquay k write again in good time. — If any elaborate reviews 

on ay tranalation appear they nay furnish a point. 

Aa yat 1 have seen no Notice. ST any appear worth seeing let 

ne know as X an not habitually a reader of Critical Notices in periodi

cals 

Thanka for hinta about Chillingly. very Juat ones-

Most truly yrs L. 

LETTER 368 

r 
Nov. 3 1869 

re 
G. Sq . 

My dear Sir 

X have sone thought of adding another Part or Canto to *S^ 

2 
Stephana,* — so as to include the Orators or Statesaen that have 

passed away since the date at which the preceding parts were published. 

It perhaps tho briefly—some of the yet living veterans Oddly eno* 

X was thinking of this yesterday, k to day there is a Leader in *the 

Globe* suggesting it, it worth rendering; — The former Poem seems out 

of print, at least, 

People tell me they can't get it—It I think it has risen in estimation 

of late years—k that with the Addition I propose, there w^ be a good 

aale for it—Ik it w? attract much notice— I ahd not print the conclud

ing part in Maga—but let it appear fresh— Perhaps first by itself. 

Kenelm Chillinglyx His Adventures and Opinions (3 vols.; 
Edinburghi William Blackwood and Sons, 1873). 

^ B-L did not add to St. Stephens. 
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and followed by a reprint of the whole— The additional characters— 

would be Brougham, Lyndhurst, Cobden. — Derby [two illegible names 

crossed out] — Graham— I don*t, at this aoment, remember others 

among the Dead, but the Poem might allow incidental references to 

Cockbum (chief Justice) Gladstone Disraeli What think you of it? — 

I count on going soon to Torquay but my address will be here for a few 

days. 

The Reviews on Horace seem to have been civil on the whole— The 

Spectator k Examiner—whom I expected to find disparaging especially 

courteous— The Pall Mall fulfilled my anticipations— . But I dont 

think its criticism damaged the Book 

truly yrs L 

LETTER 369 

GrosT Sq 

Tuesday [1869] 

My dear Sir 

I am surprised to hear that s5 Stephens is not out of Print— Do you 

not think it would be worth while hazarding a few advertisements on 

it? — I hope at Torquay to find time to finish the new Part— 

I am flattered by your wish that I should wiite a sketch of Lord 

Derby* s career Ike But for Maga k indeed for the interest of the Party— 

I think that at this moment he should be regarded froa a point of view 

different from that wh I should feel compelled myself to take. — . in 

regarding him as a Statesman or a Party Chief- With all his brilliant 

qualities I am one of those conservatives who think that the Conservative 
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Cauae Ik party suffered much, under his guidance— — It would be too 

long to eater into the causes of this in a latter—and it would [an 

Illegibly written over word] be a most ungracious k unserviceable [?] 

moment. — to Xjq̂ ly thia belief however delicately it might be expressed^ 

I agree in what you aay of his extraordinary power of speaking as a 

Debater he had no rival— . There waa in his style a lightness It ease 

% apontaneous vigour not to be found in Gladstone*s more artificial 

[?] Oratory— . . And his clearness was wonderful— . perhaps in soae 

degree because he narrowed his range of thought It did not allow his 

vision to be obscured by a crowd of ideas— . 

Should X finish St Stephens—as I shall confine ayself chiefly 

d 
to his Oratorical powers— . . . there w. be perhaps no objection to 

my sketch appearing first in the Magazine as a detached fragment of a 

forthconing Book 

You are right in guessing that I dont see ay way to the work on Horace— 

I feel as if X had exhauated my Mind upon that subject— . 

If your work were to proceed for many months k I could get leisure— 

I should have preferred dealing with other Augustan Poets such as the 

Eloquent Propertius k Tibullus or the aost vivid It imaginative genius 

of that age—Ovid. But I have already many irons in the fire— 

And this leads me to a matter on which I intended to write when I re

ceived yours viz: my rhymed Comedy— I have decided on not placing 

it on the Stage at present from the positive want cf actors for the 3 

principal parts— And Forster is exceedingly urgent in hii* advice to 

publish it—in an Elegant fom for 5f—t before Xmas as a sort of gift 

book Being only in 3 acts if printed in the ordinary way it could not 
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sell for more than 2? or 2..6— I have however decided if I do publish 

it on its coming out fresh & not first in the Magazine— Forster is of 

opinion that from its original character & Civilness [?] it will have a 

considerable sale— But this is of course doubtful— I mean however 

to send it to you by Book post tomorrow, for confidential reading I 

think it will amuse you k you will then see how far you would like to 

undertake it 

Meanwhile 

always truly yrs 

Lytton 

LETTER 370 

My dear Sir 

I send you the Comedy— I ought to send the Preface with it, 

but I have not time at present to revise it And I dont think you re

quire it in order to Judge of the Play— 

If it does not suit you to publish—pray say so frankly—and 

write to me on it as soon as you can, directed to Steeds Hotel 2 Pul

leney [?] St Bath, for if to be published before Xmas there is little 

time to lose. 

I have very advantageous offers froa American publishers for 

its first appearance in print—but I can only think of that in case 

we do not see our way to its safe publication in this Country 

[The close and signature have been cut off.] 

^ Walpole; or. Every Man Has His Price (Edinburgh: William 
Blackwood and Sons, 1869). 
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Xov. 10 IMB 

X BO to Matli toaorrev 

U r m 171 

Mow. la 186B 

Staoda Botox 

a Pollanoy (?] 8t 

Bath 

My dMur Sir 

X an vory glad you liko tba Coaady. — X think tho title ahould 

bo *WaXpoio or Bwory Man haa hia prloo—a Conatfy In rhywi ft in 3 aota— 

TMo Btago oopyrlght ia thia Oonatry can be logally proaorvod by my own 

AraMctic Aot— but X ahall not hawo tiaa to aocuro it in Anarioa-* 

wMoro it «f bo more Xitoraturo bat—tho atopa for so soouring it are \ 

ocMplieatod k trottbleaono— X doubt if X could lot it bo aotad [haro 

eroaaod out]-** thoro are no Actora who coold porfom Ballair or Walpolo^ 

Movawor that ia an aftor ooaaldaration With regard to toma X agroo 

vith you that tho aalo ia a problon too doubtful to aolvo— But ahould 

doellno takiag aay thing for It fron you-*- —oithor by royalty or othor-

wiao*-unloaa it firat giwoa a fair profit— . TMao X willingly loavo 

tho Authora payna&t to yoar handa— So hold hovovor particularly viah 

it«> bo moll adwortiaod— k In addition to what you think tho price will 

boar for outlay in adwortiaing X iioold wiah to adventure, — (in caae the 

aalo ahould not autboriso for tho outlay) 20 of ny own— Perhapa, if X 

4o art to tho Now part of B. Btophana that will carry off tho old ones— 
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Moaai^la it can bo nentioaod (two illegible words crossed out] in a 

fly leaf to the Cosody as well as the Horrace k perhaps entered anong 

your list of publications or Maga— . I rather doubt irtiether X ahould 

put ny nana to the Play or say by the author of Money fcc— 

Sand ne proofs as soon as you can—here till X lot you know of another 

addreas— 

X hope the Tines will notice the Horace, yrs truly L 

Tho Preface still hangs fire But I hope to finish it in a day or two— 

LETTER 372 

Steeds 

Hotel Pulleney [?] S^ Bath 

NovT 17 1869 

My dear Sir, 

I have rec. your Advertisement— . . . It strikes me that the 

addition of the Epithet * Satirical* (A Satirical Comedy) would serve 

to draw more attention—, or perhaps, on the other hand it alght excite 

a belief that the Satire applies primarily to the present Day—, Ik 

therefore disappoints trtien found not to do so— I have enclosed the 

add. to Forster asking his advice thereon. It begging him to forward it 

to you— . . at once— Meanwhile you will kindly consider the point 

There is another matter on w. I wish to consult you— My 3 acting 

plays. Lady of Lyons Richelieu, Money—have for many years been published 

by Chapman. They are in Sterotype [sic] and sell regularly It steadily 

producing a certain Sxui more or less every year— But I find Fred. 

Chapman so inattentive k apparently so bad a Man ci business that I 
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have infomed hin that I shall withdraw the plays fron hin— Now I 

don*t know how far things of this kind are in your way— I rather sus-

poet they require sone special Publisher; — . . . . If you feel that 

they are in your way—will you take charge of then on Connission— . 

if not will you adviae ae as to the Publisher you w. recommend Prob-

.-*• 1 
ably Mt Langford as a Playgoer may fom a right Judgement hereon. — 

The Plays at present are high priced— I rather think 2.6. each— 

It it may be prudent not to lower the price— But the 2 aain things 

st t 

they require are 1. to keep watch ags. Piracy— (I am told Lacy has 

pirated them)— and 2dly to keep thea before the Public & on the Even

ings they are performed in London—having copies at the Theatre. One 

or the other generally has a run of several nights at some London 
Theatre— 

By the way will you see that Walpole is duly entered as Copy

right before publication 

t^' truly 

LETTER 373 

My dear Sir 

Let me have a proof of Preface as soon as possible. It will 

need more attention than the Play in which I hope there will be but a 

few verbal corrections I hope daily to receive proofs of the 

play Forster writes word that he has returned the title for advertise-

aents 

1 Robert Langford. See Appendix C, 
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A Satirical Comedy 

in rhyme— 

Omitting in 3 acts but proposes in the Play itself to omit Satirical 

k Of course add the 3 acts, I agree 

TT ' in haste 

L 

Thursday Steeds Hotel[1869] 

Bath 

LETTER 374 

Steads 

Hotel Hoyf 21 

B*th 1869 

My dear Sir 

I am very glad you like the Comedy I enclose the corrected slip 

as you wiah—k send duplicate to Laabert [?] I hope to return proofs 

tonorrow 

in great haste 

Yrs L 

LETTER 375 

Tuesday [1869] 

My dear Sir 

I write in haste, k send you a new b nuch shorter preface. I 

agree with you in disliking the present one— But before deciding on 

having none—put this in type which I will reid to Forster (—forward 
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3 copies It your own opinion— Suggest any thing you would oait—as 

unnecessary the shorter the better 

Yrs. L. 

LETHOEl 376 

r 
Nov. 28 1869 Steeds 2 Pulleney [?] St 

Bath 

My dear Sir 

I return aheets for final revise. Send here, as soon as you can, 

3 copies—k as I aay leave before getting thea duplicate 3 sheets to 

Argyll Hall Warren Road Torquay. 

M. Forster is of your opinion that no preface nor explanatory notes are 

required or should appear in this Edition— — Tho* he would reserve 

Brst Preface—of a subsequent Edition or a stage representation should 

follow this— . I suppose you will keep the press standing a short 

tine to see how nany copies are called for— We aust not be too Sanguine 

— I hope we nay got early some good reviews— 

You see I attended to your suggestion about Walpole Ik Bellair— 

I have altered the last lines— Tell me if you like them— I think 

they improve the point It satire Ik coaplete the sketch of Walpoles char

acter according to his own maxia— Let Well alone (a Whig one when in 

office) 

Yrs truly L 

LETTER 377 
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Saturday [1869] 

Argyll Hall 

My dear Sir/ 

The last revise you shall have by Sundays post (tonorrow) I 

write this which may reach you earlier—in hopes to be in time for 

st 
correction 1. Sheet p. 3—line 8 

Have been Whigs to the backbone for 3 generations 

Print. 

Have, aa Whigs, been safe subjects for three generations 

The correction is wanted to prevent the repetition of 'backbone* — 

in the last sheets— If not in tiae it does not auch aatter—but alght 

be aade in all copies not printed off— — . . 

I am not hopeful as to immediate sale—but I think if we can 

get it duly noticed, it will rapidly push on. I send list of all that 

occurs to me at this moment but the more copies to Press or Critics 

the bettor— X have not seen the notices In London. Papers you mention— 

I seldom see any papers but Times, Standard, Sun There were reviews of 

Horace so kind in Examiner It Spectator (Hostile Quarters) that I should 

like copies of Walpole sent to the 2 gentleaen Mr. Langford supposes 

to have written him Also to H'̂  Powell [?] who reviewed Horace in the 

Tines— 

I envy your Uncle his *Curling* — Happy is the aan who can cultivate 

body as well as Mind—ere the last days come* — 

I want you to consider whether Horace, if it continues to sell, 

could not carry off with a 2^^ Edition a new Edition of Schiller [illeg

ible] got up— II whether Walpole if it seiis—shld not carry off back 
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atock of St. Stephens at the least—advertisement with it— The 2 new 

works hunt in couples ŵ ith the old ones 

At Torquay not actually colder but cold for Torquay, foggy k cheerless 

It had even tho impudence to snow here for 1/2 an hour this morning— 

wh for Torquay is a portent. Yrs L 

Who is to lead Conservative interests—Salisbury can*t rate with Dis— 

X doubt if Stanley will not prefer to stand alone— Dis could work 

with Abercom k [illegible] would like him— But he could not [illeg

ible] to Secretary [?] — Still as is the best of our [illegible] — 

LETTER 378 

Sunday [1869] 

Argyll Hall 

Torquay 

My dear Sir 

X return sheets by book post for Press. 

X hope the little corrections stated in ay letter yesterday P. 3 

will be in time 

For 

Have been Whigs to the back bone be 

Print 

Have, as Whigs been safe subjects for three generations: 

I enclose the list for presentation copies 

yrs truly Lytton 
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LETTER 379 

Nov. 30 ^ 
Direct Argyll Hall 

1869 
Warren Road 

Torquay 

My dear Sir, 

I am at a loss to understand the ace! in M ' Langfords letter as 

to the Annual Sale of my plays I suppose it must be difficult to ascer

tain what bookaellers take them k I think there can be very few at 

Present sold at the Theatre— But you will see by the enclosed ace! 

how very auch larger the sale is than w? appear by MT Langfords State-

aent. The enclosed is by rights the yearly one but—it has been delayed 

beyond the year, It aust be regarded as for about 18 aonths— You will 

see in that time 1025 copies sold It this is about the average— . . . 

I am of opinion that the sale could be greatly encreased for at present 

there is no Energy exerted. 

Perhaps the best time however to transfer the sale will be a 

little later—when we can see if Walpole comes on the English Stage, 

which I doubt however, not believing there are actors for it— 

Will you put on the flyleaf "s: Stephens" It by Lord Lytton— (in your 

advertisements of it my name is not mentioned.) Also the Horace Put 

all rights of translation & Stage representation reserved (in this 

Play) X send by Book post all sheets for press—except the last which 

needs revise to Argyll Hall Torquay— 

Pray see that Corrections in the other sheets are carefully attended 

to— If you want a volume of [7] the classical Series—let me suggest 

Farrar (Just appointed [an illegibly blurred word] Chaplain It Master at 
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Harrow) not only a very fine Scholar—but writes an eloquent It Popular 

atyle— If you wanted an Edition, especially for Greek (say to 

Pindar—) who gives authority to the whole Series, but does not write 

so eloquently as Farrar, you shd get Kennedy our greatest general 

Scholar since Beatty [or Bentley] — Ever L 

LETTER 380 

^rivMte Argyll Hall 

Torquay Dec'' [illegible] 

1869 

My dear Sir/ 

The brief notices I have seen in the Standard Ik Morning Post 

of Walpole ignoring altogether the real nature k aim of that Comedy, 

as the first attempt to transfer to the English Drama the metrical 

Comedy of Moliere; —(k not even noticing what I will venture to call 

the wit of the Dialogue tends to convince me that there is little 

chance of this Novelty coming fairly before the Public—unless we can 

get it taken up at fair length, & with illustrative citations in some 

Critical Journal of authority. Whether that can or cannot be done, 

you know better than I d o — When I see the Spaces devoted in the Pub

lic Journals to works of (so called) Imagination which scarcely enter 

within the pale of Literature—as contrasted with what I feel to be 

due to a work unique in its design It not unspirited in execution— — : 

I reprimand [?] ayself for having laimched [launched written over an 

illegible word] a shallop into seas so unpropitious--

Walpole is one of those works which the Public road or not ac

cording to the Notices, prejudicial [? ] reviewers concede to theni, and 
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there seems little chance so far as I see, of such notice froa those 

gentlemen— 

Yours truly 

Lytton 

LETTER 381 

My dear Sir 

I have laid ay hands on a pamphlet privately printed by Lord 

Broughton k I think myself Justified in sending it to you for the 

Writer of your proposed Article— You will find p 42 a character of 

Byron worth quoting It which effectively I think confutes the Stowe 

Slander— 

It is [illegible; part of the page is torn out] that Hobhouse who had 

read B*s biography k who knew all about the separation considers him 

innocent of all such calumnies—k even the main accusations of his 

Cruelty to Lady B are incompatible with the Character of one whom 

Hobhouse records as a hater of cruelty k in the best sense of the word 

rs 
a gentleman— Let me have the pamphlet back again Y. in haste 

Saturday [1870] 

I suppose the pamphlet may be legally quoted tho privately printed 

LETTER 382 

^ John Caa Hobhouse, Baron Broughton, Contemporary Account of 
the Separation of Lord and Lady Byron; Also of the Destruction of 
Lord Byron*s Memoirs (London: Privately printed, 1870). 
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Jan 11 1870 

Torquay 

My dear Sir/ 

Could you kindly return me L7 Broughton*s pamphlet on Byron, if 

1 rs 2 

done with— The article on M. Stowes book was excellent. — 

It strikes me that something requires to be said It by me in ex

planation of my objects in the Metrical experiment of Walpole— None 

of the Criticisms I have seen appear to guess them^—k rather to imagine 

it a mere whim— . . Ik incompatible with stage performance— A short 

page or so from me might perhaps be of service— If the Play were 

going soon into another Edition, that apparently alght suffice—or again 
nd 

if expedient to print new title pages of 2. Edition to Stock on hand 
dly 

advertised with New Preface— 3 would you object to insert in the 

next Number of Magazine a short letter from me— 

h 
If that be objectionable w. it may be would you advise or suggest any 

other course— 

How gets on the Horace 

I hear from the Liberals that they are not sanguine as to Duration of 

Gladstones Govt — I wish we could keep Caesar in for another year 

YT" truly 

Lytton 

LETTER 383 

^ John Paget, "Lord Byron and His Calumniators," BM, CVII (Janu

ary, 1870), 123-38. 

^ B-L means Mrs. Stowe*s article; Atlantic Monthly, XXIV (Sep

tember, 1869), 295-313. 
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My dear Sir/ 

I send you by book post the letter— I dont exactly know the 

right form of addressing it—but suppose to the Editor of Blackwotd. 

Xt is entirely confined to tho Vindication of rhyme in Comedy— — a 

fair literary or Critical inquiry I cannot however Judge in the least 

whether it ahould or shd not appear in the Mag. and leave it entirely 

to your sounder experience If you insert it please send ae one proof 

as soon ae you can It to save time send another to Forster 1 Palace 

Gate Kensington at all events preserve it— as if not for the Mag— 

for some other mode of appearance— It would have more readers in the 

Mag than it is likely to have as a preface Should a new Edition give 

occassion [sic] for one— 

truly y. 

Argyll Hall Jan 15 1870 

LETTER 384 

Argyll Hall 

Torquay 

Jan 23 

1870 

My dear Sir 

I return the [preface crossed out] Letter corrected It I hope 

improved I have endeavoured to make it as clear to the printer as 

^ "Upon the Eaployaent of Rhymed Verse in English Comedy," Ml, 

CVII (February, 1870), 264-66. 
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possible, kindly look over it in type. 

X regret that X can't see a revise. No doubt it will be dis

puted but the discussion will be useful 

truly yrs Lytton 

LETTER 385 

Dear Sir 

X aa obliged by your note, by which it does not seem that the 

Horace has stirred [part of the letter has been cut out] a little 

advertising to keep it known. I should be obliged if you would send 

•from the author* a copy of Walpole to MT G. H. Lewes if he is now in 

England [part of the letter has been cut out] 

Feb 20. — 

1870 G Sq 

LETTER 386 

My dear Sir 

I have never rec** the Hobhouse^ pamphlet in re Byron— Pray 

try It get it back for me 

truly yrs 

Lytton 

Argyll Hall. Torquay 

M. 2 1870 

LETTER 387 

^ See n. 1, p. 401 
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[1870] 

My dear Sir 

I dare say you are right as to the advertising— 

I aa disposed to favour the Experiment suggested so kindly by MT 

Langford But Bellair It Lucy are parts so iaportant that I must first 

know what actors can be found for thea— 

I have had a bad influenza It cough like you k am forbid to return to 

Town this Month— 

The worst part of the Irish Bill is the encouragement to small allot

ments purchased by loan— 

I doubt if any compulsory system in Education can work in the English 

rural districts— But I am very glad a liberal Gov* is in at present 

It keeps down the Dangerous aovement that a Conservative Gov? would 

be sure to set off at a gallop— 

By k By—the effects of the Last refora bill aay settle down auch 

will depend on what happens in France— always yrs L 

LETTER 388 

Copy^ 

Dear Sir 

I am very much obliged by your letter I go so little to the Theatres 

that I cannot Judge if an audience could be secured for a day light 

performance at the height of the season— The latter portion of Wal

pole requires the stage to be darkened as for night— I suppose that 

could be done But putting aside all other considerations as minor 

^ Not in B-L*s handwriting. 
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ones— tho main essential for success must be in the cast— No better 

selection than M^ Wigan [7] could be found for Walpole provided he 

himself likes the part and I think an official comedian might be found 

for Blount— But Bellair has so auch to do that his part is all ia

portant and I cannot even think of an Actor for it. 

In fine tho disposed to favour [?] the experiment I cannot see my way 

r 2 

to a definite answer till I know irtiat cast M^ Hollingsworth [head] 

thinks he can secure—especially as regards Bellair. 

Lucy should be an attractive actress—the part could only be aade ef

fective by a certain arch yet artless grace a pretty yoimg face and 

a pleasing manner 
Truly yours 

Signed) Lytton 

Argyll House [sic] 

Warren Road 

Torquay 

LETTER 389 

My dear Sir 

I have been taking up again the Novel^ of which you read It liked 

the beginning—b think it probable that I aay coaplete it during the 

'^ Either Alfred Sydney Wjigan (1814-1878) or Horace Wigan (1818? 
1885), brothers, and both actors. 

2 I am unable to identify Hollingshead. The amanuea.Us cor

rected the spelling. 

3 Probably Kenela Chillingly: His Adventures and Opinions. 
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Suanar b Autuam The character of the Hero is certainly original— 

. — b worth filling up b finishing b there would be scope for much 

pertinent observation on the peculiar features of the present tiae. 

Social Literary b Political 

Allow na to ask what you would be disposed to offer for it—should 

I finish it—b should you like it on perusal— Not to appear in the 

Magazine—but to come out in 3 vols— 

truly y 

Lytton 

12 G Sq June 1 1870 

LETTER 390 

My dear Sir 

I am [Î  am written over your] much obliged by your letter— 

From your statement I do not see how you could make a more handsome 

offer tho* I should have been inclined to assess the Book at a higher 

value— — Something will depend on what I may get for proofs froa 

America— For the first issue there an American Publisher offered me 

a larger sum than the book appears to be worth here— However quite 

apart from pecuniary Conaiderations—the work is still doubtful—b I 

aust see how I advance with it b how far the advance satisfies ae— 

before I can decide on any final arrangeaent for its publication 

Always truly yrs 

Lytton 

June 7 

1870 

G. Sq 
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LETTER 391 

My dear Sir 

X send you the Enclosed at M de Rossets^ request. Perhaps you 

will kindly give hia a reply 

This war I fear will not end in the proposed armistice 

Mk>st truly 

Lytton 

Kn. Oct. 24 1870 

LETTER 392 

re 12 G. Sq 

NovT 10 

1870 

My dear Sir/ 

I really think that if all the Copies of ay Horace are not gone-

there ought to be some advertising thereof— If you find that the pro

ceeds do not Justify that further Expense—I should like to pay for it 

myself— But possibly the Horace is exhausted for I think by the last 

acc^ in the Summer there were not above 100 copies left— When it is 

exhausted I awditate a new Edition of it b of the Schiller^ 

Yrs truly L 

"̂  I am unable to identify de Rosset. There is some indication 
in a later letter that he acted as a private secretary to B-L. See 
Letter 411. 

2 
A second edition of Odes and Epodes of Horace came out in 1872; 

a third edition of The Poems and Ballads of Scuiiler was not published. 
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LXTTBR 393 

Nov 16 1870 

My dear Sir 

Many thanks for your note b liberal return of ay cheque I fear 

that the Novel would scarcely do for a Serial—inasmuch as in that case 

it would run nearly 2 years—b the interest connected with the subject 

would expire before then However I can*t say aore at present or for 

a aonth or so to come. I shall then have seen how far I have advanced 

at present I have not quite finished Vol 1—b it will want revision 

b attention that cannot be made till the Story works itself out more 

clearly It is not yet therefore in a fit State to be seen— . I will 

rs 
write more about it later y. in haste 

Wednesday 

Just starting for Bath, address 2 Pulleney [?] St then 

LETTER 394 

Steeds Hotel 

Pulleney [?] St 

Bath 

Dec^ 8 1870 

My dear Sir 

I write a line to say that altho* I aa going on with the book 

about which we have corresponded it is but slowly b I cannot yet Judge 

what modifications are [are written over an illegible word] necessary 

to get it into complete fom; I aa now on the 2. Vol but not far in 
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it I think I have got into it—the sort of interest I am at b that, 

if I can carry out my design to the close—it will be popular b lit

erary— 

You were good eno* to say you would renew some advertising of 

the Horace But I have not as yet seen one advertiseaent of it Pos

sibly you may be waiting till the Public mind returns to subjects more 

peaceful than that which at present feed it with blood b iron 

truly yrs 

Lytton 

LETTER 395 

Thursday [1870] 

A Hall 

Torquay 

My dear Sir 

I have corrected the proof b sent it to Forster, to return to 

me— . . I hope to have it back in time. By your suggestion b the 

want of the MS copy have made a revise horribly complicated b illegible— 

nd 
But, as I can*t hope to see a 2. proof I will try to make it as clear 

as possible to the Printers on getting the proof back froa Forster 

I was startled by the unfair b silly art. in the Times— It looks like 

Tom Taylors—^ Is it by him I never read any thing more inept in point 

of Criticiam— . But it is not worth talking about— 

YT* in haste 

^ Tom Taylor (1817-1880). 
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LETTER 396 

12 Grosf Sq 

[1870] 

My dear 81r 

The Headmaster of Harrow has aaked for a copy of ay Horace, for 

the School Library— Will you kindly send ae one which I can transait 

with my autograph It appears that the book is much read b studied 

with the encouragement of the Master—by boys in the upper foras 

truly yrs 

Lytton 

LETTER 397 

Private b Confidential 

Argyll Hall 

Torquay 

M. 17 1871 

My dear Sir/ 

I have a book coapleted in one vol. — ^ which I think, alght aake 

a sensation b ensure a not inconsiderable sale, —upon the one condition 

that it were, not only brought out anonymously, but, that it could be 

attributed to any body rather than to ae— If at all supposed to be 

aine it would wholly fail of effect— It is an odd sort of thing b 

may be called, perhaps a romance but such a romance as a Scientific 

M 2 

amateur—or a Scholarlike Satirist or Max Muller b Darwin alght coapose-

The Coaing Race (Edinburgh: William Blackwood and Sons, 1871). 

^ Friedrich Max Muller (1823-1900). 
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b, if I were unsuspected, would pass for that of some one in the Sci

entific or learned World who desired to keep hiaself strictly incog— 

Xt is satirical upon many things now discussed political b social but 

very gravely So— The question I would ask is i^ether you think you 

could keep the incog b put the public on a wrong Scent—if you under

took its publication— 

So far as the printers are concerned the MS. is not in ay handwriting— 

on the contrary it is beautifully written, b will need few corrections— 

b the proof could be sent, thro* you, to soae one else in envelopes— 

d 
I dont think it would suit the Magazine—but sh. appear as soon after 

Easter as possible— The title is attractive b catching— I dont think 

there is any thing in the Style that would aake me, notoriously sus-

d 
pected— I could not publish it if I thought I sh. be detected; b 

whatever its success—I doubt if I should ever own it— 

Of course you can*t Judge from this, of its merits without seeing it— 

but the first Question is the preservation of the Incog If you 

feel fairly confident of that—I could send the MS—in strict confi

dence—from London. — [An illegible sentence crossed out] To print 

before Easter would be an easy matter as it is only in one Vol. — 

Y " truly Lytton 

LETTER 398 

Argyll Hall 

Warren Road 

Torquay 

March 24 1871 
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My dear Sir 

I sand you the MS of "the Coaing Race" by bookpost— I should 

wam you that you will be much disappointed if you look at it aerely 

as a novel or tale. — . b will find parts of it very dry which is 

necessary to the carrying out of the whole Idea—as a grave, b often 

disguised satire of aany things in theaselves very dry 

You will soon perceive how necessary for the chance of success, 

is a strict incognito— If after reading it—you dont think that it 

will succeed (b no doubt a book of this odd sort is a lottery) pray 

say so without scruple— I am not at all thin Skinned about it nor 

particularly anxious to publish it at all— Its chance of aaking sen

sation is [an illegible word crossed out] that people will say "Have 

you read the very odd book— I wonder who wrote it, — " I think the 

title—The Coming Race* is taking yrs L 

I am still getting on with the Novel but slowly. 

LETTER 399 

A Hall 

Torquay 

Ap 13 1871 

My dear Sir/ 

I agree entirely with you that the thing is an Experiment but 

I have a strong belief that the experiment will succeed if the mysti

fication of the Incognito can be strictly maintained— Curiosity as 

to the authorship will institute 3/4ths of interest in the work; — 

and it ought not to be supposed the work of a Novelist or dealer in 
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light fiction 

I can understand why L. Oliphant may be conjectured as a aeaber 

of an experimental fom of Society but, of course, he has not the sort 

of reading which enters into this queer Composition— you see that the 

Narrator is an Aaerican—b that point aay be suggested or left doubt

ful— my own Notion was that it should be supposed b a satirical work 

by some Scholar or dabbler in Science— What say you in order to sug

gest that idea, that it should be briefly [?] dedicated to Max itiiller. 

I dont know him b he certainly w? not guess the Authorship but probably 

ascribe it to some Oxford fellow Of course the Coming Race is the Sole 

title— 

Whether it shf be first advertised imder that awful name without stat

ing the Publisher—I truly cant say—but the idea strikes ae as good— 

if not infractionary [?]—b I dont think it would be when the name of so 

Eminent a publisher afterwards appeared. No doubt it should be first 

advertised at the onset with a certain flourish of trumpets—b possibly 

in the Athenaeua or some literary paper, a preliminary word about it— 

as an anonymous work likely to excite Curiosity might be got in 

At all events the great thing is to put it wholly on a wrong scent from 

myself 

I return the whole by B. post begging you to send Revises here as soon 

as possible as I shall leave in a few days. I scarcely yet know whither— 

With regard to terms—I am quite willing to agree to such royalty 

for Vol as you may propose—begging you to believe that I dont wish you 

^Lawrence Oliphant (1829-1888) 
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to be a loser by it— 

I suppose tho Horace is now pretty nearly exhausted— I intend in the 

autumn to publish a new Edition of my poetic b dramatic works in which 

X shall include the Horace b Schiller— Is there anything coaing Into 

me for the Horace? 

I write in great haste to save the Post 

The book had better not come out till the absorbing excitement of Paris 

is a little over It would have greatly added to its character b Sale— 

if it had had some wood cuts by an artist of genius eno* to seize b 

sketch the idea—but there is not time for that b it would dangerously 

add to the cost— 

Mo Truly yours 

L 

P S. the Language of the Vrilya is much modeled on Max Millers on Max 

Mullers [sic] theories of the formation of language Many of the words 

are possibly Sanscrit—others Welch—one or two as you observe Greek, 

b the rest fanciful but still framed according to philosophical theory— 

Kek York is thus improvised into Koom Posh I qxate agree as to the flog

ging or diainess [?] of intermediate on what the first reviews of it may 

be. Of course the Radicals will see it as a Satire on their ultiaate 

views be but they constitute 3/4ths of the Press— but I fancy the thing 

is done too humourously or covertly to set up their bristles—b so long 

as they speak of it they may abuse if they like 

Portions—b in proofs I have thrown in a sort of humourous Jest here b 

there— But the Cardinal Sin remains for it is inherent in the work 

itaolf— One must describe—rather seriously the manners of a new People 
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b that must be always mora or less dry— Still, I think it will pull 

thro' But it may or nay not—b much depends 

LETTER 400 

12 Gros. Sq 

Monday 

Ap 24 1871 

My dear Sir 

I found the proofs on arriving Thursday, b return the greater 

number—the rest tomorrow—all for revise— but the corrections are 

not heavy and X trust the next revise will be the last one—so that 

we alght publish next week—the sooner the better now— Probably you 

will deea it Judicious to send an early copy before publication to 

the Tines—b possibly to the Saturday Review 

What do you say to the Dedication to Max Mttller—by way of ruse in draw

ing aside conjecture— If so it would siaply run 

To Max Muller 

Professor of — 

at the University of 

Oxford 

this book is respectfully inscribed 

If you approve this Dedication, will you kindly ascertain what is the 

technical name of his professorship I think it is "Comparative Phis-

cology" [sic] or is it Philology— However that is easily learned. 

You suggest in pencil that alternate pp should be seperately headed— 

But I find that very difficult—b puasling However if you think it 
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desirable—perhaps your * Reader* will suggest such alternate Readings— 

I hope that you continue to aend me the sheets so that no one about you 

can trace me There are only 3 persons in my confidence—b I can rely 

implicitly on them. — truly yrs 

Lytton 

LETTER 401 

Will you kindly copy the enclosed for printer k let me see a proof 

12 Q. S. 

London 

Monday [1871] 

My dear Sir 

I enclose the proposed dedication to M. itiller b think it better 

to omit reference to his Professorship— When a copy is sent to him 

it iMiy be with a line from you stating that it is by the request of 

the Author X agree to the Lordship named— Xt is impossible to con

jecture the sale—but 2000 copies would be a very pretty success for an 

anonymous book of that kind— Do you mean to print off 1000 b keep the 

press standing? You have not answered ay queries about the Horace— 

I am laid up at this moment with a bronchial cold but hope it 

will not last— 

The Gov* seeas very undermined the Carlten [word crossed out] 

Cock [illegible word]— But I see no chance for a Consc Gov* There 

is talk about a new Combination but I dont believe in it—b the chiefs 

named have not heard it themselves. 
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However, whan I aa wall eno*, D V. to got about I shall leam a little 

more on such matters, that the ondits [?] in Club Air suffice to teach 

Y'* truly L 

I had 1/2 a mind to compose the Dedication in the language of 

the Vrilya beginning 

No [or Vo] b Too Bodho^ 

Max l^ller 

be 

But I thought the humour of it might be too farcical 

Insdbed [sic] 

to Max Muller 

in tribute 

of 

respect b adairation.— 

i2 

LETTER 402 

Thursday 

Night [May/1871]' 

My dear Sir 

I find I forgot to make an important verbal correction in the 

Sheets returned to day. — Vertebrate have been, by some oversight, 

spelt vertebratae I enclose a list of the places where this aistake 

occurs— Have the goodness to see the corrections aade— also another 

^ Approximately, "To the Philosopher." 

^ Dated by the reference to "The Battle of Dorking: Reainis-
cences of a Volunteer," jMI, CIX (May, 1871), 539-572. 
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correction page 43— of rope for ropes-

Toll the Printer that if in any places which have failed ay 

notice vertebrate is spelt vertebratae to aake the corrections as in 

the encloaed list. I have Juat read the Battle of Dorking it is a 

aarvelous piece of good writing—as adairable for its genius—as for 

its warning— I think I guess the writer— 

EVER Yrs L 

LETTER 403 

12 G Sq 

M. 24 

1871 

My dear Sir 

I think if the C R is to have a chance it aust be advertised 

boldly b early— At present it is not at all before the Public b I 

dont meet with a soul who has even heard of it— 

You saw the sneer in the Pall Mall tonight which would serve to dis

courage readers if not counteracted 

Yrs always L 

LETTER 404 

My dear Sir 

I am obliged by your note. I see, since I wrote, that the adver-

tiaing proceeds as you say— If any reviews worth seeing come out, 

kindly direct them to me at Sherborne Northleach Gloustershire I go 

there tomorrow for a week— Possibly it w^ do good if a few copies 
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were sent to some such public men as wT be likely to read b talk about 

it—b not guess it me. — . I suggest Gladstone, Robert Lowe, Hardy— 

d 
Carnarvon— — . . perhaps L Stanley. (Dis. b Stanhope would, I fear, 

guess me directly If sent to them.) 

YT® truly 

Lytton 

May 26 1871 

of S 

LETTER 405 

My dear Sir 

I am very sorry to have missed you. We had a very pleasant 

gathering— Politicians, Authors b artists. — . The Athenaeua states 

a general rumour of Oliphaats authorship of C. R. b froa soaething I 

said at dinner yesterday I fancy that checks readers who fancy it but 

eabodies soae social Whia of 0*s I know not however how the report is 

to be contradicted 

The peraistent idea is that Dalhousie leading the opposition 

agst the abol!̂  [?] Purchase b backed by Grey [?], the Bill will be 

thrown out of our House The Bill of is doubtful. — But if sent up 

by a very large majority I think the Lords will not like to throw it 

out 

Ever Yrs L 

Monday. G. S 

[July 1/71] 
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LETTER 406 

My dear Sir 

X obaerve that you have entirely discontinued advertising. — 

X presume you mean to renew it— I begin to hear the Book talked of 

b discussed—b hope the sale is increasing— 

truly yT" L 

July 7 1871. G S 

LETTER 407 

Knebw Steven* 

July 25 

1871 

Dear Sir 

X forward to you by B. Post the C. R. corrected— the correc

tions are few b verbal and, as I do not wish the Printers to recognize 

ay handwriting I shall be greatly obliged if you will either copy out 

my corrections in another Copy, or erase thea b write thea afresh in 

your own hand in the margin of this one— With regard to an Explana

tory preface I have doubts whether it would be desirable or whether 

there may not be more attraction to the reader in conjecturing the 

author*s intentions. But if you will be good eno* to send ae the letter 

I wrote to your uncle, b the contents of which I do not well reaeaber— 

I will reconsider the question— aeanwhile you will hear from your 

Uncle whether he thinks such a preface Expedient— I think a copy of 

2^ Edition alght be sent to the Times as a repester [?] b perhaps to 

some of the best magaaines— They appear not to notice the Book— 
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An article in the Times, if favorable, would bo very useful to the 

Sale 

Yrs truly Ljrtton 

LETTER 408 

12 Grosf Sq 

Aug 2 

1871 

My dear Sir 

Thanks for calling ay attention to the Maid of Sker—^ it is 

charmingly omaaented—full of rare merit of literary style— b if it 

goes on as it begins will bo a great success Perhaps the child talks 

beyond her assessed yeara—two—more probable if aha were 3. — but 

that la a trifle— 

2 
Scott ia very good but I cant understand why the writer says 

Richardson was the only great Eng Novelist before Scott—b ignore 

Fielding b your own Scotch Smollett MT Inchbalds aarvelous Siaple 

Story—Miss Bumeys great Novels b Godwins grand patrons [or notions ] 

of Caleb Williams b St. Leon* 

3 
I have been in great grief for the loss of ay little Grandson 

b in syapathy for the bereaved parents. I am going to Ems in a day or 

two b should like to hoar before I go respecting the Edition of works 

named in ay last Y^' Lytton 

^ R. D. Blacknore, Maid of Sker, mi, CX-CXII (August, 1871-
July, 1^72). 

•^ "A Century of Great Poets, Fron 1750 Downwards, No. II, Walter 
Scott," BM, CX (August, 1871). 

^ Edward Rowland John Bulwer-Lytton (Septeaber 19, 1865-July 26, 
1871). 
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LSTTER 409 

G S 

Aug 7 1871 

My dear Sir 

Thanks for your synpathixing condolence 

I cannot understand how the letter I refer to aissed you it was sent 

nearly 3 weeks ago In it I nentioned that I had received pro-

posals to publish a new b eoî ilete Edition of ay works—Novels Excepted— 

viz—the Draiias--the Poens The 2 translations, (Horace b Schiller—) 

b the Essays b Critidsas contained in Bentleys Edition of Miscellaneous 

Works which is now exhausted (viz Caxtoniana, Student b Criticisa) 

Before entertaining these proposals I wished to give you the prior 

option—of treating for the Editions—b thought you alght like it as a 

coapanion to your Edition of Novels. I should propose a monthly issue— 

in 5. or 6. shilling vols^—to commence with the Dramas I calculate 

the Dramas would occupy either 2 or 3 vols— Poetic Works 3 — b prose 

works probably 4 possibly only 3 — that would depend on type— but 

all should be in legible type not too saall. — The translations 2 

vols In all the series would be 11 or 12 vols Of the Draaas there 

is sure to be a good b continuous sale Routledges last Edition is Just 

exhausted b I withhold assent to his reprinting— [an illegible word 

crossed out] untill [eic] I have arranged for the general Edition— . 

And—his edition of plays b poems could be entirely withdrawn froa the 

market—if I agree with another publisher for the Edition I name— 

Routledge has sold 4000 of the plays at 6? per vol. the poeas, of 

course will have a smaller sale— But 1 think t.iey are getting up in 
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demand—especially King Arthur I should propose however only 

1000 copies of the Poetic works about 1500 of Dramas 1250 Prose works 

— of tranalations I suppose 1000 copies— 

X had intended to begin in the Autumn or the 1** of January. 

Please infom me if you would like to treat for this Edition b if so 

on what terms— . it would be well also to have an understanding in 

that case as to the money to be spent in advertising— And here as I 

wish the Edition be well advertised—I aa perfectly willing to bear a 

fair ahare of the cost—probably to commence after the first necessary 

expenses thereof. — 

I should have been glad could I have had your answer before I 

left England b settled the aatter one way or other while on the spot. 

—But you will kindly infom me at Posts restente Eas at your early 

convenience— 

Of these works, the Dramas translations b Prose works are out of 

print. — . a very few copies are left of Murrays Edition of poems— 

b last Edition of Talea of Miletus Routledge*s Edition of poems an 

early b incomplete one b would be altogether supressed— 

In a former letter of yours announcing the sale of Horace as having 

exhausted the Edition, you observed that you should have to send me my 

share of profit— Xf there be such share fairly forthcoming to me 

without loss to you—Please inform me of it 

I start for Ems to night— 

I shall be glad to hear how New Edition of C R goes off 

Yrs cordially Lytton 
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P S 

X forgot to obaerve that if we treat for this Edition X ahould withdraw 

the present stereotyped Edition of the acting plays from Chapman b 

Hall so that they may be sold seperately [^c] by yourself; they sell 

regularly—b yield a fair average yearly— at present prices w? are 

high 3.6— it might bo hotter to sell at 2? — there are 3. L?^ of 

Lyons Richelieu Money— 

LETTER 410 

Argyll Hall 

Torquay 

Oct 29 1871. 

My dear Sir 

X observe in the Papers an announcement that you are bringing 

out a new Novel by George Eliot in single volumes ^ Xf this be 

true, it occassions [ale] ae, naturally, much Chagrin—for you will 

probably remember X was very desirous of bringing out "My Novel" & "What 

will he do with it" in that form—but, after consideration you were 

against it. Still I always cherished the idea—b had Intended so to 

bring out the next Novel published in my own name— — 

Of course, therefore, it is annoying to see the design I had conceived 

to be my own, forestalled b appropriated by another Novelist. The chance 

of Success, in such an experiment is in favour of the author who first 

Starts it—those who may follow the Example are lo. ked upon as imitators 

^ Middlemarch. 
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And of course it would not become ne to initate any other Writer. 

Foaaibly, however the statonent in tho Newspapers may not be correct 

YT» truly Lytton 

LETTER 411 

Nov!" 19 1871 

Argyll Hall 

Torquay 

My dear Sir 

X aa obligod by your letter respecting the fom in which G. 

Eliots novel is to be published— I retain a desire to find, if possi

ble, some other mode of issue for my book than the ordinary 3 vol. fom. 

But X can think more about this whenever, D V,the Book is completed; 

—First catch your Hare. — I am deep in Vol. Ill but it gets on slowly 

—is vary difficult and will require a revision of the whole, when coa

pleted— There seems to me one difficulty in guarding agst the dis

covery of the author—viz the handwriting of the MS I know no one, 

now de Rosset is gone, whom I could trust to copy it—b my handwriting 

would be detected by any printer familiar with it— 

There are other considerations to be weighed with before coming to any 

decision as to the Expediency of saddling the responsibility on the 

th 
author of C* R— I hope the 5. Edition of that work is going off. 

Since you decline to risk a 2nd Edition of my Horace—I an arranging 

to launch it, thro* Longman*s— 

Believe me truly yrs 

Lytton 
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LETTER 412 

Nov. 25 Argyll Hall 

1871 Torquay 

My dear Sir 

Do you happen to have kept any extmcts from the reviews of 

my •Horace* in the Quarterly Review, Times or other Journal— if so, 

will you kindly send them to me 

Yrs truly Lytton 

P. S./ 

You probably appended such extracts to advertisements in Blackwood 

or Elsewhere. 

LETTER 413 

[1871] 

My dear Sir 

I am obliged by your letter— I shall probably defer the new 

Edition of former worka for the present—b until after publication of 

d 
one or two books now on the anvil I hope the 3. Edition of C. R is 

going off—but I aust say that I am extreaely surprised not to have 

seen a single advertiseaent of the Book for several weeks—not even one 

announcement of the new Edition 

I aa now leaving Ems in a day or two b should you write to ae, Grosv 

Sq will be ay best address yrs trtay 

Lytton 

Ems 

Wednesday [?] 
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LETTER 414 

Friday G S. [1871] 

My dear Sir 

I arrived last alght b found your kind letter I am very much 

obliged by what you say as to the advertising. I did not aean to 

press for any groat effort that way [illegible] not having seen any 

advertisement whatever for many weeks. I thought it well to announce 

the new Edition— X hope that will go off soon 

X have been auch engaged in my work b have nearly finished Vol 2 — 

Xf X can complete vol 8 with the same spirit b work out the Denoue

ment according to the idea in my head I think the Book will be very 

popular I almost wish I could publish it as by the author of C R 

but X suppose that w not do— unless indeed the C. R. should run 

into a large sale between this b then—b unless my style in this work 

did not betray the Author more than it has done in C. R— I have not 

heard that any one has hit on the right guess there (except here at 

2 
the first) I was assured the other day that it was by Helps 

The article in the Times was certainly auch what you say. But 

the concluding paragraph aufficiently recoamends it for perusal to be 

useful. It is curious to observe how little the critics perceive appli

cation of the Kooa Posh—to the State of France— 

I dread Gladstone b his hints very much I fear he intends to coquet 

with tho International Society, a terrible conspiracy which has [?] 

^ The Parisians. See Appendix B. 

2 Sir Arthur Helps (1813-1875). 
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territorial [?] claima Bismarck b made a poor subject of deception 

between tho 2 Emperors as to the steps againat it which all civilized 

nations should agree to take— I MBI alao told that Gladstone was 

aounded. — . and replied as you aay suppose— "Too much confidence 

in the good sense of our own flesh b blood* be— Bradlaugh landed at 

Calais tho other day b was stopped the whole night for orders froa the 

French port I did not hear whether he was allowed to enter Paris— 

They toll me ho is young—speaks French perfectly—b boasts openly of 

the power of himaelf b his gang—over the aalcontents of the Working 

Class— But all this brag aay be despised unless a Minister like 

Gladstone gives the League Encouragement—by accepting one of its main 

articles of faith— • as Mill has done—b attack property in land 

yrs truly L. 

LETTER 415 
,1 

[January, 1872] 

My dear Sir 

Vols II b 3. are both completed in the same sort of way as Vol 1. 

— not knowing yat what touches to throw in till the conclusion is writ-

ton b till it be decided to [to written over another word] what Author

ship the book ia to be ascribed viz. Author of C R be. 

I can*t even yet guess how much matter the conclusion will demand. 

I should hope less than a vol. but cannot say— Unhappily the canvas 

^ Dated by context. In the preceding letter, B-L writes, "I 
have nearly finished vol 2 — " In this, he says, "Vols II b 3. are 
both conpleted. . . . " In the next, he says, "The bool̂  I have been 
about already exceeds 3 vols. . ." 
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Is so large—b so nany charactera to be deaposad of b twin currents of 

•tory collected into one final * basin* or reservoir-

Only Vol. 3 ends with the war in Sedan and somehow or other I ought to 

gat in the Soige and the Commune. I stand appalled— 

Now as to f o m — if 0 E had not taken the volune fom I should have gone 

in for that— Now I doubt—b X should like to know Confidentially how 

that fom has answered with her in a mercantile point of view Speaking 

also confidentially as yet X dont think her book has been popular but 

then she has in her power an immense Critical Clique; b of course any 

future vol. may set up the lirtiolo thing afresh— 

2ndly X should like to know if you think ay style unaistakably reveals 

itself—or if it might be given to the author of C. R. with a few mis-

loading touches? — This is a very potent point. Xf the authorship 

be not evident in Vol 1 it will certainly not becoae aore so in the 

rest—unless it be taken as a whole- in the way of constructed plot— 

My house was entered by a Burglar at the window of ay own sitting 

room (a drawing room)— X sat up late that night b sent the servants to 

bed— Xt appears to have [been] done about 3 oC this aoming woke ae 

b brought me downstairs armed with a revolver which I was on the point 

of firing on a Man in the hall when I discovered he was the French Cook 

armed with a carving knife b, was the only one of ay 5 Men Servants who 

had the valour to obey the summons of the Dog No sign of outrage how

ever was visible b I hope the Dog was only under the influence of that 

causeless panic 

Truly yrs L 

Wednesday A. H 
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Perhaps you had batter sand at once to me V. 1 copy b [illegible word] 

LETTER 416 

Jan 9 1872 Confidential 

A H Torquay 

My dear Sir 

Have the copies of C R moved off—? What do you propose to 

do thereon? — 

The book X have been about already exceeds 3 vols of ordinary Novel 

type b I am not able to calculate its length as yet— Between 3 vols 

1/2 & 4 vols of average aize in that fora: — Diviaions [?] differing 

from the 3 Vol shape should therefore be best— But I should like to 

know how far you should think such divisiona could be aade without 

similar initation of G. Eliots—b how far they would be profitable I 

am in no condition as yet to have any part copied—nor even to decide 

whether to publish it in my own name or by the author of a certain other 

book— Nor can I, till all is completed, b carefully revised— (perhaps 

here b there abridged)— It appears to me at present one of those books 

that must make a sensation b have a large sale—irrespectively of any 

purely literary Merits— Of course there are considerations of a pecu

niary nature involved in my not affixing ay name— In the first place— 

there w? be a considerable loss in America—the price of the early 

sheets b also as to Tauchnitz— With regard to sale in England I am 

not sure that it could not be larger if there were curiosity as to the 

Authorahlp— Whan I come to superview the whole MS—it will be necessary 
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however to come to a decision one way or other as to this— Because at 

present there are many •feints* to divert the readers conjecture from 

the real author—which if the author be proclaimed, must, of course, 

be struck out— I oncline [sic] if without incurring too much loss, 

not to give my name. — I shall be glad of your opinion meanwhile 

Tmly vf* L 

LETTER 417 

Torquay 

Jan 16 

My dear Sir/ 

I have rec* your letter b cheque. It is with Compunction I take 

tho latter, as it seems by the acct that your share of profit is dis

proportionately small I agree to the teras proposed for the cheap 

Edition—be 

With regard to the New Novel I fear there is this objection to the 

Mag. — So auch of the Book has an immediate interest which wd cool 

down b be probably forestalled in other Novels long before so long a 

work could get thro* the Mag— It is cast almost exclusively at Paris 

The title I think of is "The Frisians" the time devoted to the story 

is the year before b after the War—ending with the Coaunmist cure war— . 

You will see that the sooner the book is out as a whole—the better, b 

that is an objection even to appearance as Serial Volumes. I think the 

best plan will be to get it copied as soon as it is in a fit state to 

begin that work—b then decide on mode b form— 

I never wrote a book so difficult *tis so hard to amalgaaate the private 
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interest with the public one—b treat historical incidents so recent 

thro fictitious characters. However I hope to get thro it— The aost 

arduous part—viz the End—is now before me— I think the English 

Novel of w. one vol b 1/2 are coi^>leted, better adapted to the Mag-

truly yrs 

Lytton 

Jan 16 1872 

Arg Hall 

Torquay 

LETTER 418 

My dear Sir 

I think of sending you confidentially Vol 1 to be copied— Do you 

think I can send it safely froa here to Edinbro, or if safe froa all 

chance of being opened or inapected if I address it to Postaaster in 

care of Mr Langford to be forwarded whichever you think best— but 

all chances of being seen by another must be avoided and the copyist 

aust be trustworthy and not know my handwriting. 

Yrs in haste L 

23 Jan [1872]^ Argyll Hall 

Torquay 

1 Kenela Chillinglyt His Adventures and Opinions (3 vols.; 
Edinburghi 1873). 

2 The Parisians. See Letter 419. 

3 Date is conjectural, but it seems logical. In Letter 419, B-L 
says, "I sent you the if* Vol." 
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LETTER 419 

My dear Sir 

« at I 

I sent you the 17 VdL Pray dont look at it till it is legibly 

copied— . Possibly you nay then agree with me that the Nature of the 

Story precludes against the close domestic interest of an ordinary 

Novel— it combines so many general objects of Interest in the por

traiture of Parisian life b character, with a sufficing interest of 

mystery b plot—that imder whatever nsme it be published it can scarcely 

fail to create sensation b ensure a large sale. 

How it should be published or in what form or in irtiat condition—become 

Matters of after consideration I shall now start revising Vol II be-

^^^* [feô ô 'o written over an illegible word] I proceed to the final 

Denouement Tell the Copyist to make what haste he can— In about a 

week I think he will have vol II. You will & <- that the Book ought 

to be out soon— Yrs L 

Argyll Hall 

Torquay 

Jan. 31 1872 

Let me know of safe rect of MS— I think Vol 1 contains rather more 

matter than an average Vol generally does. 

The Copyist must only write on one side of page— No doubt there will 

be some revisions to mr.ke when all is, D V, completed 

LETTER 420 

I The Parisians. 
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Feb 17 1872 

Argyll Rail 

Torquay 

My dear Sir 

It gives me great concern to hear of your uncles attack but your 

note gives me tho hope that is now recovered. I am disappointed to 

hear the copyist ia so dilatory. A good Copyist sf have finished the 

Vol long ago— The chief object of a [illegible] clear copy, (besides 

the precaution of correcting the authors Handwriting froa the Press) 

was to gat whole of the work into possibly [?] together, —be so better 

Judge of the fora b mode of publication be— It is a book so full of 

various types of character b kinds of interest—that when seen together, 

it may be improved by curtailment be— 

However—stop your Copyist—b get back the MS The objections to set

ting it in type are these— 

1. that until it be completed one can*t know the aize of type b 

page—via the fom of publication be 

ndly 

2. "* that a very large number of the Sheets would have to be kept 

back from press till the last part is finished—viz the denouement— 

I suppose the volume you have could not be merely run up into Slips 

leaving form b size for after consideration? Perhaps the best plan 

therefore will be to postpone doing anything till, D V, I have finisheJ 

the End For the last few weeks I have not stirred in that but been 

correcting Vol II for the Copyist— 

I imagine the size to be much about that of My Novel which appeared 

first in four and then in 3 vols— 
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Yrs L 

P« 8. 

X think your political article vary able—^ X now defer general politi

cal remarks till I write again— 

LETTER 421 

Feb 22 1872 

A. H 

Torquay 

My dear Sir 

I am vary glad indeed to hear you are so much better. — b I 

hope you will continue to stay in b take care of yourself while any 

[illegible] of the mucus membrane continues— It gratifies me much to 

hear that you like what you have read of the hi, — 

X quite agree to putting it up in slips tho* X fear the copyist must 

make aany mistakes. However my copy will accompany his when you send 

proofs— I have today Just finished Vol 3 for copyist or press but 

also Vol 3 is not the End will be very difficult— The whole is I 

fear too long— But In blending the interest of individual story with 

so nany social or political views of the time b place—the subject 

became very large in its proportions It will certainly be original in 

its way When In type you will see If I betray in style or mannerisms 

the authorship— — Xf not too unmlstakeably [sic] I could easily 

throw in bits here b there that would divert suspicion. — 

^ Probably "The Reasonable Fears of the Country," Of, CXI 
OPobruary, 1872), 227-48. 
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The present Govt seems faat going down hill, in popularity—but the 

difficulty is to replace it 

truly yrs 

Lytton 

Have you changed your house to Randolph Crescent froa George St 

LETTER 422 

1 
[March, 1872] 

My dear Sir 

X am glad that you are satisfied with the Subscription to new 

Edition of C. R— I suppose it is as good as could be expected. 

You are right in thinking I aa delayed by the concluding part 

of tho P. — Vol. 2. is not it is kept for press— . — . A great 

deal must be abridged or rewritten—Before I can decide about it at 

all— I must see clearly its End. . . I don*t think I shall get on 

well with that till I leave this place. I do leave, D V the 3? of 

April for Bath. Hence to London in a few days— 

I will write when I see my way— — 

My Son*s wife Just produced a boy; grand gladness therein! there was 

such sorrow for the loss of the only boy-

Politics uninteresting—nothing but the stupidest diplomacy 

could do more as to the Alabama question than leave it unsettled. 

Tant pis for America for Americans tant aieux for us. 

^ Dated by the reference to the birth of "Teddy" Bulwer-Lytton, 
March, 1872. 
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Yrs ever L 

UnrWL 423 

May 4 1872 Grosf Sq 

My dear Sir 

The Pariaians are now pretty well finished in the rough— I 

had originally meant to carry the story thro* the War of the Coamu-

niats but I find that would run into Excess of length b for other 

reasons it is better to end with the Prussian Seige— 

As tho book now stands there are 4 vols of full Novel else— But I 

shall try hard In revisal to abridge not I fear to the extent I could 

wiah—b we must suppose the length—if not reaching this 4 vols—would 

exceed 3 unless closely printed— 

At all events I think we are in a condition to go into the matter 

practically I propose, as I before intiaated, to guard my incog

nito strictly— The Book would be by the author of the C. U— 

Now first—aa to fom of publication— . What should that be— ? — . 

I think it should come out iBerlally—for several reasons—b yet avoid 

the exact fom of Middlemarch. — This is rather difficult— If it 

come out altogether certainly it could not be till the Autumn Session 

r 
October or Nov. — that time would be necessary for careful revision 

b for Proas— If it come out in seperate vols or *livraisons—, the 

firat might be out in June And might be continued Monthly. 

There is the 3. plan originally proposed by you—viz: to come out in 

the Magaaine—tho objections I had to that at first—are in auch les

sened—but one remains—vis I doubt whether a story so confined to 
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Parla—could maintain sufficient interest thro* so many Mentha—whon 

n^w interests as to French ptcs [?] will be always springing up You can 

best Judge of that— X think one advantage of dosing with the seige 

diminishes that objection— in as much a complete phase of Parisian 

life there finally— Whereas the Commune revolt really opens a new 

page in History b Heaven knows what or when aay be the stop of that— 

'^^^ [Yhis written over an illegible word] change therefore accoamo-

dates itself to the Serial fom in the Magazine 

Xf it come out in the Mag it might do so in July but probably that is 

a month in which you do not want to start a new attraction b would 

prefer the Autumn or New Year— 

Let me have your views herein— And to coae to the last point in the 

practical considerations tell me what pecuniary teras you propose— 

In deciding not to publish in my name I lose a sum from America (which 

woTUd be large) for the first sheets. — But probably thro* your nego

tiation as I cannot stir in that aatter without revealing Myself—a 

fraction of this sum could be obtained— I also lose at all events 

suspend—some hundreds from Tauchnitz*s I am resigned to be [resigned 

to be written over illegible words] a loser on these points— But I 

think the Book itself does not require my name, to create a sensation b 

have an equally long sale—provided we could hit on the right Mode of 

bringing it out— I should have liked you to see the whole before de

ciding your offer—but that is impossible for the last touches b I 

aa grown more laay than I used to be 

Yrs truly L 
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LETTER 424 

My dear Sir 

I am obliged by your letter. — . Perhaps you will let me know 

n̂ &at you think the torma for tho Parisians should be 

1. if first published in Magaaine 

ndly 

2 ' if first published in 12 parts— . 

X think X ahould be obliged to Halt the tera of sale of Copyright to 

3 yeara from the date of publication—or until at least free to include 

the Book in the Cheap Edition of my Novels. 

By the way—I have proposala frî n 3 different persons to publish a vol 
d 

of extracts froa my works among them. Rev Paxton Hood who was formerly 

the Editor of the Edinbro Review— 

Do you think it advisable to consider any of these proposals— 

truly yrs 

Lytton 

May 11 1872 

G. S 

LETTER 425 

[Received by J. B. May 12/72] 

My dear Sir 

Your offer for the Parisians to appear next in the Magazine is 

an extremely liberal one b X will re exaaine the whole book—to see 

how far it can be adapted to that fom of publication I should have 

been glad if the portion first published comprised the earliest letters 

of Isaura—as they serve to give the distinctive character to the work— 
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This alght be done in Parts-hut I fear would be too great a length for 

the Magaaine I see that such a first Number would contain 100 of that 

close writing on foolscap—which would be too auch However by the tiae 

you return to England, I hope to have got the MS in order b have got a 

clearer idea of the right fom of publication 

Wishing you fine weather b a aost enjoyable trip tmly yf* L. 

LETTER 426 

Kneb June 22 1872 

Stevenage 

Dear Sir 

I don't know your Uncle's address—nor the date of his probable 

return But I wish to write about the Parisians But for ay poor 

brothers decease I think the last Vol wf have been entirely finished 

ere this— But it is nearly so—about 100 pages only left— 

I enclose a note froa Mf Forster to whoa I lent Vol 1. You will see 

that he is warm in its praise— it is true he thinks the Authorship 

will be detected but, with skill b care I believe we shall succeed in 

throwing the Public off the Scent which I consider all important. I 

however send you the letter chiefly because of the concluding passages 

as to the mode of Publication— I asked his advice whether—all at 

once—or in Magazine or in Serial parts— you see he is decidedly for 

parts— And so in arranging the Book I aa slow— in fact the nature 

of the material is such that it requires more scope than an article in 

Mag affords; b at present, I find it falls naturally b effectively into 

divisions of Half a vol. or 8 parts containing on the average 165 or 170 
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pages of ny close writing in foolscap—which I coapute would be equal 

to 300—in anall Vola—> 

Were tho Book published as a whole it w? take 4 vols Novel size— 

Of course, if as I here propose, published in parts, it will affect 

the pecuniary arrangeaent that was agreed on—if for Mag—but I have 

no doubt we shall early coHie to teras on this score— It will also be 

an inportant point to consider soae variation from the form of Middle-

march— Next—aa to tiae of appearance—whether, as before proposed, 

to commence in October—or Easter—I alght say that the Book is now 

d 
ready to be put to Press— But perhaps you w. not like it earlier on 

ace. of Middlemarch. 

You will Judge whether to send this letter to your Uncle— all 

these points have to be well considered— 

I am aucceeding better with Vol 4 than I had dared to hope—unravelling 

aany complicated skeins in the tale—be— 

I go to ay poor brothers ftmeral in Norfolk toaorrow— Address Haydon 

Reepham Norfolk if reply [an illegibly written over word] reach me 

Friday—then here— Next week I aust be in town a few days on ay retum 

here I hope very soon to complete Vol. 4 Yrs. Lytton 

LETTER 427 

Thursday [June 22/72] 

My dear Sir 

Hearing from your Nephew you will be in town will you kindly call on 

me 12 G. Sq Tuesday next between 11 b 12— I shall only be in town for 

a day or 2 arriving Monday I feel strongly that Par should be in large 
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parts—but could they not coae out siaultaneously with the Mag—b be 

connected with it—perhaps as a supplementary Nuaber? 

Ever y " L 

LETTER 428 

My dear Sir 

Thanks for yours— I own I retain a strong conviction that the 

work would be much more effective in parts—of 1/2 a vol or 170 fool

scap pages at a time. It falls naturally into these subdivisions and 

the tuiusual variety of characters b interest—demand large space for 

development— — Whatever length you can give to subdivisions in the 

Mag—it must fall very far short of the quantity of Matter desired 

Even half (say 80 pages) would be a very large installment— There 

are many other reasons why I prefer parts—but we will talk over the 

matter on Tuesday— Kindly call as near to 1/2 past 11 as you can— 

for I expect persons on business connected with ay poor brothers 

affairs be soon after 12 oC 

Youra most truly 

Kneb 

Sunday 

[June 30/72] 

LETTER 429 

[Knebworth July 29/72] 

K 
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Monday 

My dear Sir, 

I am very much gratified to hear you like Vol II— Forster 

happens to be here b I shewed hia the proofs before coaaunicating your 

opinion—b he is also very laudatory b appears sanguine of success— 

The main point now to decide is the fom of publication— I am ex

tremely sensible of the kind b friendly consideration you shew to ay 

wish as to that. . b I feel as if it would be ungracious b indeed 

ungrateful, [an Illegibly written over word] to [illegible] too strongly 

the preference I entertain as to publication in serial independent 

portiona— I fancy that the Book would create a greater sensation b 

command a larger sale—thus bring it forth; b if so, that our interest 

hereon is the same. I fancy also that the interest in the political 

events b colourings— (including the seige) have a chance of being en

feebled, b, perhaps, altogether swaaped by soae fresher Interest in the 

whirl of Parisian revolution before the Book could be completed in the 

Ifegazine— But, these are fancies that do not aaoxmt to convictions 

so as to overbear any very strong desire of yours to prefer the Mag. 

Plan. Of course, if we decide on the independent Serial—the terms 

would be modified, so as to abridge your risk—b leave such portion 

of the sum now proposed as you may deea fair—contingent on success— 

Here [Here written over there] is a sort of 3. plan Just suggested by 

Forster— Suppose the Book first appear in the Magazine and that when 

the Numbers issued amount to a volume that voluae, containing a few 

pages in advance, be issued seperately. Forster thinks that the sale 
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b effect of this would bo heightened, if each vol. contained one or 

more spirited Etchings illustrative less perhaps of the story than of 

the typoa of Pariaian life at the time. — 

Now this is a matter I subait to your practical Judgement b Experi

ence— Would it, if thus put forth in serial Vols—diminish the sale 

on the Mag.? or would it either help by keeping the interest aore 

alive in the—intervening Numbers? — 

Could a good French artist for the Etchings be obtained? b if so would 

it be worth the cost? — 

Finally on this head— [illegible] viz: the decision of plan whether 

in the Mag—with or without the seperate vols—or with or without en

gravings, or whether in Monthly parts of 1/2 a vol each viz 8 parts 

altogether—allow me to say that I now leave the choice entirely to 

yourself— 

If you say the Mag—I agree with you that we should have large divi

sions—varying from a 3? to a 4. of each volume— If the type of the 

Sheets sent me be that intended for the appearance of the work I sup

pose there would be no insuperable objection to getting the rest into 

type— . . I find it so difficult to correct Vol 4 in ay blurred MS. 

— The Sheets sent are so full of printers errors that it will take 

a few days to return for revise— I will attend to idiat you say of 

De Mauleons readiness to Louvier— But I think as to sufficient motive 

for Grahams attention to the mission left him, you do not well remember 

the early first voluae in which his peculiar reverence for Lady Janet 

who had been to him as a Mother in infancy is strongly dwelt upon. — 

b of course therefore he has to guard her Meaory from the detection of 
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aa earllor Marriage 

truly y " 

Lytton— 

P. 8 

Did Grahama adoption of vulgar slang in his conversation with Le Beau-

a little Jar upon you—they did upon Forster—b even to me— they 

seem somewhat to lower his character— I suppose I must smooth much 

of it away. 

LETTER 430 

Aug. 8 1872. 

Knebworth 

Stevenage 

My dear Sir 

X was about to write to you when yours of the 7 reached u» 

this morning Your former letter in communicating the announcement of 

my name to the Work if published in parts would have sufficed to put an 

end to that plan. — Nothing could induce me to give my name either 

to the Condng Race or the Parisians b so extinguish that resource of 

the anonymous which affords me a new lease of authorship—with greater 

freedom of scope Without, therefore, discussing the pecuniary terms 

proposed in yovor last, (for which there seeas now no necessity) — I 

abandon the notion of serial parts for this book b reconcile ayself 

entirely to its appearance in the Magazine as originally proposed "by 

the author of the Coming Race" relying on you to keep the secret as 

closely as possible— Forster has read thro* the third vol (despite 
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its detestable calligraphy) till the last few pages which he is now perus

ing— I am glad to say that nothing can be more favorable than his 

opinion, b he finds the interest very strong b greatly encreased as it 

proceeds I have not many pages left of the conclusion of the last Vol. 

— — —which is easy sailing compared with former difficulties— — 

Shall I now send you Vol 1. for Press— — — I have chalked out a 

brief introductory Chapter— —by the author of Coaing race. But am 

yat uncertain whether it should be prefixed— Shall I send the MS by 

rail or by Book post I suppose it can be registered in either mode of 

conveyence 

yrs truly Lytton 

If the 1. Portion appear in the Magazine for Oct. — I suppose you 

t 
would announce it in the Sep No 

LETTER 431 

Kneb^ Aug 10 

1872 

My dear Sir 
r 1 

Allow me "by these presents" to introduce to you M Young b 

his charaing family They are going to make some little stay in Edinbro* 

b I recommend them to your kindly welcome on their own ace. as well as 

rs 
that of y truly Lytton 

LETTER 432 

^ Reverend Julian Young. 
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Aug 11 [1872] 

My dear Sir 

I send ]rou the proposed introductory Chapter— If you approve— 

set it into type 

rs 
Y. always 

P. 8/ 

t o 
Perhaps. — it may be well to announce in the Sep. N. — —that the 

title of the Novel in which the author of *The Caxton Family* is en

gaged in "Kenelm Chillingly, His adventures b opinions—" 

LETTER 433 

My dear Sir 

I send you registered as before the rest of Vol 1 Paris? b 

the commencement of Chillingly. Thank you much for the Judicious 

care taken to preserve the anonymous 

e rs Ever y 

Lytton 

Aug 16 

1872 

Kneb 

Please to acknowledge receipt of MSS 

P S 

Send proofs of Parisians to 12 Grosv. Sq— I shall be there from Monday 

for some days 
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LETTER 434 

[Aug 19/72] 

12 

Grosf Sq 

Monday 

My dear Sir/ 

X aend you by Book post. Vol II in proof, for revise— I have 

divided this vol in 3 parts, each containing a book—b if not too 

long for the Mag. — it would be better that each number should con

tain a Book— The Books being composed with a view as to the best 

break off— 

rs 
truly y L. 

LETTER 435 

[August 20/72] 

Dear Sir/ 

The intervening pages between 19. in the long slips and p 25 in 

the smaller sheets has not reached me. Pray send them by retum of 

post—and let me also know n^ether you can, as I hope, adait the whole 

st 
portion up to p. 35 into the 1. Number. I think this important for 

Effect if you can With regard to announcing title in Septeaber I think 

you had better insert the "Parisian" advertisements in Athenaeum at 

once b let the Chillingly come a week or two after Yrs in haste L 

LETTER 436 
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[Aug 23/72] 

Dear Sir 

X send the rest of No 1 for revise Dimct it Knebworth with 

any farther proofs there— 

Y'* L 

Friday 

LETTER 437 

^ «. [August, 1872] 
Dear Sir 

X retum the 1? N. for Press— Please see that the few correc

tions are carefully attended to— I should like to get Vol 1 which I 

think is 3 N ready for Press as soon as convenient—to be free to move 

about— 

rs 
truly y L 

LETTER 438 

K. Sept. 6 1872 

My dear Sir 

I send the proofs of B 2—but had better have a revise as in 

copying corrections there may occur a Mistake or two b I should be glad 
d 

to have the 3 Number as soon as possible—also the corrected revise of 

Vol 2 long since returned as soon as convenient for I have to look thro* 
h 

ay books here—w. I may not be able to take with me when I move in a 

few days 

I also send by Rail, registered, a vol b 1/2 of Chillingly which I 

should like to hear arrives safely. Pray infom ae how aany copies 

supposing Chillingly were successful—would be safely calculated to 
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aall in parte— You can probably Judge of this somewhat by the sale of 

Middlemarch This is an inportant consideration as to fom of publishing 

The Vol b 1/2 will enable you when in type to Judge of the character 

of tho Book Y 
rs 

LETTER 439 

K 

Monday [1872] 

My dear Sir 

I aa in great doubt as to the fora of publishing Chillingly 

tî ether in Parts or 3 vols— I find I have nearly finished 2 vols. — 

I think we can Judge better if I could get a vol b 1/2 in type— Have 

you old type to spare for that— now that we could speedily release 

Vol. 2 of Parisians Let ne know b tell ne how stands the 1st Edition 

of C. Race 

Yrs always 

L 

LETTER 440 

Kneb 

Sep 13 

1872 

Dear Sir, 

Your proofs have arrived of Vol 2. b since you say—thus 

^Dated by context, 

^he Parisians. 
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arranged revise w. encrease expense I will not trouble you to send 

nore— , Xt will be quite eno* for ny purpose to clear off the January 

or at nost the February Nunber 

X am nuch pleased that you like the Opening of Chillingly I ought to 

nake a very original b telling Novel of it if I can satisfy nyself as 

to the Conplotioa— But as to the fom I am still in doubt whether it 

shd be in Monthly parts or 3 vols at once— b we can scarcely decide 

this till more is in type yrs L. Excuse haste 

P. S 

I should think 3000 a very small number for monthly parts in ay naae. 

LETTER 441 

My dear Sir 

I return by B post Book II for press—III for revise— With 

regard to the first pray see carefully to the few corrections— I 

don*t find your Press reader very sharp in the ordinary text b as for 

freach—he requires very minute surveillance. I will see to end B IV 

[an illegibly written over word; probably in] a more convenient place/ 

Ever y truly L 

t 
Sep. 15 

1872 

K 

LETTER 442 

My dear Sir 

I forgot to say in my letter yesterday that I am not disposed to 
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take the Dutch offer for translation—oven were it encreased to 3(^ 

to tho best of my recollection I got more than [that] fron soae Dutch 

publlabor for one of ay Novels 

Yrs L 

Sep! 15 1872 

LETTER 443 

My dear Sir/ 

In the Oct. N? X find that the accents over the name Frederic. 

(Frederick Lemercier) have bee'i omitted if in time to rectify them 

pray do—wherever the name occurs—if not in time let me know by 

retum. Yrs truly 

L 

[Sept 19/72] 

LETTER 444 

My dear Sir 

X send back for revise all the Chillingly proofs received-

Its passages aarked seem to me incomplete—b I think one that fol

lowed in this is omitted please send copy b in future send copy-

Should the work be published in parts—I wish to know how aany of 

these pages make a part of proper length— How aany pages of the 

size first sent as Specinen should each contain— 

I am glad you like it as far as you have seen b are pleased with No 3 

of Parisians 

Yours truly 
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Bop 20 [1872] 

Kneb 

LETTER 445 

Saturday K [Sept 21/72] 

My dear Sir/ 

X retum for Press No 2 I only wanted it to excuse the non 

accentuation of Frederic, in case the 1»* N? was printed off— this I 

have done, p 1 4 — , if you will kindly see it correctly transferred. 

— Thia will save the bother of accenting the naae in future 

Truly yrs L 

LETTER 446 

Knebworth 

tr 
Sep. 23 1872 

My dear Sir/ 

I think I ought to get a fair sum from America for earliest 

proof of Parisians viz: to be in tiae to print simultaneoualy with 

Mag—but of course not before— that is if you don*t object— 

But it is difficult for the author to coaaunicate on the Subject would 

you, if you see no objection, write to Lippincott who I believe is the 

st 

most liberal—referring him to the 1 Number, as specimens b request

ing to know what he would give for the early sheets of the rest— It 

can be stated that the work will extend to 4 vols ordinary Novel size 

b be continued for at least 12 numbers in Mag— At the same [time] 

it might be well to write to Sampson Lowe to the same Effect— He 
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knows what the Harpers will give. He is their agent I would not 

trouble you about this—only it is full of embarrassaent for a name-

loss Author to approach these partlea— 

As soon as what you think [will] make Part 1 of Chillingly, if pub

lished in parts—is in print I can consult with Forster about the 

advisability of that fom of publication 

Yrs most truly L 

LETTER 447 

[SeptT 24/72] 

My dear Sir 

Many thanks for your kind letter. — I aa glad you like Chillingly— 

Kenelm is a favorite of aine I have returned part II Parisians for 

Press. — . I think the Geraan b Spouse [?] Aaericanisas Bee [?] be 

occur in that. — I dont think it worth disturbing these passages— . 

the aaericanisms relieve the dullness of the Col—b I have known very 

cultivated Americans use them to Englishmen—quizzingly— If you wish 

the passages altered nevertheless I will do so in this case return the 

Sheets here. They will be in time— I have begim Vol 3 of Chillingly— 

— The Uncle is now going to fall in love— Of course the result will 

be doleful— His character is spoilt if he aarry like other folks— 

I fear I ought to Kill him—as Don Quixote b Sir Roger de Coverley 

were killed—b î ;>rovod by the process 

Yours always 

P S 
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You will let me know any thing you hear about No. 1. of Parisians-

Tuesday 

LETTER 448 

« tr 
Sep. 25 

1872 

Knebworth 

My dear Sir/ 

I retum the 2 slips for Press— 

The arrangements as to payments which you considerately propose suit 

me perfectly— The Berlin Publisher must be dreaming to offer lOOL 

as an excess of Tauchnitzs offer. — . . He gives me for a Novel ia-

measureably more than that—b will greatly encrease for Chillingly 

As to the 2 Dutch Publishers I think that 30Ii (the highest offer is 

not eno* SOL seeas the lowest But I shall try to extract lOOL from that 

thrifty People— Better reply [reply written over an illegible word] 

to both that on referring the offers to ae— . I do not consider thea, 

by any means sufficient I have arranged with Lowe acting for Harpers 

for the Chillingly—more than double what they ever gave for a foraer 

novel— I should be very glad to get yankee offers for the Parisians— 

I have already written to your nephew thereon. In my concealed charac

ter as a Tish [?] I cant approach the Aaerican Room post in person 

Chillingly will be in size equal to 3 vols not aore— . It is a book 

that would bear humorous illustrations if any one could be found for 

them— I have been keeping Vol. Ill—of Parisians because I need to 

refer to it for revisal b finish up Vol 4 — But if it can be I am set 

up—that does not press—and I will send it off today or toaorrow 
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register— Vol 4 is very nearly completed—a weeks quiet work would 

suffice for that, but then it needs a final revision— I thought it 

batter to auapaad the abaolute close till we see a little aore what 

the Parisians do** — b aeanwhile get on with Chillingly while I am in 

the vein for it 

rs 
truly y Lytton 

Since writing this I have put up Vol 3 to send—when proofs or copy 

are forwarded let the US come back 

LETTER 449 

Sept. 29 [1872] 

My dear Sir 

I return sheets of Vol II Parisians which I need not see again 

for revise untill transferred to Mag. type— When perhaps that type 

aay be returned for Vol III which I should then send— With regard 

to Diviaions into numbers, it would of course, be better if each Nuaber 

comprised a Book, 12 Books in all. — But the convenient size for the 

Mag. has also to be considered— If Book IV ending p. 28 be too long— 

X have aarked where it alght end p. 24 That would leave 47 pages to 

divide into 2 more numbers. — which I suppose would be feasible— 

But I shall be happy to attend to your own wish on looking over—as to 

the ends you would like for each number— 

P. 8. When I get a little aore of the Chillingly I shall subait it to 

, 2 
Forster and should like the opinion of Quincey and Linde [7 J — 

^ Dated by context. 

^ I am unable to identify Quincey and Linde. 
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X don't think it fairly opens its nature till towards the end of the 

MS sent to you Its chief merit is X think in the originality of Kenelas 

chamcter But as a whole X prefer it to the Parisians—tho* authors 

are bad Judges of their own works 

LETTER 450 

Knebworth 

Sept^ 30 

1872 

My dear Sir 

X dont think I shall require to see Book III again— if you 

will kindly take care that the few clerical or other slight corrections 

are properly attended to—not forgetting the french accents which the 

printer occassionally [sic] omits after they had been specially marked 

in revises I therefore retum it for Press except that I will ask you 

to send one first slip of p. 2 b 19—in which I have aade soaewhat more 

than verbal correction yrs truly L 

P̂  8. I prefer a slip to the whole sheet 

LETTER 451 

12 G. 8q 

Saturday [Oct 5/72] 

My dear Sir 

I send you by book post the sheets of Chillingly— My address from 

Monday to the Monday following will be Sherborne Park North Leach 

Gloucestershire 
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I should liko to know how many of these sheets make a Part if published 

ia Parts, —where Part 1. would end— The whole MS sent constitutes 

1 vol. b 1/2— if in 3 vols— 

X am unable to fom conjecture as to the effect of the Parisians 

in Oct. No— It strikes ne that the Public were not sufficiently pre

pared for it by previous announcement— the only Notices I have yet 

seen in the Press are brief b do not represent the subject fairly— . 

And I have met with no one who has yet read it. I suppose however 

that stories in tho Mag—must be always slower in making way—than 

wtk9n published seperately—unless soae friendly critics draw more than 

cursory attention to them—* Still No 1. of that story is in itself, 

with Isauras letters as telling as the following ones— b I shall feel 

rather disheartened if it does not attract readers—before the month 

is out— Let me know what you chance to hear— 

rs 
Y Most tmly 

LETTER 452 

Sherborne Park. 

Northleach. 

Oct. 8 1872 

My dear Sir/ 

Your proofs are received I return the last sheets for revise— 

— . . In the foraer ones I see little to correct except what I write 

down Enclosed. — . . I will therefore keep those sheets for the present, 

b will beg you to send me when the enclosed corrections are made b those 
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in the Sheets returned. Also—2 clean copies of the whole Vol— I 

should like to send one of them to Forster for consultation-^ 

In respect to fom of publication whether in parts or whole, I confess 

I an still in some doubt— . 1 quite agree with you that a part at 

.2.6—can't be less than 120 pp b even that seems to me rather saall 

for the price b I am not sure that each will contain sufficient 

Interest . . On this I should like Forsters opinion b I should 

prefer not deciding till I have nearly finished Vol 3. which, as yet, 

2 
is but begun— If in parts, I think No 1 aust end. p. 128 No 2. p 253 

and we must go into copy beyond the present installment to coaplete 

part III. It is a book that may be extended here b there, to get re

quisite quantities— 

I ahould like to see all the MS you have in type—that constitutes 1/2 

the work— 

3 
You reassure me somewhat by your report of P. Tullocks opinion of 

No. 1 of Parisians— — — 

The success of that in Maga—would be soae consideration in deciding as 

to parts for Chillingly 

We are sure of a large sale for that in 3 vols, at once—b must take 

care, how to avoid hazard in parts— 

I dont think illustrations necessary for Chillingly tho* where very 

B-L probably is talking about Kenelm Chillingly, but since 
parts of both The Parisians and Chillingly were going through the presses 
at this tiae, it would be difficult to deteraine positively. 

B-L probably aeans that he has written all of volume 3 except 
the beginning and the end. 

3 I am unable to identify P. Tullock. 
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good b charactoriatic they certainly aake the Book aought after by a 

wider audience I expect to be here a week truly yrs 

Lytton 

Thanks for hint on scene with Bowles— I will consider it well. But 

X think you will see as you get on that Kenela Judged rightly of human 

character. — b this knowledge, it is insinuated throughout, underlies 

tho humour of his character 

LETTER 453 

Oct. 14 

1872 

Sherborne Park. 

Northleach. 

My dear Sir 

X am very much obliged by your kind letter—b I earnestly hope 

the good opinions of the Parisians from by your guests may be auspi

ciously confirmed— 

I have sent Vol. 1 of Chillingly to Forster and asked his opinion as 

to serial parts— I am in perplexed doubt at this moment thereon, b 

think it be well to finish the work before deciding on the fom of 

publication— 

I am now in Vol III not quite a third of it—b like auch what 

I have done of this Vol— 

Kenelm is in love—b I fancy the girl is a new creation, b as great an 

oddity as himself— 

I hope Lawrence Oliphant will escape the dangers that threaten any 
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exposition of Kooa posh at Paris— My Son, by the bye—is to be moved 

thoro fron Vienna 

Thank you nuch for aaking where the Bills are to be sent— Would it 

bo convenient to renit then to ny Bankers, Scott Cavendish Sq I leave 

this in a day or two for Glenthome Lynnnouth Banstaptt [?] which will 

be ny address for a week—after which Argyll Hall Torquay. — I have 

no chance of seeing the drawings you naae, in London not expecting to 

be there before Easter 

faithfully yrs Lytton 

LETTER 454 

Sherborne Park NorthLeech 

Oct. 16 [1872]^ 

My dear Sir 

My address will continue here for the present—having been 

obliged to give up going to Glenthome—by an attack of cold w. confines 

me to the House b when I move I shall go straight to Torquay, (D. V) 

I am much vexed at finding your press reader persist in printing Milllon-

naire with only one n Millionaire—idiich is an error in french spelling 

—that should not be committed in *The Parisians— , Kindly see that it 

is not repeated in future numbers 

Truly Yrs 

Lytton 

^ Dated by the address. 
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LETTER 455 

My dear Sir 

Many thaaka for the prompt remission of the Bills which you 

report— I retum all the remaining proofs of Chillingly for revises-

Send 2 copies of thea here, where I am still kept— Let me know if I 

calculate rightly that the sheets after Vol 1. make eno for Half. 

Vol II if published in 3 vols b how much in parts— I suppose 2 parts. 

You thought Part II ending Vol. 1. rather short, but it would be diffi

cult to add a chapter or two out of what follows (viz commencement of 

Sheets returned, as there [is] a new book b a new turn in the interest— 

begim somewhat abruptly— 

Yrs Lytton 

Oct 20 1872 

Sherborne 

Northleach 

LETTER 456 

Sherborne Park. 

Northleach. 

Friday [October, 1872]^ 

My dear Sir 

Your note to Glenthome reaches me today with other letters 

directed there; but not any packet. Perhaps they may come later by 

Book post—tho* I feel uneasy about thea: b hope they are not MTS of 

^ Dated by context and address. 
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Pariaians— Mr* Halliday of Glenthome in reaitting letters here does 

not mention packets I have the Chilllagly Sheets froa 25 to 40— 

But not the previous sheets of Vol. II which perhaps you sent to Glen

thome. — At all events send me duplicataa of them here. — Don*t 

forward there copy of Vol III Parisians till I am settled somewhere 

as that does not press— 

I have got Forsters opinion of Chillingly Vol. I— He thinks it will 

be a great hit—b is at present in favour of appearing in Parts—his 

only objection being a fear of being [being written over an illegible 

word] said herein to iaitate G. Elliot [sic] He suggests that if in 

Parts— : you should aake a previous announcement to get into the 

papers something that at your request this mode of publication was 

adopted—b he advises the cover b fom to be wholly unlike the Middle-

march. That is easy eno* — But it will be time to consider this when 

I have completed Vol. 3—D V. 

My cold is better but X shall linger here till the rest of it— 

X trust—be gone— . . . 

Most truly yrs L 

LETTER 457 

Thursday [Oct 31/72] 

A Hall 

My dear Sir 

Xf No 3 (Dec*̂  No) has not gone to Press keep it back a few days 

b let me know— at all events keep froa press those that follow-

There is a question that may require slight revision b on wh I have 
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written to Paris 

Truly yrs 

Lytton 

LETTER 458 

Wednesday [1872]^ 

Argyll Hall 

Torquay 

My dear Sir 
2 

I send off the greater part of Vol 1 C^ for Press— also part 2 

of Vol II. 

I have marked one I think for revise, the whole sheet, a few others 

for merely slips of certain pp—which gives us both more time than the 

i^ole sheet 

But do be kind Eno* to see the corrections made in the sheets for press 

are all right— They are few b verbal— I have no objections to the 

lady translating Coialng Race There are soae modem Italian books of 

which she might give an interesting [illegible] for the Mag in return. 

X want to have the parts of Parisians that have appeared (inclusive of 

Feb. No returned for Press)— stitched up b sent to ae— X sent you 

ay copies revised for reappearance in another form— 

X see that it is Book VX (not returned for press which I suppose you 

wished to divide at p 20—but if you prefer dividing the Feby N. sent 

for Press—do it where you please— only the division into numbers 

^ Dated by context. 

* Kenelm Chillingly. 
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must not alter that into "books" — 

Is the reprint of Parisians [illegible] uncertain as to time I aa 

decidedly of opinion that we should get out Chillingly at once—auch 

better for its sale early as possible in the year—especially with the 

great probability of a gov* fall b political excitement before Easter 

X can finish off the proofs of Chillingly very rapidly b should be glad 

to have the rest of Vol 2 as soon as convenient— of course all [?] 

this is subordinate to that demonical strike 

Yrs always L 

LETTER 459 

Thursday A. Hall [1872]^ 

Ify dear Sir 

X hope you rec^ my telegram b am very much obliged by your 

Press reader calling my attention to the errata. The MSS of Vol 3 Par-

have arrived but X have not yet inspected them— In fact I am in the 

midst of the last Vol of Chillingly b would rather not distract my 

thoughts from that—to any other kind of work especially as Vol—3 

does not press— For the same reason I will delay sending Vol. 4 to 

copy— That Vol indeed is written all but the closing Chapters (perhaps 

50 or 60 pp.)— I thought it better to keep t se chapters uncoapleted— 

seeing the uncertainty of events at Paris— But I will finish thea off 

& revise the whole Vol. as soon as Chillingly is off my hands— 

Truly yrs Lytton 

^ Iteted by context. 
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X send the revise of Jan? No for press by B post 

LETTER 460 

Thursday [Jan 9/72]^ 

My dear Sir/ 

X send off chiefly for Press, one or two for revise, all the 

proofs X have of Vol 1 b 2 Chillingly—except Sheets 2 L [?] Please 

see if at the last sheet of Book XI, towards the close—when Sir Peter 

is speaking to Lady Chillingly it is spelt Duke of Clalrville or Clare-

ville— it should be Clalrville— 

I am glad that the MSS have reached you safely— I am not with

out hopes that Chillingly may do some good b have an influence on the 

rising generation against certain of those new ideas which are to ay 

Mind as dangerous as when closely examined they are absurd— 

I am inclined to be fearful as to the illustrations to Parisians—in 

r 2 
spite of what you say in commendation [?] of M. Hall, I never saw his 

illustrations b cant here get the Book you name— . Tell him to be es

pecially careful to preserve the exact likeness of the characters—when

ever they are introduced Isaura, Graham—be 

X like the subjects 

1. Alain, X^emercier, Duplessis 

2. Monnior—Alain 

3. Isaura, Graham Vane Rameau 

^ The date, "Jan 9/72," written by an unknown hand, is wrong. 
B-L had not begun Kenelm Chillingly in January, 1872. I have placed 
it here according to sequence in the developaent of Kenela Chillingly. 

^ S. Hall illustrated the first edition of The Parisians. 
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It is a good idea—a real portrait of P. Napoleon— There is however, 

one sketch I should have liked to introduce towards the end of Vol 1 

because—the subject will bear much on the denouement of the tale— 

It ia in the Bel chaa^dlna in the Champs Elysses—where the Ondine of 

Paris—who is in love with Rameau—false commotion is seen— [two illeg

ible words crossed out] in [in written over an illegible word] centre 

of the gay scene— it is a picky subject too— And she is a type of 

Paris itself— If this be introduced she must be made to look very 

beautiful b young—as described— But, tho* I should like this, I do 

not see how to prefer it to one of the other sketches unless it be No II 

Alain b Louvlor—b that must depend on the intervals you wish to keep 

between the Engravings— On the whole it is a livelier subject than 

Louvier b Alain [One or two sentences crossed out] 

I enclose some memoranda for the artist 

When do you suppose Vol 1 of Parisians can come out? Has it had any 

effect on sale of Coming Race? 

Always yrs L 

Pray is Chillingly the same sized page as you sent—it looks a small 

page for a Novel. 

P. S 

My corrections tho* not heavy, but verbal, are rather numerous, in the 

January No: — b in ordinary circumstances I should have asked for a 

revise But I can well conceive that with the threatened strike, you 

wish to print it off at once— 

I will therefore only ask you to be very careful in transcribing the 

corrections & seeing thea thro* the press I see no notices of the Par. 

in our Newspapers. 
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LETTER 461 

My dear Sir 

Late tonight I receive the proofs of No 3 b X retum thea to

night for post tomorrow noming so that you will receive them Thursday 

morning— X an glad to have seen then for the sake of a few verbal 

corrections but, I am glad to say the important point on which I wrote 

to Paris for information—is all right 

I will retum the January No tomorrow or Thursday—b I may as well 

see the proof for Feb b March—ao that they aay be off my hands which 

I wish to have free for Chillingly— I am quite shocked to hear of your 

trouble with the Strike it seems so utterly unreasonable— Surely it 

cannot last 

Yrs always L 

A Hall 

Torquay 

Tuesday Night [Novr 7/72] 

LETTER 462 

[Novr 28/72] 

My dear Sir/ 

I have been so absorbed in Chillingly that ay correspondence has 

been at a Standstill. ~ I am now nearly at the close—60 or 70 pages 

more— b then a general revise of the MS not yet in print—about 2 

weeks labour. It is therefore becoaing tiae to consider well (b, if 

possible, to decide) the form of publication— Forster remains strongly 

in favour of the Serial fom. for which he holds that the Nature of the 
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work adapta Itself and in which success would be both aore popular b 

lucmtlve than an apparently equal success in the 3 Vol. f o m — But he 

agrees with me in concluding that this chance must mainly depend on 

what you would reasonably estimate to be the numbers sold serially-

Looking at the demand on the railways be—that ought to be very large— 

Forster thinks that at 3..6—with my name b the light reading of the 

book, it might be reckoned at 15000 copies first b last. 

That seems to me too sanguine But I think it might be from 8. to 

10—000 copies The sale of Middlemarch may guide you— Despite all 

the combined efforts of the ordinary Press to exalt them b despite the 

demerits of my book and the combined efforts of the same Press to do 

their worst to expose them—still I think Chillingly ought to sell, 

at least, as well as Middlemarch— If I am mistaken in that idea— 

the Serial form might be unsafe— My Notion of the Serial sort of 

fom—is—to divide the 3 vols into 6 Monthly Nunbers. —at 3?.6^ 

Each (without illustrations)—Grant that each of the 3 vols contains 

320 pages of ny MS on foolscap—that would be 160 p.p. each nuaber in 

average Novel typo—nore than 160 pp, according as the page is short

ened b the type widened— That would make the ultimate price of the 

h s 
Book—1..1 — b if aeanwhile Mudie is baffled—b the thing successful 

that should be more productive than a 3 vol. Novel at 1..11.6—selling 

from 3 to 4000 copies If I had any friends in the Cliques of the Press 

I should at once recoamend the Serial form— Having none—I can only 

rely on the reading Public for one of those books on which they Judge 

more or less for themselves 

However, I am quite disposed to take your own practical opinion— And 
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to got at that, the' X cant ask you to say how aany copies Middlemarch 

sells yet your knowledge of that sale ought to guide you—more or less 

accurately, as to the nunber on irtiich you could reasonably fom an 

Sstinate about Chillingly— X could—if you had type to spare—send 

you a good deal nore copy—in fact, copy till the last half of Vol 3 — 

But the fate of the Book as a Serial would be decided by the part al

ready in t3rpe 

Now as to *the Parisians— X was always afraid that the best fom for 

it might not be that of the Magaaine—that it might want lightness for 

that— . But X thought that previously to its appearance—there alght 

bo a little more *flounah of trumpets* — or a little more influence 

with the Press to attract attention to it—as by *the author of the 

€k>ming Race-** So far as I have seen of Newspaper Notice it has fallen 

as flat as ditch water— And there seems so great a desire to snub it 

that I can*t help thinking that it is either guest to be mine, or by 

some one else whom Newspaper Writers Coabine to snub— And ay fear of 

its retrieval is this—that readers seldoa go back to early numbers in 

a Magazine as they would to early numbers in a detached Serial 

However "Patience b Shuffle the cards" it aust be a long time before 

the Book can appear as a whole b between this b then we shall see how 

best to deal with it— Meanwhile, I think, if you have any friends in 

the Press whom you can interest to look at it a little aore civilly it 

will be well. — 

I have only had 3 or 4 opinions of it froa bystanders who don*t dreaa 

of its real authorship they were all laudatory but not very enthusiastic 

except one— Possibly after the 4*** Number a lesser quantity would 
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bo politic—but not till then—time to consider 

Yrs Most truly 

L 

A Hall 

Torquay Thursday 

LETTER 463 

My dear Sir 

X retum the Jan. No for press—a small part of the laat slip 

haa got torn— X cannot find the missing remnant of it—Just see that 

it ia all right for Press correction 

X have been waiting to hear from your Uncle in reply to mine written a 

few days ago— Chillingly draws slowly towards its close YT* tmly 

DaoT 4 

1872 

How about your Strike Have the Men returned? 

LETTER 464 

My dear Sir/ 

I am obliged by your letter b accoapanying communications which 

materially changes my former predilection towards a Serial experiaent 

of Chillingly— — I certainly had calculated, b so had Forster, on 

a much larger Sale than 5000 copies b also on a sufficient difference 

of fom b price to avoid the appearance of direct iaitation of Middle-

march— (So soon after the conclusion of that very popular Novel—) 
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and all tho illnatured comments which such imitations would provoke— 

The few friends I have consulted, whose opinion has weight with ae on 

such a matter are very strong in advice against any direct b unaistak-

abla copy of the fom of MiddlMuirch— 

Under those circumstances I revert to the old fom in which I am best 

known to readers b in which the Experiment is safest b perhaps aost 

dignified via. the 3 vols at once— I wish I could have got the whole 

in type by the middle of this Month for in that case DT Smith kindly 

promised to review it in the January Quarterly a few days before its 

publication But this does not seem to me possible—for tho I have not 

now about 40 pages left to finish the Book— —They require much thought 

b I write them very slowly b then there are the whole not yet in print 

to reexasdne—correct—b get thro the Press— so I fear that aid is 

inposaible—b any review in the Quarterly nust follow publication— 

But X can hardly doubt the poptaarity of Chillingly whatever the Press 

may say of it— I enclose you a letter froa yourself containing an 

offer for it in the 3 vol form—and should be glad to know if you still 

think that such offer will be safe to you; — leaving me of course, 

as heretofore the profits from America Tauchnitz, b translations 

I am more uneasy for your sake, about the pecuniary result of the 

Parisians, and when it is concluded in the Mag—b brought out by itself— 

should it bo found essential in order to recoup you for the large S\ia 

given—that it should be in ay name—I would rather it did so that you 

should be a loser—or meet you in any way fair to yourself in so experi

mental a risk— But eno* to consider that aatter 
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I only delay—returning—proofa of Pariaians—fron Feb^ nigh [7] 

k revising MB of Vol. 3—till, D V, Chillingly is completed— 

Ever y " L 

A. Mall. DecT 6 

1872 

P. 8/ 

X think a current notion that tho Parisians is by Oliphant as a 

Times correspondent—indisposes general readers— — 

LETTER 465 

Wednesday [DecT 11/72] 

A Hall 

Torquay 

My dear Sir 

X think the idea of bringing out the Parisians in voluaes a 

very good one} — and likely to serve the Mag as well as the separate 

publication— Indeed, it corresponds to ay own notion of its reprint. 

Forster is snich in favour of Illustrations, but even were a good illus

trator available, there would be no tiae for that—if the first Vol 

appears in January— the sole objection I see to that time for appear

ance appliea to Chillingly which ought to come out the same month—and 

one should not clash with the other. — . However that cant well be 

helped 

There are a few corrections to be made in the reprint which, tho* seem

ingly slight, are important— I have spent the day in going over t le 
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3 Numbers for revision, b send them by this Book post Be good eno* to 

see that the corrections are carefully attended to— Now, with regard 

to Chillingly; — 1 have a strong belief in tho popularity of that 

book the* of course, I may there be mistaken, — b I should not like to 

exclude myself altogether from a fair share of contingent profits— 

should its sale—whether in the First or other Editions at reduced price-

exceed tho calculation on w^ your offer is based— I am perfectly willing 

however, to leave that question entirely to you—b to be considered later 

—when sales can be ascertained I aa compelled however to limit the 

term of its copyright to 3 years instead of 4 from date of publication 

Because, ay agreements with Routledge, run thro* periods—of which the 

last leased to him expires a little before 3 years or thereabouts and 

it is of great pecuniary importance to the whole cheap Series to be free 

to add others not yot included. — I aust also ask you to define the 

lowest price at which you would sell cheaper Editions Such limit—in

cluding trade price, being required by ay conditions with Messrs Rout

ledge— 

Chillingly is very near its d o s e — I had hoped to have made a great 

ns 
Show [?] today, but the time required for revising the Par. prevents 

that— I read this morning a very enthusiastic letter froa a Lady who 

has lived much in Paris—recommending me to read the Parifciane— 

rs 
truly y. L 

N B Milllonnaires always with 2 ns 

LETTER 466 
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Argyll Hall 

Torquay 

Decf 16 1872 

My dear Sir: 

I cordially accept the terms for offer, with one slight modifi

cation— Where you place the further interest in tho book, after a 

year at 20 percent—to you; I think it fair to both parties that it 

ahould be 25 percent. — Will you oblige ae with a foraal copy of 

agreement on the terms thus arranged 

I have Juat finished Chillingly—but there remains the diJELcult task 

of going over what I have done, to correct b smooth it into a whole. 

— I should have been wonderfully glad if we could have got clean 

sheets in time for the January Quarterly— that seems impossible con

sidering the Xmas Holidays— I hope to send you for arrangeaent into 

Novel type the proofs of Vol I toaorrow— 

May X ask whether the MS portion of Vol 2 not yet in type Can be put 

at once into type—before releasing type of Vol I—a great help to me 

if possible— The most difficult part to me yet left is my own MS of 

the latter half of Vol 2 — 

re . 
Cordially y L 

Monday A H 

Torquay 

LETTER 467 

My dear Sir 
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X trust you roc? tho rest of Vol II Chillingly tho* you do not 

mention that—only Beginning of Parisians Vol III. 

I rejoice to say that by this post. I send registered Vol 3 of Chillingly 

—having conpleted that work—at last—also all the rest of Vol III 

Pariaians— 

X shall next revise b retum sheets of Vol 1 Chillingly— . I aa not 

sure whether I returned a revise of the beginning of Vol. II down to the 

place—fron which the MS sent a few days commences Let me know— 

I shall then be free to give myself wholly up to Vol 4 Parisians which 

X hope to conclude in about 10 days—there are not aany pages left to 

write but the whole of that vol wants careful re inspection— 

A doubt occurs to ae whether it will not be well to insert some page 

or so in the Parisians explaining a little aore clearly than the Critics 

seem to comprehend its object in representing thro* broad types of char

acter— —The record of Paris, during the eventful period preceding the 

war b closing with the peace—b with it, such general views of the rest

lessness that pervades the aodern social systea as aay include even the 

restlessness of final aspirations as in Hmney— [?] But if this be wise, 

I doubt whether it would be preface one of the books or chapters in the 

OS 

Mag. N. with thia explanation: or revise it more formally as a sort of 

preface to the reprint— What do you say The apathy of the Press with 

regard to the Parisians surprises me. 

Yes your correction of p 12 Parisians "There are crowds of philosophers 

in London," is better than "we have crowds be— 

I dont understand your question as to the freak being in Book V—instead 

of 6— I presuaed you meant it in the No I have not yet returned lor 
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Press—which would then occupy March b April. But aake it where you 

ploaae— 

X have kept back that No—in order to send a case to a frist rate Lawyer 

in Paris about L. Duval's marriage— I submitted the case to one French 

lawyer before b have gone by his opinion but I wish to be quite certain 

b am so taking another. I suppose it will be a week before I get his 

answer. 

It is thia—Louise not having named by Civil (contract—the aarriage is 

not legally binding on her— But my 1. lawyer says it aust neverthe

less be annulled within a reasonable time in order to let her marry 

again— 

I want a fresh opinion as to whether that annulaent is necessary— 

Ever y L 

Monday [Deceaber, 1872]^ 

Lot me know the aafe arrival of Vol III Chillingly—rest of Vol III 

Parisians 

LETTER 468 

My dear Sir/ 

By this post—I send you Vol I of Chillingly for arrangement in 

Novel type b revise— I trust to send you tomorrow 1/2 of Vol 2—that 

ends what is already in type— 

"'' Dated by this and the preceding letter. In the preceding 
letter, B-L writes, "I have Just finished Chillingly—but there reaains 
the difficult task of going over what I have done, to correct b smooth 
it into a whole. — " In this, he says, "I rejoice to say that by this 
post. I send registered Vol 3 of Chillingly—having coapleted that work-
at last—" 
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Xf you need a few more pages for a fair Vol: . if [it] is 1 Vol they 

nay be taken from Vol 2 — 

With regard to tho proofs of Vol 1 returned, I think a better revise 

of them of which I have no copy is in your hands—b if so—I should 

wish that the marginal corrections therein should be collated with the 

proof sent b referred to me— 

I fear this detestable Strike may render it difficult for you to put 

further MS into type— —if so lot ae know— 

truly y L 

A Hall Torquay 

Tuesday [DecT 17/72] 

LETTER 469 

Xmas Eve 

1872 

Torquay 

My dear Sir/ 

I am sadly put out not having rec [revises crossed out] proofs 

of Parisians for Feb b March because there is a Parisian here whoa I 

have consulted confidentially throughout b who is leaving in a few days 

Send them at once if you can-

Chillingly is so near completion that I will delay sending rest of 

Vol 2—till it accoapany the whole of Vol III, especially as there can 

be no advance in the press during Xmas week— 

rs 
Cordial good wishes for the Season to you b y 
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LETTER 470 

Dec. 26 

1872 

My dear Sir 

I send you by Book post the rest of proofs coiq>rising 1/2 Vol 

2 with sundry MS additions— Should Vol 1 therefore fall short of the 

profor[rod] quantity a bit can be cribbed from Vol II—not otherwise 

I hope by Mondays post to send the rest of Vol 2 after which I think 

it is smoother sailing thro* the MS 

Y'^ L 

t 
Please acknowledge rec. of copy 

LETTER 471 

Dec. 27 1872 

A Hall 

Torquay 

My dear Sir 

Since I wrote last night, I have found more of Vol 3 Parisians, 

but not the whole—what I have found coaaences page 28. in the copy— 

the 27 p. I certainly have not got either in MS or copy—perhaps they 

are in type Pray relieve my mind 

rs 
Y. always 

L. 

LETTER 472 

My dear Sir 
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Pray send me the last parts in type— I aa very uneasy about 

tho 28 p. In copy coaaencing Vol 3 — b I hope thoy are in type 

Chillingly la now ready for press b is only kept to read to ay Son 

Expect tho whole early next week after which I shall go thro* b con

clude Parisians But tho copy Vol 3 from my l"* hasty glance is full 

of Errors—owing to ay handwriting—b the loss of the beginning bothers 

me dreadfully 

Y " L 

Sunday [1872] 

A H 

LETTER 473 

Thursday [1873] 

My dear Sir 

I only open today your last installment of the copy of Parisians— 

I find it commences p. 167. (in the copy) Vol III— Pray relieve my 

mind by assuring me that you have the preceding pages of that Vol in 

type or copy—as I have not b I feel alarmed— 

I rojolco in your anticipated triumph [?] over the Strike 

Excuse great haste 

LETTER 474 

1 The first part of this letter is aissing; it is not dated, but 
was apparently written in 1872, because of the references to The Parisians 
and Kenelm Chillingly. 
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auch In tho 2** b 3? Vols-nuch now be altered-b in the 4^^ - tho* 

X am alarmed at the last few pages— There are gaps left here b there

to be filled up whon tho earlier vols are revised— All I can say 

as a guide is that X think on the whole the first vol is a fair Speci-

aen of the rest—neither worse nor better than the same mixture of 

individual or novel Interest—with conversations or scenes illustra

tive of social and political aapects of Parisian life is preserved 

throughout— 

The treatment b tone do not admit of the Humorous vein idiich pervades 

the Caxton Novels—this I regret— the dialogue at times allows wit— 

^ ôttcĥ g of French Hunour but Hunour ia not a aarked attraction 

Nor are there violent sensation scenes— But there is the interest of 

Mystery in the Novel plot— And I think, the whole worth b range of 

character are quite new in English Novel writing— And in short the 

Book nust be talked about— 

I am confined to the Home with a bad cold—b not up to finishing the 

last Chapter today which I had hoped to do 

If you think the publication even in a serial form ««ill bear postpone

ment till the Autumn—X should individually prefer it—as I should have 

nore leisure 

P. 8/ 

I think should we settle about the Parisians it alght be well to make 

an arrangeaent for the English Novel in ny name of which you saw the 

Connwncenent a vol b 1/4 are done of this—b I like much what is done. 

— But I am in doubt whether to finish it in 2 vols—or in 3 or in what 

fom to produce it— 
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But those are for aftor consideration—b supposing we agreed upon teras 

contingent on alao b fom*-You could thea simultaneously work the appear

ance of the Parisians announce in the Magaaine a new Novel by me to 

appear early in tho Wiatar— This would distract suspicion from my 

authorship of the Pariaians 

LETTER 475 

[Jany 2/73] 

My dear Sir 

y o 
Please to make a slight correction in the Feb. N. returned 

yesterday—referring somewhere to Louise Duval. You will find the 

words "somewhat more than 4 years—" print somewhat less than 5 years 

LETTER 476 

[Jany 2/73] 

My dear Sir 

I am happy to say that ay own rough copy of the opening of Vol III 

has been found in London, with the exception of a page or two which I 

have supplied from memory. But not the MS of your Copyist— Apparently 

I left my own copy in London, with previous sheets as done with, either 

sending off to you the corrected MS of the Copyist or taking it with 

me to Sherborne. — . As I had a great portion of the following pages 

of the Copyist, I had corrected while at Sherbome In either case, tho* 

it would be well, if the copyist's MS had reached you for recopying cor

rection, the loss is not very aaterial. — I send by B post the Openiii , 
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to be roeopiod b X hope by tho end of tho week to send tho copy of tho 

whole of Vol XXX, now in ay hands b by the end of next week Vol IV. to 

be copied 

Chillingly is coa«>loted— End of MS. Vol II will be sent by B post 

tomorrow b all by Mondays post I hope 

Xf Book VI. be divided it should be at page 20 leaving 15 p for the fol

lowing number— for X think the end of each Book should be where it 

now is— 

You will see how to [to written over an illegible word] arrange the Vols 

for reprint— 

X suppose you can*t get the if instalmmit [sic] out this month— 

I dont know when you propose to bring out Chillingly—but the 1. 

installment of Parisians had better coae out first— . . . otherwise 

Chillingly might hurt its sale. 

My children leave ae toaorrow 

I hope the fables do well— they are full of poetic gifts—b subtle 

undermoaninga— 

Ever t\ Lytton 

LETTER 477 

[Jan 13/73] 

My dear Sir 

I send by Book post—proof of B VI for revise— I have divided 

it for Itoy at p 20— I should like to know whether you divided the last 

sent b I should also be glad to have all the previous Nuabers stitched 

for reference— I am clearly of opinion that some observations on tho 
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nature of the Book—in its historical b Social sources of interest should 

be inserted somewhere in the following Nos but I scarcely know where 

it will coae best— it should be the heading of one of the Booka 

I send the bulk of MS of Vol. 4 Parisians— in case you think it neces

sary to have it copied— I have corrected it as far as I can in ay own 

bad MS In a seperate I send 2 sheets of Chillingly for revise 

always truly yrs 

Monday 

A H 

Torquay 

I register the Parisians 

1 
LETTER 478 

Argyll Hall 

Torquay 

[Jan. 16/73] 

Dear Sir, 

I am suffering terrible agony from a species of tic, b am utterly 

unable to look at any proofs or do any business today, or for some 

days, the pain I have been suffering is very trying 

yours truly 

Lytton 

1 Written by an amanuensis. 

2 Although B-L had written the ending of The Parisians, a small 
nart near the en4 was not finished before his death. 
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Mr. John Blackwood 

George St 

Edinburgh 

POST OFFICE TELEGRAPH 

Torquay 

January 18, 1873, 7:19 P. M. 

My father was taken with very serious syaptoms yesterday and at 2 P. M. 

today he passed away without pain. 

[Robert] Lytton 
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APPENDIX A 

UNDATED LETTERS 

LETTER 1 

My dear Sir 

X have rec. your letter; the teras you aention are so utterly 

below thoae irtilch could alone te^pt me into such an undertaking that 

we must consider all negotiations on the subject at an End. 

Truly yT* 

E B L 

Hertford St 

Friday 

LETTER 2 

My dear Sir 

X send you the last specimens of the Translations. — . I have 

not said anything about the Republication—thinking your own announce

ment would be the best notice. — This as you like— If Professor 

Ferrior is still absent—b the time be too short to obtain his perusal 

— b send me the proofs—for the July Number—I fear it must be post

poned till August For I should not like to lose his valuable correc

tions b suggestions— 

^ Probably for The Poems and Ballads of Schiller. See Appendix B. 
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I am, I own, vary sorry that we cannot agree about the Athens— 

aa I feel very confident of the Value b ultiaate success of the con

cluding Volumes in the handa of a Publisher suited to the production— 

However . . I can readily allow to the greatness of the risk—b the 

hazards of so large an outlay 

36 Hertford St YT* truly 

Wednesday E L B 

LETTER 3 

My dear Sir. 

I have really so great a desire to publish ay Athens with you, 

that at the risk of your considering ae iaportunate b classing me among 

those Heroes whom D*Israeli [sic] has commemorated under the name of 

"Authors who have ruined their Publishers—" I renew the subject, with 

ditlemnX proposals. 

I think it right that whoever publishes the two new vols—should have 

the sale of the old. But instead of your risking the purchase of the 

stock—what say you — . . . . to your republishing as it were and sell-

ing them for Messr. Saunders— upon a coaaission— (This he agrees 

to) — Thus you would have the advantage of the work as a whole, without 

any risk of the purchase of former volumes— Your hazard therefore wr 

1 B-L published two volumes of Athens, Its Rise and Fall in 1837 
and had written a third, never published. He mentions the work to Black
wood in the 1840*s, but the project was abandoned in 1846. See Life, I, 
528. 

2 Saunders and Otley published the first two voluaes of Athens, 
Its Rise and Fall in 1837. 
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bo United to the publication of 2 new vols— . . . . The price I ask 

for these is you know, SOOL — . . . . for an Edition of 1500 copies— 

but if you think that I aa hazardous—I aa willing to aake any portion 

you think reasonable contingent on the nuaber sold— . And I woxad fain 

hope, that by this double arrangeaent we night agree— The questions 

of a suppleaentary work of fiction, b [b written over an Illegible word] 

a cheaper edition of the History—can be left open—till we ascertain 

the issue of the first experiaent. Consider this—b see if without your 

running any riak, you cannot neet ny views b wishes in the honor I seek 

of having you for ny publisher— 

YT* truly, E L B. 

You understand that with the old stock—you w^ be supplied by Mr. 

Saunders as they are wanted—b can advertise the work as a whole, b 

as its sole publisher. — I omitted to say that M^ Saunders, supposing, 

you entertain the arrangement proposed—wish to have the power to pur

chase at the end of a year—200 copies of Vols 3 b 4. — . at the cost 

of press work b paper—in case, little or new demand for Vols 1 b 2 

should be created— So that he alght have 200 vols complete . . 

d 
If there is any objection to this, I don*t think it w. be insisted on. 

LETTER 4 

Dear Sir 

I fulfill my promise, b send the concluding chapter of the Life 

1 B-L is probably referring to the biographical sketch of Schiller 
which accompanied The Poems and Ballads of Schiller, of which there were 
3 versions: BM, 1842-1843; separate publications, 1844 and 1852. A 
dedication, however, did not appear in BM. 
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(coatalnlng a critical summary)- The preliminary advertisement or pm-

face, b tho Dedication- will you in the last Kindly fill up the blanka 

I have left the x. name, b prefer Mode of addressing Professor Ferrier 

kc. I return the onljr two proofs I have—sheet 2d for Press Sheet 1. 

for revise- In sheet 1 (1 is blurred]-p. 10. is a query I dont under-

atand— Will you gat it explained for ae. in p. 12. there is a query 

if there is another stanza— No* I don*t understand why this query was 

aade 

Y; in haste 

E L B. 

LETTER 5 

My dear Sir 

X return for Press the pages sent. The Printer will see that the pages 

are rightly renuabered in the Table of Contents— I don*t feel quite 

sure ttiat they are so— 

Is M^ Ferrier [?] still professor of Moral Philosophy at Edinbro? See 

that his designation is correct. — • 

o 
I aa glad the next N. of My Novel has reached you safely. Direct 

proof here as soon as you can. 

Strange change as to Palaerston— . . I don*t think it improbable 

he may assist the Peelites [?] Party, tho* he aay noainally stand aloof. 

I am not at all sure the name is Ferrier; it looks more like 
Senai, but I can find no one by that name. William Park, Keeper of 
Manuscrij^ts at the National Library of Scotland, thinks it Ferrier, but 
writes, I have looked at the original letter of Bulwer-Lytton, . . . 
and I have coae to the soaewhat uneasy conclusion that Bulwer is asking 
about Mr. Ferrier. . . ." Ferrior, however, did hold the chair of 
Moral Philosophy at the University of Edinburgh as a substitute, 1844-
1846. 
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• — . . . . I don*t think the Gov.can possibly stand now—thro* half 

the sessions— Even if it get Graham b Co— I suppose it is rather 

coaplinontary to Palmerston than otherwise, that L. Napoleon in reply 

to the Explanation conveyed to hia, that nothing unfriendly was meant 

by tho revival [or removal] of his appearance Palswrston replied with 

a grand smile— "Oh I am glad of it— no one I should have less liked 

for Engli. For. Minister if I succeed in forming a strong Gov! b carry

ing out my plans" — — Palmerston had two priaary faults— . self 

will, b Intemeddling with all foreign States. But he had an English 

heart vdiether it be right or wrong—aore than can be said of all who 

have turned him out. 

Yrs E B L 

LETTER 6 

My dear Sir 

In re Schiller. —^ I send a page of type be decided on for 

my Edition of Plays b Poeas— the Edition will have a Vignette 1? 

Vol. a Portrait. — 

It is proposed to print 1,500 hope to sell thea— 

I think the Schiller would go off better if cormspondent in type, 

size, appearance be Even tho* it aay be a little dearer—we print a 

vol.—from 320 to 540 pp. Ready now to get on with corrections of 

rs 
Schillers. Y — Ever E B L 

1 Probably the 1844 edition of The Poems and Ballads of Schiller 
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LETTER 7 

Tunbridge Wells 

Monday 

My dear Sir 

Will you do me the ft-vour to send a copy of Schiller with the 

accompanying note to Lord Dacre^ in Chesterfield 8* the corest [?] 

guide will tell you the nuaber— . Please not to enclose the note with 

the parcel but leave it seperate as I wish it to be forwarded. — I 

have heard from a friend in Stuttgard that the forms in press are singu

larly eulogistic on the Translation be. but I have not seen any of those 

papers yet. Has there been any review in the Literary Gazette be. b 

how do you get on. — 

The Cobdon [?] Book moves, tho* slowly. 

YT® very truly E B L 

LETTER 8 

My dear Star, 

I return you, in two envelopes, proofs. — 

Your brother suggested the expediency of an alteration to prevent 

political misconstruction b bring out the true ridicule which is not on 

2 

party, but on a party trader, like Uncle Jack— I have aade a correc

tion to that effect which will I hope serve the purpose—b I have tried 

^ I am unable to identify Lord Dacre. 

2 
A character in The Caxtons. 
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to prevent It running over— . so that it aay occupy the space erased— 

It is in the 3. Number that I have a living scoundrel for the 

full effect the series may make, to secure the public attention. 

Truly yrs 

E B L 

Pesey [?] Villa 

Thursday 

LETTER 9 

My dear Sir 

X have sent the revises to P. Ferrier b will retum thea, when 

received froa him— they will need one more revise. 

X enclose a preface. — . X have aade soae reaarks on the specimens 

classic Hexameter as applied to Modem verse, which perhaps are of 

doubtful Bxpodioney— . . . b perhaps also, the whole might be improved 

by close abridgeaent. — You can see b counsel me— 

2 
I am very thankful for your kind words on My Novel. I have met with 

an accident—broke the tendon Achilles—laid up. b what with confine

ment b suffering general nervous systea iapaired—b can*t work as I 

could wish— Hope to proceed after a short rest. 

3 
I have read Kents Article— agree with you that the style is too 

^ B-L is perhaps referring to the preface for the second edition 
of The Poems and Ballads of Schiller, published in 1852. 

2 Probably My Novel by Pisistratus Caxton. 
3 
Blackwood, on receiving Kent*s article in MS, apparently sent 

it to B-L to read. B-L aade some suggestions, and the article appeared 
soaetime later than this letter was written because of the revising aade 
necessary by B-L*s suggestions (see the following letter). If I have 
determined the correct article, it is Charles M. Kent*s "A Gliapse into 
the Eleusinlan Mysteries," BM, LXXII (Febmary, 1853), 185-207. 
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atlltad—all about tho appearance of the [Illegible] ahould have been 

omitted. — . And tho article wants what I call a backbone—Cul bono [?] 

— why write It? — . . so far fron its views of tho E. Mysteries 

being new, thoy are tho old faahioned one [and ?] now nuch disputed. 

— . . I will explain. . — His reading on the whole, as far as it 

goes, seems honest b gonxiine— But a good University scholar would 

detect at the first page that he has not seen, the Modem /authority 

anong scholars, via. the Aglaophanus of Lobeck. — ^ This work (in 

Latin) took sn entirely new view of the original intention and [and 

written over of] noaaing of the Mysteries. — called into question all 

the views Kent entertains. X am not sure that Lobeck is right—alto

gether— But he cannot be Ignored— an article in answer to Lobeck 

would have made noise among Scholars—an article on the Mysteries gon-

eraly [sic] without reference to Lobeck at all. would be passed over at 

once by Scholars as not coii4>rehending the new questions st issue— 

[I ?] Shall write [Shall write written over illegible words] to Kent 

auch to this proport on his article—refer him to Lobeck—point out 

other matters for consideration be— . For the rest there is talent 

in the composition—a certain graphic power—which sustains interest 

in a subject otherwise dull, b a research that had it been well directed 

at first, would have done him much credit— . . I think it a pity if 

the Article were wholly thrown aside—but it would require rewriting in 

many parts b its effect would consist in degree with which he could 

grabble with the giant common sense b sceptical reasoning of Lobeck— 

^ Christian August Lobeck, Aglaophamus; sive, de theologiae 
mysticae Graecorua causis libri tres, scripsit C. A. L. . . . idemque 
Pn^tanua Orphicorum disperses collegit (2 tea.; Regiomontii Prussorum, 
1829). 
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Lobeck ia to these Mysteries what Niebuhr^ la to Roaan History— . 

Judge what a new Hist? of Rome would be if a man writing it consulted 

all the old Authorities—but had never even read Niebuhr. — vf" 

E B L 

LETTER 10 

I enclose a note from Kent to shew that he has been in error [?] in 

2 
his article. He has got hold of the right book now b may make a 

really good b scholarly article— 

My dear Sir 

I send you the next nuaber: Pray let ae have a proof as soon as 

possible: I should have aî >le time for correction: It is so Inter-

linoated. — It will be a long number— . But I fancy that it ends 

th 
the 9. Book Just where it should— . . it connects together all the 

main threads of interest, b leave the 6 numbers that follow for their 

Elaborate Evolvement. 

d 
I have rec. your note about the preface to Schiller: So let it 

be— . . . . . . I believe ay brother would have gone to Paris—if 

Palmerston had stayed in (this is confidential)— I don*t know what aay 

happen now— . I agree with you that it is unwise in [in written over 

an illegible word or letters] our Journals, it would be very unwise in 

t 
our Gov. — . . to exasperate Louis Napoleon b his dread instriuients— 

^ Barthold Georg Niebuhr (1776-1831). 

2 
See the preceding letter. 
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tho French A m y — Aat oxaaperate hin or not—X fear that no dlploaacy 

can longer ward off what seens the consolllng fron the iron problens 

next solved in Franca— If that Nation can but be governed by Military 

force— tho necessity of such a Constitution is War. I knew Louis 

Napoleon well once; I recall his conversations with the aore alam, 

aaoing how tenacious he has been of the ideas he than held as to Gov^ 

But his strangest Idea was that of "effacing the stain at Waterloo" — 

I hava [or live] as fair play b should apprehend no power— . But with 

our present Naval b military force, our alienation froa our old allies— 

tho preponderance given at home to an UnEnglish daiK>cratic faction; 

that denounce Even National defenses—with all this—shall we have fair 

play— . . Xf that Bimam Wood ever aove to Dunsinane! I own I breathe 

very much as if here were an avalanche in the air— 

YT® Ever E B L 

LETTER 11 

My dear Sir 

I return the revise for Press: b am very much pleased that you 

like it on reperusal^ — After one more slow Number—I think the 

interest will quicken much. — . . I sm well advanced as to copy but 

think it on the whole desirable now that I am winding up towards the 

close to keep what I have by me for the present, in case I should find 

it well as I proceed, to throw in hints be—toward strengthening the 

plot— However we shall be in ample time for the October number— 

I am very much obliged by your giving me the option of bills or money 

towards the time the bills will be due. I will answer thus, if̂  you 
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will allow me, when X send nore copy. The Editorship of the Paper— 

is still vacant But X fear it is not quite so ;̂ood a thing as it was 

when X spoke first— For the Editor of the Freetrade Paper has brought 

up this protectionist one, plant b all, b brings it out as well as his 

own. We were to have a paper of our own, b X have no doubt that it 

will be wall supported But now there is a plant to be found: and all 

that our party are diapoaed to do is to guarantee a sale of so aany 

copies— Porhapa from 3 to 400 copies— If your Man would, on such 

terms, think of it seriously, it is well that he should let me know, b 

be put in imaiodlate correspondence and rapport with Lord Salisbury 

who is at the head of the Negotiation. — And communications with regard 

to other Candidates are now in active operation but have as yet coae to 

nothing. I expect to be in England certainly till October; even if I 

go abroad then. — . 

Pray is there any good agricultural Journal containing news b inforaa-

tion respecting Husbandry, new experiaents in it be— I wish you would 

let me know—b if so what? — 

YT® truly 

E B Lytton 

Saturday 

Knebworth 

P. S I find I must have another revise of the Schiller Sheets but 

they shall be returned for Press the day after I receive thea. 

^ Probably for the 1852 edition of The Poeas and Ballads of 

Schiller. 
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LBTTSR 12 

P. L. 

Saturday Night 

My dear Sir/ 

I have rec. the proposed speciaen: it does very well: I should 

prefer if the same to you, to consider the 1** Edition only as 500 

copioa: b each succeeding one, at first as the saae. — I mean that 

the title page after the firat 500 should satisfy 2?^ or 3? Edition— 

I think the sale of a work of this kind materially affected by the 

[illegible] with irtiich the Work seems to go into New Editions b even 

st 
if the 1 of 500 is exhausted by the subscription—the advantage of a 

quick call for the 8. is Just besides only filling a certain nuaber 

at a time gives opportuaities for correction if needed. I am rather in 

doubt whether it may not be well to give Pis? Caxton as the author—^ 

It might help the first sale b draw more attention On the other hand 

it would lose some attraction of curiosity b speculation 

before finally decided this we can see if Part III. answers our expec

tations. Much must depend on that. 

We shall have some fierce fights on Budget b Treaty. But they will, 

doubtless, pass— 

I think the Budget Itself is decidedly popular with the great center of 

public opinion, tho* there is a general desire for modifications The 

Treaty in the country is not popular because of the present distrust of 

^ I aa imable to identify the work; B-L published at least three 
major works with Blackwood by Pisistratus Caxton as a pen name. 
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tho Emperor b tho risks of supplying not only his manufacturers but 

his amies with our coal iron b aachinery 

Yrs 

E B L 

How does Lover do? 

LETTER 13 

Please be sure to insert the enclosed correction on page 65-6. 

the very next reissue— it is iaportant. 

The letter was froa L Stanhope very civil but it is very strange 

that the Poen is certainly not yet before the public. 

Whether by the annoimcesient of P. Caxton we shall force it more before 

that same public. I know not—but you are welcome to try since we are 

st 
not yet thro 1. Edition. 

E B L 

LETTER 14 

My dear Sir/ 

Palmerston has well the art of a man who occasionally at his 

present power contrived to throw the Election upon himself without a 

single reference to policy or measure I fear there is a powerful part 

for hia in Scotland—b I have no doubt it will be an awkward Election 

throughout England both for Conservatives b for all the liberals who 

are not out and out gov? hacks I expect a strong Parlt but that the 

Elements will be much the same b angry Elements they will be— 
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Would you object to advance the l,000fc on my Novel—^ deducting a few 

[illagible] If X did not get the Novel for press in 6 months I will 

then repay you— 

But tho suddenness of the Election b the certainty of sharp contest 

find me a little unprepared at the moment 

Please to direct Park Lane where I shall be on Monday. 

Ewer y. 

E B Lytton 

Knobw^ 

Saturday 

LETTER 15 

My dear Sir/ 

Many thanks for your Kind enclosure and your conaideration in 

making it a cheque instead of a bill— I aa sincerely gratified by 

your approval of the work—b its success would be especially pleasing 

to ae on your account as well as ay own— I have finished all now— 

luccept the customary laat chapter which disposes of the afterfates of 

the leading characters— And the portion for the concluding number 

will, I think, have scenes of the requisite dramatic power b effect. — 

for a tale so long. — I am going over the whole, retouching b adding— 

b keep my attention to it warm b fresh— I send more copy for NovT 

Nunber—b trust the conpletion of that nunber tonorrow—after which you 

shall have back all the proofs of the reissue—b I trust this week you 

will have the book conplete. Yours very truly E B L 

Probably My Novel. 
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P 6 

Aa to the advertiaenent I have nothing to suggest— I suppose you can*t 

head it Sir E B La New work is My Novel be by P. Caxton. 

LETTER 16 

My dear Sir/ 

I think of producing ay panphlet in a cheap fora for popular dif

fusion— Now is the time. — . . . . It has had a very large sale— 

b still sella-^- . but it is too dear to penetrate the Country. I should 

not be very sorry to take it froa Chapman, who is not up to that sort 

of thing b is a free trader, b has [?] no [illegible] in the work 

necessary— Is it at all in your way to take it; or if not, can you 

recommend me the right person? — I should like to sell the popular 

Edition or sale (not Copyright)— but as aoney is not ay object in it. 

Should not require anything out of the way—b open as they say *to a 

reasonable offer* — While I am on this head, I should observe that 

I am not altogether satisfied with Chaiman on the sale of the cheap 

Edition of ay works— His accounts are irregular b unintelligible— 

I should be very glad, as my dealings are so increased with you—to 

see that work in your hands— If we could make suitable arrangements— 

It ought to be very profitable to both—b be a yearly annuity to myself— 

The sale always going on steadily— There are 10 volumes now printed— 

b stereotyped b there would be about 10 More of the novels— I should 

like, if we could come to any arrangeaent, to place it on soae other 

basis than Coaaission— . . . b get rid of all complicated accounts 

Probably Letters to John Bull. 
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botwoon publisher b author. — . . But I don*t see ny way how— . 

Perhaps for the works already stereotyped—so nuch night be allowed 

for the sale of so many copies—b the same plan formed with proportionate 

difference for so many copies of these not issued— I look forward to 

it rather as a source of income regularly—yearly of 1/2 yearly, than 

to any sale out of hand. — . . And I think that it ought to get a 

very different Class of readers froa that which Chapaan seems solely 

to reckon, on: via in the Manufactory Towns. — . Chapaan*s idea of 

the Reading public for such works being taken froa those who principally 

purchase Dickens— 

Think over this, will you; b see whether it can come to anjrthing— I 

have told Cha]»an—that I shall probably come to some arrangement with 

him— (Which [which written over illegible word] is commission) after 

the 11. volume (which contains the Sequel to Maltravers is printed) 

Vols printed b stereotyped 

Rienzi 

Paul Clifford 

Poapeii 

Eugene Aram 

Godolphin— 

Pilgrims of Rhine-

Night b Morning 

Pelham— 

Last of Barons 

st 
Ernest Maltravers iT Part 

Now Printing E. Maltravers 2?** Part— 
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Vola to print 

The Disowned 

Devereaux— 

Zanonl— 

Conquest of Grenada 

Lucretia 

Harold the Laat of the Saxon Kings 

The Caxtons. — 

And when these are printed there would probably be two aore— there 

remains also The Student 

England b English 

b 

Essays (Not Collected yet). . 

rs 
Y. E B L. 

LETTER 17 

My dear Sir 

I send you the copy for the October niseber. — I foresee that 

the printer will have hard work to make it out. Therefore send me the 

proof as soon as you can b with it the copy. As for this nuaber, — 

we shall advance into the plot—b toward the denouement. — 

I think in republication it may be wise to oait [oait (?) partially 

blurred] all the introductory chapters that bring the Caxtons before 

u s — I fear that they diaturb the atory with different associations, 

b many persons surmise already that this is a sequel to the Caxtons— 

^ B-L is referring to My Novel. 
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X think also it may be wise to change the title, b sink Pisistratus 

oltogether—Putting merely my name. — 

Conalder this— 

Direct Knebworth 

rs 
Y. Ever E B L 

You have got I hope, the Pamphlet. — ^ It will be well to get the 

reprint on the various railways I have not yet heard froa P. Ferrier 

LETTER 18 

My dear Sir 

I retum the proofs which I should like a revise directed here: 

I have attended to your original query—b shall have an occasion to 

modify any extravagant hopes in a literary career foraed by young enthu

siasts. — I laughed heartily at your antecdote of your correspondent 

and his * little work* — 

I have made the reaainder of this number, occurs earlier than it did 

before— . . The Number was a little too long b the chapters I propose 

over to the next open on a new phase of Interest which will [bear crossed 

out] be best, cosmienced with a New Book— I think it ends very well 

where it now does— 

I am afraid I aust have the supposed guilt of Riccaboccas first wife 

b the missing packet— . You will see later that it serves to connect 

all the principal persons in the general denoueaent b aakes Leonard of 

^ Probably Letters to John Bull. 
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uao to Df Riccabocca,^ which artistically, he ought [t]o bo Books 

XI b XXX—will bo very difficult and X hope to get ample tine to retouch 

b mature them. — Book X which followa this number will X think have 

auch interest b good effect— 

The necessity of looking to the defense of England is now genomlly 

felt b will X think help any new adainistration— it can scarcely help 

to save the present one— It is a principle at variance with Manchester-

England versus Cobden 

Yrs ever E B L 

Thursday 

4 Hereford 8t 

LETTER 19 

4 Hereford St 

Saturday 

My dear Sir; 

I can well understand that the correction in the Schiller must 

have been very expensive, b I see no objection to the change of 10? 

or 10.6 instead of 8. — . The difference would influence few of the 

class of purchasers to which it addresses itself I willingly agree to 

your proposal as to terns— 75Ii as agreed—50L after the sale of 1,000 

copies— 

The affairs in France are peculiar— . The Constitution reit&inds ae of 

what was said of Augustus that he left all the foms of freedon b stole 

Dr. Riccabocca appears in My Novel. 
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away all the Spirit. — But in the present disordered state of France, 

I don*t know whether it will not work well. — it is a constitution 

fit for vigour— . dispatch b secrecy [?] a good one for nore coups 

d*Etat. b adapted to the execution of public works—be seeing that L. 

Napoleon has been "rather [Illegible] received" after its pronulgation, 

I incline to think the whole a confimation of ay favorite idea viz: 

"that every People obtains aa nuch freedoa as it is fit for" — Things 

at hone look queer— . . I suspect that the present Cabinet will break 

op—ahortly after Parl^ neets but that the Whigs will have another 

*try* — that Lord John will be called on to reconstruct a Cabinet—b 

take in the patronites [?] and some perhaps of Manchester Politicians— 

it being understood that the hitch to all this is in 4 present Ministers 

who will be thrown over board when the time comes— . . I doubt the popu

larity of their new Ref. Bill whatever it be— 

T5* truly E B L 

LETTER 20 

My dear Sir 

In consultation with a Judicious Few as to oaitting Pisistratus 

Caxton froa title page, they are all ags^ it. It occurrs [sic] to me 

that we aay have an easy mode to get my name apparent if necessary-

Why not in the notice to the French Pirates I could put ay 

name there as the Author. Or if you think it better. — [it̂  could 

crossed out] you could have a fly leaf about the Caxtons which would 

introduce it opposite title page 

In the Press a New Edition of the Caxton Faiaily be by Sir E. B. L. Author 

of "My Novel" Rienzi be. 
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Yrs truly E. B. L. 

Saturday night 

1 Park Lane 

X retum all the proofs I have 

P. S 

send the proofs to me till further orders directed to me in care of 

Mf' Garwood, 18 Rue Dubot pies de la Madeleane Paris 

LETTER 21 

My dear Sir 

I write to say that many persons recommend me to change the title 

objecting to "My Novel" — What say you. Let me know. — b Inform me 

at the same time; if the proofs I retum are printed off if not there 

is time for allowing title b for another correction I wish to aake In 

the early sheets of the text. — I am getting on with the Conclusion b 

as soon as that is done—all will be clear for revisal of whole with 

the promptest despatct [sic] . — 

JUst returned from Manchester. I find the principal manufacturers by 

no means so democratic as might be disposed [or supposed] disliking 

Bright personally, even tho* voting for hia b abjuring his politics. 

I think I helped the Gov. much with some of them by a little rational 

Conversation— 

I believe we are getting on well in the M. S [̂ ] — 

Rec? your [proofs crossed out] sheets of My Novel b the Mag 

The last is excellent— Will you be so kind as to insert in the next 
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Number the formal notice that the Copyright of my Novel is reserved in 

France— For want of this fom that iaproves [?] Galignani^ has boon 

pirating it every week b announces his edition of it when complete— 

Your form will stop this 

Direct Knebworth. 

YT • E B L 

Saturday 

LETTER 22 

My dear Sir 

I have no copy of the Caxtons. I do not think one is required 

Uy corrections will be merely verbal b inexpensive You had better send 

me the proofs— I hope you have a [a copy crossed out] letter contain

ing corrections which I send you from Germany) for a Second Edition— 

Xf you have this letter, please to make the corrections in the copy 

for Press— 

X shall be glad to hear what your first sale of "My Novel" is— 

'^^^ [deficit crossed out] loss to me on the s\m I should have rec? 

from America if the work had come out as a whole is 75fc which you will 

perhaps, send me when you send the cheque for lOOL for the Caxtons. 

— . Indeed tlien at the lowest— [an illegible word crossed out] 

My Novel at 3 Vols instead of 4 — And having succeeded in selling the 

copy—right in France that suffices to cover the loss in the Oeman 

copyright. 

^ Jean-Antoine and Guillaume Galignani publishers of the Parisian 
Gallgnani*s Messenger. 
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Ever yrs truly 

E B L 

1 Park Lane 

Monday 

LETTER 23 

My dear Sir 

You will see my speech in the Times— . it haa good luck to be 

very successful. — Members on both sides prefer it, appreciably to 

ay speech on reform last year. — 

X have Just rec? notes froa Publishers asking to publish it I waited 

to hear whether you would like to have it, but I fear it would be a 

pecuniary sacrifice; b not a print b paper. 

However please let me know by retum of poat—if you print it may be 

at once from "Press" for which I have Just corrected a copy. 

T T ' in haste E B L 

LETTER 24 

My dear Sir 

MSS arrived this morning— I am toiling thro* the conclusion 

b will not stop at present to correct and revise the copies of Vol 1— 

I have written about 120 p. of Vol 4. b am still far froa the 

denouement. 

How about the new cheap edition of the C. R. Do you still 

meditate it— I do not see it announced. — 

1 The Coming Race. The letter was probably written in 1872. 
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Truly yrs 

L 

LETTER 25 

A. Hall 

Torquay 

My dear Sir/ 

You can't be more puzzled about the Book than I am—b I enter

tain the same doubts, I dare say, that you do—especially as to the 

details of language [illegible] in the aiddle of the Vol. —yet without 

them there is no purpose or solidity in the Book— But I dare say they 

can be heightened by a Jest or two or abridged— Maybe without sample 

passages that you think could be improved or left out 

We must see what these Communalists do before we can see how to write 

about them— But I agree with you that if such warnings do not serve 

to shew the whirl b chaos of riots which ensure froa the break up of 

Established Government which unite political order with practical free

dom— — The sooner the Coming race derived tram frogs demolishes the 

present race derived from nonkies the better 

Yrs in haste L 

LETTER 26 

My dear Sir 

I send you the proofs of parts 2. b 3. — Send me the revises— . 

b let me if you please, [have] 4 copies of the revises—as I am agreeing 

with, a French, German, b Dutch translator, to whom I am to send early 
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revises— I don*t quite understand what la the Stipulation you wish to 

make with Harper. I suppose it is that they should not print any one 

Part [Part written over an Illegible word] of the work till after it has 

appeared in the Magazine—that of course— But I apprehend from a letter 

I receive from their agent here—that they have a Magazine of their 

own, in which they would publish each part [part written over an illag-

ibla word] in the Month following— No stipulation of aine could pre

vent that I suppose— : X could offer nothing to thea Equivalent to 

their preaant right to do so. X understand that is what they do with 

Dickons who sends thea his proofs. But they want to have the proofs 

earlier than you propose—or else any other Am. periodical would have 

the start of them— . It appears that when they get the sheets they 

take as much as 3 weeks to print [what I assume to be print may be 

another word; of and their are written over illegible words] of their 

Magaaine Number— In [in written over an] consequences of the quantity 

of copies thoy print. . 160000— Do you reprint your Magaaine in America? 

or what? — Make me Exactly aware of what you desire b what is the precise 

condition you want me to Effect. — I will act accordingly. 

Send me back to town by return of post 3 copies of revise of 

Number [Number written over an illegible word] one. returned for Press, 

for my translators 

rs 
Y. truly 

E B Lytton 

Knebworth— 

I shall be in town on Thursday. 
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LBTTER 27 

4 Hertford St 

Friday 

My dear Sir 

At laat I send off all the proofs of the poeas. — ^ It is 

right however that I should see a reviae of the pages 264-267: F the 

alips sent shall bo returned the same day. I now but write for the 

preface. You were good eno* to Inquire about the Numbers of the Maga

aine X have received none since those bound up in the set you so gener

ously gave me. — Not having the booka here, X don*t remember exactly 

the date which thoy ended I think at the close of 1848— 

YT® ever E B L. 

LETTER 28 

My dear Sir 

Tho copy I sent you, I find to be full of aisprints— it passed 

most rapidly thro* the press to be out on a certain day and I did not 

see the revise of aany additions I aade— I will send you the day after 

tomorrow a more correct copy— A second Edition was called for in 

such haste, that my corrections I fear must wait for the 3. with which 

we are already going to press— 

The [illegible word crossed out] errors are however nearly all 

clerical b do not touch the argument. I need scarcely say that (page 71) 

vivandum should have been printed vivendum—an error so obviously the 

^ "Poems" could be referring to the translations of Schiller 
or Horace, St. Stephens, or other poems B-L published in BM. 
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printers b which the Morning Chronicle assumes to be aine! 

Page 98—however there is a correction I ought to have aade— Instead 

of "Such was the profound saying of an historian," be so good as to 

nark in your copy— *Such are the words assigned to Caesar by an his

torian, be. In page 86 b 87, I shall nake the connexion between Wages 

b capital, as confined to Districts, nore strong b clear in the 3. 

Edtion. X shall be very glad of your opinion of the i^olo, with any 

corrections. 

YT" truly E B L 

22 Circus Road St. John*s Wood 

Tuesday. 

LETTER 29 

G. 6. 

Friday 

My dear Sir 

1 2 

I [Illegible] Wolff before applied to me about Miss Lever. 

Nothing would please me more than to assist in obtaining her a pension-

were I free. But as you are aware the sum annually given is shortly 

limited-and X have always held it a rule that irtiere one is very eamest 

in reconmending one claimant to the Pensioner, it is iapossible to canvas 

also for another till the first candidate be disposed of I happen to 

be in that position with regard to a very learned b able aan of letters. 

I aay [i^I written over an illegible word) add that the difficulty is 

1 I am unable to identify Wolff; it may not be Wolff. 

^ I am unable to identify Miss Lever, but she is probably the 
sister of Charles Lever, the Irish-English novelist. 
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cauaed by my not being a aupport of Mr Gladstones- One must bo very 

intimate with a Premier to ask hin for two pensions tho same year-

The right person to apply to Gladstone should in ny opinion be con

nected with Ireland— . Whether the Lord Lieutenant or Chicester 

Fortescue; or some oninmt Irish Native— 

In that case X think Gladstone w. consider Miss Levers claia to super

cede others which however strong, do not appeal on the voice of a Nation. 

X nay add that the nemorial emanating from an Irish quarter would better 

express the tribute greatly due the Sister Country to the most brilliant 

Novelist she has produced. 

I saw Forster also yesterday. He talks of visiting Scotland w** will I 

hope set him up— I fear that no Installaent you can give will suffice 

to meet the question at issue— The Divisions fall so naturally b 

effectively into half vols—b less than that portion does not seem to 

rs 
me to colour the scope required Y. L 

LETTER 30 

My dear Sir 

I return the proofs for Press. Be kind eno* to take care that 

the slight corrections are carefully attended to—especially P. 116. 

where there are two technical words corrected I should be auch obliged 

if you would write to G. Lewes as you kindly propose, tho* I suppose 

that if there be much demand for the Book—Harper will reprint it— 

ruthlessly. 

I have Just got the Mag. b will read the article you naae with the 

other contents. I ought before to have thanked you for the Classical 
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Livoa — all that I have read are exceedingly well done b very useful 

I admire particiaarly the Konophon—a very difficult subject. 

I write in groat haste, being tired out with the mvises— 

I will consider tho Dedication in a day or two— 

Yrs truly L 

Thursday 

G 8 

LETTER 31 

My dear Sir 

I rec. your cheque duly this aoming for which, aany thanks. 

— I am delighted that you like the copy sent. — b hope I shall keep 

up the interest— It is the aost difficult plot I ever grappled with— 

owing to the nunber b variety of characters. I must aak you by the bye 

to send the MS with the next proofs, b send the next nuaber as soon as 

you can in case I want a revise— I will turn over in my mind the ques

tion of the 5? parts— I too feel doubtful— There will be too much 

matter for 3 ordinary Novel Volumes— . Would two vols, (like Vanity 

fair) do—rather large size. 

As to your suggestion of an address to the Landowners— it requires 

auch thought it has not yet occurred to me, but the idea is very 

valuable— I doubt if I could do it with my novel— I will turn it 

over— At this moment however my hands are quite full I am finishing 

off the Schiller b hope to send in a few days the greater portion— 

^ I am unable to find a book by this title. 
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Meanwhile tho last two sheets—you sent me have got mislaid Will you 

forward the same proofs again— They are the two sheets not order for 

press. — 

I have aade some comments to Protection quietly aaong the Austoud [?] 

I tmst to get more. Henley [?] and Palmer are great blows— I dont 

think Disraeli can mean to be taken literally. He has got soae cursed 

critchel [?] in his head much too Metaphysical for coamon coaprehension 

—about Inserting on removal of burthens because by the iapossibility 

to remove them we have to recur to Protection. All very well. But it 

is like surrendering one*s banker— . to serve for wadding— 

Yrs most truly E B L 

Many thanks to your brother for his letter 

LETTER 32 

My dear Sir/ 

I have been b may continue to be absent froa Town, or shd have 

€:alled on you b M;^ Blackwood Is there any hope of teapting you both 

to visit me here— I expect my son after Thursday. — On Wednesday 

Evening I am in town till Thursday. — morning. 

th rs 

Shall you be in town the 30. b if so will you and M. 8 accept 

tickets for an amateur concert at Corendon [?] House Kensington for the 

afternoon of that Saturday. The concert will be good b the Patronnesses 
delighted. 

rs 
Y. truly 

E B Lytton 

Knebworth—Stevenage 

June 18. 
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P 8 Some reviewers have complained that they dont have copies of my new 

Edition of Library Novels or woiild review it— 

Kent says he wd review each vol monthly if he had vols— (sent to his 

private House Camden Terrace .1) I know not whether you think the 

work of the reviews equal to the loss of the copies—but I aention the 

[illegible] b leave it to your discretion. 

LETTER 33 

My dear Sir 

o 
Would Thursday next suit you to come down. I expect Ward [?] 

o 

and MacLlse the artist b one or two others that day They come by Train 

leaves Kings X. 5 m. after 5 b I shall send the carriage to Welwyn 

Station— if not that day, any other. I shall, D V be here all this 

week 
Ever yrs E B L 

Kneb 

Stmday. 

LETTER 34 

8 March 

My dear Sir 

^ Probably Charles Kent, "one of his Lordship's oldest and most 
intimate friends." Thompson Cooper, Lord Lytton (London: George Rout
ledge b Sons, 1873). 

^ I am unable to identify Ward; it may not be Ward. 

^ Daniel Maclise (1806-1870). 
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X aa vary nuch obliged by your note and reaittance. The title 

page doaa very well. — . X never do find nuch aid fron the press— 

tho* one wT think this a poen to auit Newspaper Extracts Won't the 

Times aay anything about It? However X cant but think it will make b 

keep its ground— X enclose a list of persons to whoa I think it will 

be well to send copies— 

Xf we can once got it talked about, it will probably go off—b 

the more so if we can soon dispose of a first and 2? Edition of 500 

each— 

X don*t at all like the tone our men, especially Fitsgerald b soae of 

our newspapers take in foreign affairs— It is yelping without any 

tooth to bite— And tho* I believe the F Alliance will drop off I be

lieve also that the Public would not forgive the Party here who by 

patent language calculated to trick it b throw the final blame of 

probable war on misdoers— 

Y " tmly E B L 

P. L. Thursday 

LETTER 35 

My dear Sir 

I have been honibly indolent— Nothing stirred since you were 

here— You shall know whenever mentally I give signs of returning to 

life— When I see F Clintons book I can Judge whether a good art. can 

be made of it— If you get a copy for review, please send it to ae— 

^ There are two books by and one book about Henry F. Clinton 
listed in the British Museum Catalog. 
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X will read Haalay's article with care as wall as interest— 

Tho war muat go on and after consequences must bo after consider

ations I agree with you in much of what you say— It aay be a great 

help to France b the Eiq>eror—b very critical to us— 

Yrs nost truly with kind regards to your brother E B L 

Saturday Kneb. 

LETTER 36 (FRAGMENTARY) 

Tuesday 

My dear Sir 

It has cost ne sone trouble to correct the prelininary chapter: 

b X must have a revise sent ae, indeed 2 revises of the whole portion 

as soon as possible. X will retum to Press by same post. I have not 

struck out the repetition of under the gaslights imder the stars— 

for I could not myself detect the places where the repetition was ob

jectionable, but I can conceive that it aay seea affected somewhere if 

you will mark in the revise where you feel it detracts [?], it should 

go out. Pray let me have plenty of proofs as soon as you can I find 

it so difficult to get color pens now for correction— 

I don*t like Walewskis last dispatch at all there is rancour and 

asinene [sic] places [?] in it— 

I don*t feel the gov* gathering strength nor do I think as yet they 

could be qualified in dissolving 

No member has a right to dissolve merely to strengthen his party for 

retum to opposition. He aust be enabled to assure his Sovereign 

that he believes a new Election will give him a working Majority. 
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Darby failed in this before, b if he fail a second time, he will greatly 

lower his Constitutional position. On the whole I think they will fall 

this session but it is impossible to say. I aa in doubt as yet whether 

to keep to my present [?] 

LETTER 37 (FRAGMENTARY) 

are quire right— That sort of article should not be too soon reprinted, 

for the sake of the Mag. — The rule would not hold good in some other 

kind of article such as politics or even ay poea on the Orators should 

that ever appear in the Mag; I hope soon to get to some kind of lit

erary work. At present I aa iaaersed in the "cares of property" — 

looking over Stewards Books thro* a long [illegible] of [illegible] and 

trying to settle ay new agent. 

2 
Will you send me a copy of Mag. containing Haimted House, soaebody 

cribbed mine 

Vf* E B Lytton 

^ Probably St. Stephens, A Poem. See Appendix B. 

2 "The Haunted and the Haunters; or the House of the Brain, 
BM, LXXXVI (August, 1859), 224-245. 
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PART 1. WORKS OF SIR EDWARD BULWER-LYTTON PUBLISHED 
IN BLACKWOOD*S MAGAZINE 

1842 The Poems and Ballads of Schiller. 

No. I, Septeaber, LII, 283-298. 

No. XX, October, LXX, 447-456. 

Mo. Ill, November, LII, 589-589. 

No. IV, December, LII, 751-766. 

1843 No. V, February, LXXI, 166-180. 

No. VI, March, LIII, 302-313. 

No. VII, April, LIII, 433-446. 

No. VIII, May, LIII, 626-639. 

Part the Last, August, LIV, 139-152. 

"Love and Death," December, LIV, 717. 

1848 Tho Caxtons: A Family Picture. 

Part I, April, LXIII, 513-624. 

Part II, May, LXIII, 525-539. 

Part H I , June, LXIII, 653-672. 

Part IV, July, UCIV, 40-50. 

Part V, August, LXIV, 171-184. 

Part VI, September, UCIV, 315-386. 

Part VIX, October, LXIV, 387-406. 

Part VIII, December, UtlV, 672-686. 

1849 Port IX, January, LXV, 33-46. 

Part X, February, UCV, 147-161. 
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Part XI, March, LXV, 287-303. 

Part XII, April, LXV, 420-435. 

Part XIII, June, LXV, 637-663. 

Part XIV, July, LXVI, 48-62. 

Part XV, Auguat, LXVI, 151-171. 

Part XVI, September, UCVI, 277-291. 

Part the Last, October, iXVI, 391-411. 

1850 "My Novel'; or. Varieties in English Life. 

Part I, Septeaber, LXVIII, 247-264. 

Part II, October, LXVIII, 373-415. 

Part III, November, LXVIII, 499-515. 

Part IV, Deceaber, LXVIII, 627-644. 

1851 Part V, January, LXIX, 20-39. 

Part VI, Febmary, LXIX, 137-163. 

Part VII, March, LXIX, 282-304. 

Part VIII, April, UtIX, 428-449. 

Part IX, May, UCIX, 531-545. 

Part X, June, UtIX, 676-700. 

Part XI, July, LXX, 1-24. 

Part XII, August, UtX, 173-194. 

Part XIII, Septeaber, LXX, 275-295. 

Part XIV, October, LXX, 392-414. 

Part XV, November, LXX. 573-595. 

Part XVI, December, LXX, 681-698. 

1852 Part XVII, January, LXXI, 86-105. 

Part XVIII. February, LXXI, 165-186. 
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Part XIX, March, LXXI, 298-319. 

Part XX, April, LXXI, 410-447. 

Part XXI, May, UXI, 569-596. 

Part XXII, July, LXXII, 49-70. 

Part XXIII, August, I^XII, 235-249. 

Part XXIV, September, UCXII, 331-353. 

Part XXV, October, LXXII, 479-513. 

Part XXVI, November, UULII, 576-595. 

Part XXVII, Deceaber, LXXII, 653-679. 

1853 Part XXVIII, January, LXXIII, 21-62. 

1857 What Will He Do With It? By Pisistratus Caxton. 

Book I, June, LXXXI, 649-669. 

Part II, July, ULXXII, 18-39. 

Part III, August, I^XXII, 129-155. 

Part IV, September, LXXXII, 291-311. 

Part V, October, UCXXII, 393-409. 

Part VI, Noveaber, LXXXII, 553-575. 

Part VII, December, IXXXII, 675-692. 

1858 Part VIII, January, UCXXIII, 18-40. 

Part IX, February, LXXXIII, 155-182. 

Part X, March, LXXXIII, 259-275. 

Part XI, April, LXXXIII, 427-450. 

Part XII, May, LXXXIII, 526-547. 

Part XIII, June, LXXXIII, 667-686. 

Part XIV, July, LXXXIV, 42-71. 

Part XV, August, LXXXIV, 226-252. 
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Part XVI, Septeaber, UOOLIV, 270-295. 

Part XVII, October, LXXXIV, 386-413. 

Part XVIII, Noveaber, LXXXIV, 536-367. 

Part XIX, Deceaber, LXXXIV, 647-675. 

1859 Part the Last, January, LXXXV, 1-30. 

'̂ The Haunted and the Haunters; or the House of the Brain," 
August, LXXXVI, 224-245. 

"A Dreaa of the Dead," Septeaber, LXXXVI, 358-363. 

1860 St. Stephenc: A Poea 

Part I, January, LXXXVII, 1-13. 

Part Second, February, LXXXVII, 162-175. 

Part Third, March, LXXXVII, 277-289. 

1862 Caxtoniana: A Series of Essays on Life, Literature, and 
Manners. 

Part I, XCI, 137-147. 

Part II, March, XCI, 302-308. 

Part III, April, XCI, 391-401. 

Part IV, May, XCI, 585-595. 

Part V, June, XCI, 702-714. 

Part VI, July, XCII, 40-47. 

Part VII, August, XCII, 163-171. 

Part VIII, September, XCII, 314-322. 

Part IX, October, XCII, 402-412. 

Part X, Noveaber, XCII, 527-543. 

Part XI, December, XCII, 658-671. 

1863 Part XII, January, XCIII, 30-43. 

Part XIII, Febmary, XCIII, 149-168. 
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Part XIV, March, XCIII, 267-283. 

Part XV, April, XCIII, 471-480. 

Part XVI, May, XCIII, 545-560. 

Part XVII, July, XCIV, 1-17. 

Part XVIII, August, XCIV, 149-167. 

Part XIX, Septeaber, XCIV, 267-293. 

Conclusion, October, XCIV, 418-428. 

"May Song," November, XCIV, 635. 

"The Boataan," Deceaber, XCIV, 653-658. 

1864 "The Mind and the Body. By Pisistratus Caxton," January, 
XCV, 43-48. 

1868 "Horace: The Causes of His Popularity," April, CHI, 383-398. 

"The Odes of Horace," May, CHI, 573-600. 

"The Odes of Horace," July, CIV, 26-43. 

"The Odes of Horace," August, CIV, 145-164. 

"Upon the Eaployaent of Rhymed Verse in English Comedy," 
Feomary, CVII, 264-266. 

1872 The Parisians. 

Book I, October, CXII, 391-428. 

Book II, November CXII, 509-547. 

Book III, December, CXII, 645-674. 

1873 Book IV, January, CXIII, 1-34. 

Book V, Febmary, CXIII, 186-205. 

Book V, Continued, March, CXIII, 259-282. 

Book VI, April, CXIII, •*07-426. 

Book V H , June, CXIII, 631-656. 

Book VIII, July, CXIV, 1-22. 
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•ook IX, Auguat, CXXV, 131-164. 

Book X, September, CXIV, 283-304. 

Book XI, October, CXIV, 391-407w 

Book XI, Continued, November, CXIV, 519-563. 

Book X H , December, CXIV, 643-666. 

1874 Part the Last, January, CXV, 1-34. 

PART 2. WORKS OF SIR EDWARD BULWER-LYTTON PUBLISHED BY 
WILLIAM BLACKWOOD AND SONS, EDINBURGH AND LONDON 

The Poems and Ballads of Schiller, trandated. With a Brief Sketch of 
Schiller*s Life. 2 vols. 18441 ~~~ 

The Caxtons: A Family Picture. 3 vols. 1849. 

Letters to John Bull, Esq., on Affairs Connected with his Landed Prop
erty and the Persons Who Live Thereon. 11th ed. 1851. 

Poems and Ballads of Schiller. New Edition. 1852. 

"My Novel," by Pisistratus Caxton; or. Varieties in English Life. 
4 vols. 1853. 

Address of Sir Edward Bulwer-Lytton . . . to the Associated Societies 
of the University of Edinburgh, on the Occasion of his Installa
tion as Their Honorary President. Delivered . . . January 18. 
1854. And his Speech at the Public Dinner Give to Him in the 
Hopetoun Rooas, Edinburgh, January 20, 1854. 1854. 

The Haunted snd the Haunters; or. The House of the Brain. 1857. 

What Will He Do With It? by Pisistratus Csxton. 1858. 

The Novels of Sir Edward Bulwer-Lytton. 47 vols. Library edition. 
1859-1874. 

St. Stephens: A Poea, 1860. 

Caxtoniana: A Series of Essays on Life, Literature, and Manners. 
2 vols. 1863. 

The Boatman, by Pisistratus Caxton. 1864. 
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The Odes and Epodes of Horace. 1869. 

Walpole; or. Every Man Has His Price. A Coaedy in Rhyme, in three 
Acts. 1869. 

The Coning Race. 1871. 

The Parisians. 4 vols. 1873. 

Kenela Chillingly: His Adventures and Opinions. 3 vela. 1873. 



APPENDIX C 

A SELECTED LIST OF MEN MENTIONED IN BULWER-LYTTON*S LETTERS 

^^^'anA T',^*"^!*" (1792-1867), historian, was bom in Shropshire, 
and in 1800, his faally noved to Edinburgh where he was tutored 
privately until 1805, when he entered the University of Edinburgh. 
Alison began a study of law in 1810, and he was called to the bar 
in 1814 and appointed advocate depute in 1822. In the interia he 
made several continental tours gathering infomation for his Euro
pean histories; in 1832, he published a work on Scotch criainal 
lav/ and began contributing to BM. Alison began his History of 
Europe in 1829, the first voluae being published in 1833 and the 
tenth in 1842. In 1847, he brought out the first edition of his 
Life of Marlborough and a larger edition in 1852: Dictionary of 
National Biography. 

Aytoun, William Edmondstoune (1813-1865), Scottish poet, was born in 
Edinburgh and educated at Edinburgh Academy and the University of 
Edinburgh, and he studied law in London for a brief period. In 
1834, he studied in Germaay, and on his retum to Edinburgh, became 
a writer of the signet. In 1836, he began contributing to BM orig
inal poeas and translations, and in 1844, he Joined the BM staff, 
and in 1845, was appointed professor of rhetoric and belles lettres 
at the University of Edinburgh. He wrote chiefly poetry for BM, 
but also wrote one novel, Norman Sinclair: WB. 

Blackwood, Alexander (1806-1845), publisher, was the eldest son of 
Williaa Blackwood I, founder of the Blackwood publishing fira aad 
of Blackwood*s Edinburgh Magaaine. When William Blackwood I died 
in 1834, Alexander became editor of iUI and head of the firm, assist
ed by his brothers, John and Robert. Maay of Bulwer-Lytton*s letters, 
froa 1842*1845, were addressed to Alexander: Mrs. Oliphanlfs Wil3^g»^ 
Blackwood and His Sons and F. D. Tredrey*s The House of Blackwood, 
1804-1954. 

Blackwood, John (1818-1879), publisher and sixth son of Williaa Black
wood I, was educated at Edinburgh High School and the University of 
Edinburgh. After his graduation, John travelled abroad for three 
years, and in 1839, he entered a London publishing firm to learn 
the trade. In 1840, he was put in charge of the newly organized 
London Blackwood branch, reaaining there until 1845. One of his 
duties in London was to secure new contributors for NI. and it 
was through hia that ^k secured Bulwer-Lytton (then Bulwer). When 
Alexander died in 1845, John returned to Edinburgh to becoae the 
third editor of BM and virtual head of the publishing fira, holding 
both positions until his death. Of the 19th century BM editors, 
John was perhaps the aost talented. He quickly discerned the talent 
of George Eliot, then completely unknown, and began publishing 

532 
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Scenes of Clerical Life after having seen only a saall portion 
of the MS, sent to hia without naae. With one exception, all of 
George Eliot*s novels were published by the Blackwood fim. Most 
of the letters of Bulwer-Lytton were addressed to John; there 
existed between the two men a strong bond of social, literary, and 
political friendahip: DNB, Mrs. Oliphant, Tredrey, and the Earl 
of Lytton*s Life of Edward Bulwer. 

Blackwood, Robert (1808-1852), publisher and second son of Williaa 
Blackwood I, served the Blackwood fira as a partner with his bro
thers Alexander and John froa 1834 to the late 1840*s when his 
health began to fail. Froa 1837 to 1839, Robert bore the brunt of 
the work, for Alexander*s health was poor and Alexander was in Eur
ope: Tredrey and Mrs. Oliphant. 

Blackwood, William, II (1810-1861), soldier and publisher, third son of 
William Blackwood I, Joined the East India Company and rose to the 
rank of aajor. Prospects for advanceaent being soaewhat dia with 
the Coapany, he Joined the publishers in 1848, serving in an edi
torial capacity, working under and with John. It was Major Black
wood who bought Mrs. Margaret Oliphant*s first novel, Katie Stewart, 
for flH in 1852, and securing at the saae tiae, one of the nost de
voted servants of the aagaaine: Tredrey and Mrs. Oliphant. 

Blackwood, Willlan, III (1836-1912), publisher. Joined the Blackwood 
fim in 1857, succeeding John (his uncle) as the fourth editor of 
BM in 1879. A few of Bulwer-Lytton* s letters after 1857 are ad
dressed to Williaa: Tredrey. 

Bulwer, Henry, Lord Dalling (1801-1872), diploaatist, elder brother of 
Sir Edward Bulwer-Lytton, was educated at Trinity and Downing 
Colleges, Caabridge. He published ainor poeas in 1822 and served 
as an amy officer fron 1825 to 1829. In 1827, he entered the 
dlplonatic service, serving as attache to Berlin, Vienna, and the 
Hague between 1827 and 1835. He was Charge d*affairs at Constaiti-
nople froa 1837 to 1843; anbassador to Madrid, 1843-1848, and to 
Washington in 1849. Fron 1849 on, he held various dlplonatic posts, 
including anbassador to Constantinople. He was raised to the peer
age in 1871: MtB. 

Collins, Williaa Lucas (1817-1887), aiscellaneous writer, received his 
M. A. froa Jesus College, Oxford, in 1841. He served as victor of 
Kilsby froa 1867-1873, and rector of Lowick, Northaaptonshire from 
1873-1887. He contributed a ntuaber of popular monographs on great 
writers to WI: DNB. 

Ferrier, James Frederick (1808-1864), metaphysician, nephew and son-in-
law of John Wilson, was bom in Edinburgh, privately tutored by 
the Reverend H. Duncan and Dr. Charles Parr Bumey. He attended 
the University of Edinburgh and Magdalen College, Oxford, where he 
was graduated in 1831. He spent a few aonths in Geraany studying 
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German phlloaophy and language. It was Ferrier who helped Bulwer-
LyttoB with the translations of Schiller*s poeas and ballads. 
About 1837, he became a contributor to ttf. In 1842, he was appoint
ed profoaaor of civil history at the University of Edinburgh, and 
in 1844 and 1845, he served as substitute in philosophy for Sir 
William Hamilton at the Univeraity. He was appointed to the chair 
of moral philosophy at St. Andrews in 1845, where he renained until 
hia death: MtB. 

Forster, John (1812-1876), historian and biographer, was educated at 
tho grannar school of Newcastle, University College of London, and 
the Inner Tenple. In 1830, Forster published his first article in 
Tho Newcastle Magaaine. In 1836, he began writing his Lives of 
the Statesaen of the Coanonwealth, completed in 1839 in five volumes. 
Forster was called to the bar in 1843 and in 1845, he becaae asso
ciated with Dickens and Bulwer-Lytton in the amateur benefit per
formances of the Guild of Literature and Art. His and Bulwer-Lytton*s 
friendship remained strong, except for a brief period, as long as 
Bulwer-Lytton lived. Bulwer-Lytton often called on Forster to read 
his manuscripts aad often sought his advice about modes of publica
tion. In 1848, Forster*s The Life and Adventures of Oliver Gold
smith appeared, and in 1858, his various political and biographical 
sketches were collected and published. Between 1858 and 1861, he 
published various works on 16th, 17th, and 18th century English 
political history. In addition to Bulwer-Lytton, Forster counted 
among his intimate friends, Walter S. Lander, Alexander Dyce (the 
Shakespearean scholar), and Charles Dickens, and when each died, 
he published their biographies (Dyce*s appeared &£ a preface to the 
catalog of Dyce*s library left to England). In addition to writing 
a Life of Lander (1869), Forster edited and published all of Lander's 
Imaginary Coavorsations. Forster left his personal library of 18,000 
volumes to England (known as the "Forster Collection" in the South 
Kensington Library) which included a first folio of Shakespeare, 
the first edition of Gulliver's Travels with Swift's own corrections, 
and the original manuscripts of aost of Dickens' novels: T^''. 
the Earl of Lytton, and B-L':̂  letters to Blackwood. 

Granville, Richard Plantagenet, Duke of Buckingham (1797-1861), histor
ical writer, was educated at Oriel College, Oxford. He served 
as M. P. froa Buckinghaashire from 1818-1839, and Lord of the Privy 
Seal in 1842. Granville lost his vast estates and wealth through 
aismanagement in 1845, and fled England, owing a million pounds. 
In a forty days* auction, the Chandos-Buckinghaa effects reduced 
the debt by three-fourths of a aillion pounds, but Orenville was 
never politically active again: DNB. 

Hamilton, Sir William (1788-1856), metaphysician, was educated at the 
University of Glasgow and Baliol College, Oxford, receiving his 
M. A. in 1814. He was appointed professor of civil history at 
Edinburgh in 1821, and in 1836, was elected to the chair of logic 
and metaphysics: DNB. 
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Hanlay, Sir Edward Bruce (1824-1893), soldier and writer, was educated 
at the Royal Military Academy (Sandhurst), serving as lieutenant 
of Sandhurst after graduation, and holding other military posts, 
rising to the rank of general. He became associated with ttl while 
stationed at Gibraltar, contributing articles on Gibraltar and a 
novel. Lady Lee's Widowhood. During the Crimean War, he contri
buted a Journal-like account of the war froa Crimea: DNB, Mrs. 
Oliphant, and Tredrey. 

Hayward, Abraham (1801-1884), essayiat, was educated at Tiverton School. 
Mo became early associated with periodicals and contributed during 
his life to a number of them. He edited Mrs. Pio«gi*s Autobiography 
(1861). His essays were collected and published in three series, 
1858, 1873, and 1874t DWB. 

Kennedy, Benjaaln Hall (1804-1899), headaaster of Shrewsbury School, 
rogius professor of Greek at Caabridge, and canon of Ely, was edu
cated by his father, Rann, at King Edward's School, Birmingham, 
Shrewsbury School under Samuel Butler, and at St. John*s College, 
Cambridge, where he net Edward Bulwer, then a fellow under-gradnata. 
Froa his early school days, Kennedy showed reaarkable acuaen for 
classical languages and won a ntuiber of awards for his translations 
and original Latin and Greek poetry. After his graduation froa 
Caabridge, he became assistant master at Shrewsbury, and in 1836, 
was made headsuister, where he remained for thirty years. In spite 
of its underpaid faculty, aeagre endowaent, and poor facilities, a 
number of Kennedy*s pupils, out of a relatively small enrollment, 
went on to Caabridge and Oxford, carrying "all before thea" in classi
cal studies. The distinction won by Shrewsbury men in classical 
studies established Kennedy as the gpreatest classical teacher of 
the 19th century. In 1866, Kennedy left Shrewsbury, going to 
Cambridge as regius professor of Greek and cannon of Ely. He pub
lished about 20 volumes of Latin graanars, editions of Latin poets, 
original works, and revised the New Testaaent. His The Birds of 
Aristophanes Translated into English (1874) was dedicated to Bulwer-
Lytton: DNB. 

Langford, Robert^ (7-1884), aanager of the Blackwood London office, was 
a literary critic before coaing to the Blackwood firm in the early 
1840's. In 1845, Langford was put in charge of external business of 
the London branch, a position he held until his retirement in 1881. 
After retirement, he went abroad, but continued until his death, as 
an adviser to William Blackwood III who had assumed theeditorship 
in 1876: Oliphant and Tredrey. 

"•• In the first two voluaes of William Blackwood and His Sons, Mrs. 
Oliphant has "Robert." In the third volume, Mrs. Porter has Joseph 
Mount." F. D. Tredrey, The House of Blackwood, has "John Mount. 
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Lever, Charles James (1806-1872), novelist, was bom in Dublin of Eng
lish ancestry. Lover was educated at Trinity College, Dublin, re-
delving his B. A. in 1827 and a Bachelor of Medicine in 1831. 
Losing his small Inheritance, he turned to writing for a living, 
publishing his first novel in 1837 in the Dublin University Maga-
alne. He reaained with the Dublin Magaaine until 1845 when he aoved 
to Italy. It was through Bulwer-Lytton that he became a contribu
tor to BM, publishing with thea a series of essays, Comal 1 us O'Dowd 
on Men, Women, and Things, and a novel, Tony Butler. He was appoint
ed consul at Trieste in 1867, where he reaained until his death in 
1871: DNB. 

Long, George (1800-1879), classical scholar, was educated at Trinity, 
Caabridge; froa 1824 through 1831, he was professor of languages 
at tho Universities of Virginia and London; he served as editor of 
the Quarterly Journal of Education, and froa 1833-1846, as editor 
of the Penny Enclopaedia. Froa 1842-1846, he was professor of Latin 
at the University College of London, and began editing the Bibli-
oteheca Classics in 1851: DNB. 

Lowther, Willlan, Earl of Lonadale (1787-1872) was educated at Harrow 
and Trinity College, Caabridge. He served as M. P. from Cockermouth 
from 1808-1813 and from Westmoreland interaittently froa 1813-1832. 
He entered the House of Lords in 1841 and was created Earl of 
Lonsdale in 1844. He held various govemaent posts until his 
death: DNB. 

Macready. Williaa Charles (1793-1873), actor, was bom in London and 
educated at Rugby. He aade his first stage appearance at Birming
ham as Roaeo in 1810. Acting the role of Richard III, he became 
the undisputed draaatic actor of England. He aanaged the Covent 
Garden and Drury Lane Theatres in the late 1830*s and early 1840*s. 
He retired in 1851. Macready, "the aost roaantic of actors," in 
his role of Lear, has never been surpassed. He acted in nearly all 
of Bulwer-Lytton*s early plays: DNB. 

Moir, David Macbeth (1798-1851), Scottish physician and writer, the 
"Delta" of the early M , was a close friend and physician of the 
Blackwood family: DNB. 

Morgan, Lady Sydney (17837-1859), novelist and sentiaental poet, made 
her literary reputation with The Wild Irish Girl. 1806. She married 
Sir Thomas Morgan in 1812, and continued to write various novels 
and prose works until 1837. In 1839, she aoved to London, devoting 
the rest of her life to society: DWB. 

Oxenford, John (1812-1877), dramatist, translator of plays, and draaatic 
critic of the Times, 1850-1875: DNB. 

Petty-Fltsmaurice, Henry, Marquis of Lansdowne (1780-1863). son of Sir 
Williaa Petty, first Marquis of Lansdowne, was educated at Westain-
ster School, Edinburgh University, and Caabridge. Under Orenville, 
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he was Chancellor of the Exchecquer, and succeeded his half-brother 
as the third Marquis of Lansdowne. A liberalist. he supported the 
abolition of alavery and other reform measures, serving intermittently 
as president of the Council from 1830-1852. He remained, from 1852 
until his death, a member of the cabinet without office: IMiB. 

Wilson, John (1785-1854), author, the "Christopher North" of BM and 
professor of moral phlloaophy in the University of Edinbrugh. Wilson 
and John Gibson Lockhart were the most conspicuous aeabers of Black
wood* s staff. Wilson*s overpowering animal spirits and Lockhart*s 
deadly sarcasm were the main supports of Ml. Most of his Lights 
and Shadows of Scottish Life appeared in W prior to their collec
tive publication in 1822. In 1822 Wilson and others began the Noctes 
Ambrosianae, and after 1825, it was largely written by Wilson: DNB. 


